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Mr. Alan L. Beller
Director, Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20549
Re:

Prior Correspondence Regarding Asset-Backed Securities Reforms

Dear Alan,
It was a pleasure speaking with you today, and again please accept my belated
congratulations on your appointment as Director of the Division of Corporation Finance.
As we discussed, enclosed please find prior correspondence submitted by The Bond
Market Association to the SEC in connection with the Staffs previous consideration of
possible reforms of registration, disclosure and reporting rules applicable to mortgagebacked and other asset-backed securities.
The letter dated November 6, 1996 was submitted in response to the staffs informal
request for suggestions concerning possible reforms in this area. The letter dated
November 8, 1996 was written in response to the SEC's concept release on "Securities
Act Concepts and Their Effects on Capital Formation." Pages 1-12 of that letter respond
generally to this concept release; issues relating specifically to asset-backed securities are
addressed beginning on page 13. Finally, the letter dated June 30, 1999 was written in
response to the so-called "aircraft carrier" proposals. The bulk of this letter responds to
these proposals generally,from .a fixed-income market perspective (specifically in the
context of corporate bo!~dofferings), with a section addressing the application of'the . .
proposals
.
.
to asset-backed securities beginning
. .
on page 41.
. .

I have also taken the liberty of including another copy of the proposals we submitted to
the Division of Corporation Finance in December of last year. These include our
recommendations for reforms of rules governing communications by issuers and
underwriters in connection with offerings of fixed-income securities, as well as five
separate requests dealing with registration and disclosure issues specifically in the
context of securitization transactions.
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We welcome your and the Staffs interest in addressing these matters, which remain a
.,
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0

high priority for our members. Should you have any questions or need additional
information, please do not hesitate to contact either Michel de Konkoly Thege or me
directly.
Sincerely,

~ e b r I?
~ Miller
e
Senior Vice President and Deputy General Counsel

cc:

Paul Saltzman, Michel de Konkoly Thege--The Bond Market Association

enclosures
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November 5,1996
Mr. Brian Lane
Director
Division of Corporation Finance
U. S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington. D.C.20549
.--

RE: Response to Staff Rquest for Suggestions Concerning Possible Rdbrrns of

Dear Mr. Lane:

In several previous meetings and discussicps between Staff officialsand representatives of
PSA The Bond Market Trade Association (PSA) ,members of the Staff solicited suggestions
concerning potential improvements to the existing system of disclosure and reporting for public
offerings of mortgage-backed securities (MBS) and asset-backed seaxities (ABS). This lmer
constitutes PSA's initial response to this request and deals sptcifically with possible rdonns of
the disclosure and reporting system for MBSIABS, addressed in the hypothetical context (as
suggested by the Staff)of a complete overhaul of the system for dealing with MBSIABS. Some
of the matters addressed in this letter arc also being addressed in a separate lmer that is being sent
by PSA in response to the Commission's Concept Release: Securities Act Concepts and Their
Effect on Capital Formation (Release No. 33-73 14 (July 25, 1996)).

INTRODUCTION
PSA welcomes the initiative of the Statfin Pc*iing supstions on p o n i ways to
improve the existing rules relating to disclosure and reporting in comection with registered
public offerings of MBS and ABS. PSA's members are extensively involved in the process of
bringing new MBS and ABS issues to markct, usually working in the role of capital markets
intermediary between issuers and investors of mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities, as
well as in the secondary market trading of those instrumtnts. PSA's formal involvement in the
M B S and ABS market is coordinated through a network of standing committees. This letter was
prepared by an ad hoc "MBS/ABS Regulatory Task Force," comprised of senior business and
legal professionals fiom a representative cross-section of PSA's membership that is particularly
active in these markets.
PSA 'Ihe B a d h h k U Trade Attoci.tim represents q p m x h u l y 215 securities fPms and banks th.t undmwk, tmdc
and sell debt scswitiet. bdh h e s t i d l y m d i n t c d a d y . Ammg PSA's rncmbus arr numy ofthe undawitus tiut
plmicipate in the initial dimiutim and s e u m d q market trading of mortgage-backedmd &-backed securities.
Throughout this i-.
the tam Udircloapt*' duU rcfa g c n q to discloarre documents that are prcpllrcd in c a m d m
with the initial distributicm of public 05-gs
of MBS m d ABS. while the tam "rcpatingn
refa gecnlly to patdisrributm disclosure with respect to such offaings.

WmhngtM1 We: 1445 New Y
d A m , NW, 8th Fbor Wmtungmn. DC 20005-2158
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The MBS and ABS markets arc large and growing. PSA estimates that there are currently
in excess of $1.9 trillion MBS and over $330 billion ABS outstanding. Collectively, this volume
rivals or exceeds the outstanding volumes of other major categories of debt securities, includmg
traditional corporate debt obligations. In rho- and as the Staffis well aware, the MBS and ABS
markets have become central vehicles for capital formation in the United States, and increasingly,
abroad. Several recent statistical reports published by PSA that demonstrate the size, g~owthand
increasing importance of these markets are attached.
Broad consultation among PSA's members who are involved in the issuance and trading
of these types of securities reveals a consensus that the existing rules under the Securities Act of
1933 and the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, which were developed in the context of traditional
corporate debt and equity securities o f f h g s and which generally w m adopted before seccrkies
such as MBSIABS existed, are not well adapted to MBSIABS. Primary differencesbetween the
MBSIABS market and other financial markets include: (i) a principal focus in the MBSIABS
market on the structure of a class of securities and the nature of the underlying assets rather than
the importance of evaluating
on the financial prospects of an issuer with an ongoing business; (ii)
the impact of alternative potential h r e cash flows in making a meaningfbl assessment of a
security's yield; and (i) the interaction between brokerdealers and investors in tailoring
underlying pools of assets and offering structures to meet investor n& and changing market
conditions.
The existing rules under the 1933 and 1934 Acts impose undue burdens on the parties
involved in the structuring and issuance of such securities and lead to unnecessary costs and
delays in consummating such issuance. Moreover, such costs and delays do not result in better
disclosure for investors. Instead, it is widely felt that the disclosure documents typically
associated with these categories of transactions are overly-long and opaque, and that existing
legal rules at times actually stand in the way of disseminating us&I iriformation to investors, both
at the time of initial issuance and in the secondary market.
PSA thus entire$ supports the S t a f s recognition that there are significant problems with
the existing system and the Staffs willingness to consider substantial changes, possibly including
an entirely new set of disclosure rules speci6cally adopted for MBSfABS. This initiative is
particulady timely, in that the Commission's new exemptive authority under the National
Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996 should facilitate the implementation of appropriate
changes to the present rules. This letter sets forth, in p r e h h y form, PSA's views as to the
inadequacies of the current regulatory framework and the broad outlines of a proposed approach
to deal with theissues

L SCOPE AND CONTENT OF REFORM
A new regularion specific4Ily designed to meet the unique requirements of the MBS/ABS
market is needed
PSA has considered whether the existing disclosure system for MBS/ABS could
adequately be improved simply by m o d i i g the instructions to Forms S-3 and S-1 1 and the
related provisions of Regulation S-K in a manner that would eliminate inapplicable provisions and
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otherwise more appropriately adapt these forms and rules to the realities of the AlBSIABS
market. PSA's view is that such incremental modifications would be difKcult to implement.
would be confusing to apply and wodd not sufkimtly resolve existing problems. Instead, PSA
would urge that the SEC consider promulgating a new regulation spedfidy designed to create a
disclosure system that meets the unique requirements of the MBSIABS market and better serves
the needs of investors, issuers and underwriters. Approaching the matter de novo, with fbll
panicipation of all market participants, is most likely to achieve a reform that will serve the
interests of investors, while enabling the market to operate in a more &cient fashion. Should the
Commission adopt the approach of creating de nova a disclosure system specifically adapted to
MBSIABS, PSA looks forward to participating in the rulemaking process with specific
suggestions as to the content of such a system. In broad outhe, PSA's prelmunq views are that
the disclosure documents under such a system should incorporate the following principles:

. .

The diclosure documents
A . +
typically used today in registered public offerings of MBSIABS are not “user-friendly". They
tend to be extremely lengthy, highly repetitious and replete with formuiaic disclosure that varies
little, if at all, from transaction to transaction and fiom issuer to issuer. As a rtsutt, it is believed
that few, if any investors, actually read the vast majority of these disclosure materials and that, if
changes do occur in the portions that arc largely invariable, investors are likely to overlook such
changes entirely. Much of the bulk and complexity of the existing disclosure documentation is a
product of several factors. One is the attempt to comply with the instructions to current Forms S3 and S-1 1, neither of which was formulated with MBSIABS in mind,and the cross-refmnces to
Regulation S-K, which also was not created to deal with MBSIABS. The attempt to apply these
instructions and provisions of Regulation S-Khas led to the elaboration of descriptive material
that is unlikely to be of substantial use to investors. A second factor is the SEC review process.
Over the course of time different reviewers have imposed various disclosure requirements in their
own attempt to fit MBSIABS better into a h e w o r k created for traditional corporate debt and
equity offerings. Each new requirement has tended not only to become incorporated into the
disclosure documents for the issuer in question but, over the course of time, to spread to other
issuances and eventually to have an industry-wide impact. Thus, MBSIABS disclosure documents
have grown longer and longer over the years.
C.

In PSA's view, a disclosure system created de novo to deal with MBSIABS would
produce shorter and more readable documents that would be more us&l to investors. Several
specific ways in which this could be accomplished include:
(i)

E l i m i ~ t edup1icative summaries.

The summary section of the prospectus (and prospectus supplemmt for shelf
offerings) should be reduced to something along the lines of the typical terms sheet used in private
placements i.e., a summary of the significant structural and economic terms of the transaction,
with cross-references to the significant portions of the prospectus and/or suppIcmmt that
investors should be cautioned to read with care, such as the "risk factors" section. Cumntly, it
has become practice for the summary section to repeat a very large proportion of the substantive
material found in the body. As a result, the summary tends to confbse investors and no longer
serves the purpose of providing an accessible overview of the economic characteristics of the
transaction. TOencourage the use of more concise, readable summaries, the Commission should
consider adopting a safe harbor provision similar to that found in current Rule 175. Such a safe

-
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harbor provision would allow summaries to present the major features of an offering. without
requiring a full discussion of all details concerning the Panracdon, which would appear eisewhere
in the document.
In a shelfregistration, it is difficultto see that there is any purpose served by the
summary ponion of the base prospectus. The transadon-specific summary presented in the
prospectus supplement invariably overrides the summary that appears in the base. Consideration
should therefore be given to eliminating the summary entirely in the base prospectus, and
replacing it with a s h o description
~
of the classes of assets and securities covered by the
registration statement and a series of references to portions of the base prospectus that are
especially important for investors.

(i)

'Yrovide pidance on generic MRS/ABS riskfactor disclosure.

Disclosure of risks is one of the most important aspects of a disclosure system. In
typical issuances of corporate securities, risk factors tend to be specific to the issuer's business.
MBSIABS transactions relate primarily to pools of assets and not to business operations, and
hence much of the disclosure of risk fictors relating to MBSIABS relates to issues that are
common to all such transactions, such as the ways in which prepayments can affect yields or the
ways in which geographic concentration may increase risks of loss. A great deal of the disclosure
on these factors is virtually identical in all prospectuses, thus obscuring the deal-speci6c risks
disclosed in the same section. Consideration could be given to developing a guide to required
risk-related disclosure (or even a series of standard disclosure statements) that would set a
minimum standard to be met in the base prospectus, leaving the issuer responsible in each
prospectus supplement for identifying only such deal-specific or additional risk factors as are
material to investors in that particular transaction. Among the risk factors of general application
would be prepayment, yield and maturity risks; limited liquidity and lack of assurance of a
secondary market; the Limited effectivenessof credit support; limited obligations of
depositor/mrstet/seNi~~~
and others; ERISA; tax treatment of residuals; sensitivity of loss and
default experience to general economic conditions; impact of concentration of geographic or
other relevant factors in enhancing the risk of loss; and othm.

(ii)

Eliminate inapp'opnriote dsclosure.

-

*.

Certain currently required disclosure that is not appropriate to MBSIABS could be
eliminated. For example, the "use of proceeds" adds little where the securities represent a pool of
assets rather than interests in a going business concern.
(iv) Focus on non-stan&rd and non-customary renns in disclosure of
operative documents.
A substantial portion of the volume of current MBSfABS disclosure documems
consists of lengthy descriptions of the contents of the transactional documents, such as pooling
and strvicing agreements and trust indentures, and of the procedures that will be used in senricing
the underlying pools of assets. These descriptions vary little, if at all, fiom transaction to
transaction, because these transactional documents tend to become standardii (or at least highly
similar)within the industry. It also is believed that few potential investors in MBS/ABS actually
read these descriptions or add appreciably to their understanding of the proposed investment by
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doing so. Disclosure could be improved and streamlined if it were not rquired to include
discussion of customary or standard language, permitting a focus on non-standard provisions of
indentures, pooling documents and the like. Such a distinction could foster development of a
standard set of indusuy-developed guidelines for the typical contents of various MBSIABS
transactional documents insofar as they relate to such matters as the duties of the trustee and
senicer, events of default and remedies on default, investor reporting and the like. An even more
efficientapproach would be to set this material forth in a separate document that could be
incorporated by reference into the disclosure documents and made available to investors.
However the standard, customary provisions are addressed, the objective should be to focus
disclosure on the deal-specific payment terms and any deal-specific divergence Erom standard
provisions.

A significant portion of current MBSIABS disclosure consists of information about
specific asset classes (such as fist or second-lien mortgages, automobile loans, credit card
receivables and the like) which is general in nature,not transaction-specific and tends to be
substantially identical across the entire industry. These descriptions are lengthy and complex and,
in part because of their unvarying nature, are probably ignored by most investors, especially the
institutional investors who make up the vast majority of all purchasers of publicly-offcred
MBSIABS. A more efficient disclosure system would reduce the need to repeat in every
disclosure document the well-known (and boilerplate) characteristics of established assets such as
mortgages, auto loans, credit card receivables and others. Aithough at one time it may have been
appropriate to descnie how a car works in connection with an offering of debt by an auto maker,
this is no longer the case, and we would submit that the market is not aided by reading repetitive
summaries of standard mortgage foreclosure procedures, the procedures for perfecting a security
interest in automobile or credit card receivables, general environmental law issues, drug
proceeding forfeitures or the like.

In recognition of this maturing of the market and the need to focus disclosure on
differences and the particular rather than the generic, the disclosure system could pennit some
categories of generic disclosure to be treated as unnecessary or permit incorporation by reftrcnce
of standardized disclosures about such assets, their economic and legal characteristics and other
general matters. Such disclosure could be included in a separate publication that would be
incorporated by reference (in material part) in each prospectus and would be made available to
investors. Issuers would, ~f course, still be responsible for disclosing in transaction-specific
prospectuses or prospectus supplements any material characteristics of the assets relating to the
specific transaction that differ *om, or arc not covered in, the material included in such
publication. bevclopmcnt of such a standardized disclosure publication should pennit the shelf
process to deal more cEectively with the use of a single shelf registration statement for multiple
classes of assets.

B. Circulation_oftcrm. Permit early circulation of term sheets and other
stnrcturing information.
The demands of the institutional investor market require that undmvriters of

MBS/ABS be able to circulate a brief description of the economic structure of a specific
transaction to institutional investors before the final prospectus supplement is distributed. The
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Commission (even if a more extensive reform of the MBSIABS disclosure system is not
undertaken) should consider promulgating a rule that make circulation of such a tern sheet
possible without violating the prospectus rules, as long a complete prospectus is delivered to the
investor in connection with the consummation of any sale. In this regard, it should be r e c o p e d
that preparation of a "red herring" preliminary prospectus addressing in detail all aspects of a
possible transaction is not a feasible or desinble means in every case to provide important
infoxmation to investors or to bring securities to market.
Indeed, as noted above, in the MBSIABS market broker-dealers and issuers
attempt to structure their offerings to meet particular investor needs and constantly changing
market conditions. MBSIABS offerings are typically divided into a number of separate classes of
seprities, with cash flows of principal and interest in the underlying assets allocated among the
classes according to specified payment risks. Unlike a going c o n m that issues debt or equity:"
the key characteristics of each MBSIABS transaction essentmlly are invented in response to
investors and the market.
PSA believes that the market and the interests of all participants would best be
served by adoption of a rule that replaced the current burdensome and untargmed system of f i g
i the ability to
certain computational materials and term shects by a system that greatly h
send to potential investors a wide range of information without a requirement that it be filed, so
long as the prospectus (or prospectus supplement) includes indicative materials covering, with
respect to the final structure of the transaction, the topics and types of data addressed in those
preliminary materials. If only on the basis of practicahty and cost, tht formal disclosure document
can not and should not include every item sent to every potential investor about every possible
structure. Ready distribution of term sheets and other information would respond most directly to
the expressed need of potential investors to obtain an early and mcaninghl understanding of
proposed transactions. The market can do a bmer job of informing investors (and getting
reactions from investors to possible structures) on a timely basis without the procedural burdens
of the existing system and the formal offering documents can be b m a focused on providing
usefbl information-

-

C.

.. . Elimirme brnriers to inclusion of secllllClllltizedprsets in public
Resecuntlzatlons.

oflerings.
The state of the law currently is unclear as to the a b i i of an issuer of MBSIABS
to include, as part of a pool of collateral, assets that are indirectly hdd through a securitization
vehicle that has been the subject of a private placement or an earlier public offering. A variety of
views expressed by members of the Staff to d i r m t issuers at different Gmes has I& market
participants in a state of uncertainty. Any reform of the existing rules should address this issue
and should eliminate artificial distinctions between securitized and unsecuritized assets. As long
as there is 1I1 disclosure in the prospectus of relevant information about the assets undcriying an
issue of MBSIAES (including any material disclosure about the effects that prior securitization
may have on servicing, cash flows or other relevant matters), there seems no reason to raise
obstacles to including assets that have already been securifued or to require registration or
reregistration of the earlier transaction in which such assets were securitized.
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D.

Codlficatlon.CStafi infonnd stafpositions on disclosure

requiremenu established dunng the review process.
As discussed above, one reason for the bulk and wmpladty of c u ~ e nMBSIABS
t
disclosure documents is the cumulative effcct of disclosure requircmtnts that have been imposed
over time through the SEC review process. Many of these requirements, established in
connection with individual issuances of securities, have evolved into informal disclosure standards
that are observed throughout the entire MBSIABS industry.
As part of its overall disclosure reform efforts, PSA encourages the Commission to
undertake a deliberative process to publish for comment and, where warranted, formally codify
i i f o d Staff views and positions in disclosure d e s of specific applicability to MBS and A B S
oEeriiigs. We believe that such a process will be helpful in limiting or eliminating unnecessary and
inapplicable disclosure practices, and would result in clearer and more specific guidance to market
participants concemhg those disclosures that are required in particular circumstances.

IL

EXPANDING AVAILABILITY OF INFORMATION TO INVESTORS

Reform the d e s to pennit greater access to infomaation by investors and tof i l i t a t e the
use of electronic communications.
.

.

In many respects, existing rules relating to the offering of MBSIABS have the S e c t of
constricting the flow of relevant information to investors, especially t o the sophisticated
institutional investors who make up the vast bulk of the market for these securities. A number of
pending problems in this area could be addressed as part of the Commission's broader
consideration of reforms to the capital formation process. One of these is detefinining when a
distribution has terminated for purposes of prospectus delivery and other requirements. In
MBSIABS transactions, PSA believes that such tamination should be determined separately for
each class of securities offered in the transaction stmcturc. Other issues include general Section 5
prohibiions on the distriiution of written non-prospectus communications, including research
reports; the applicability of Rule 15~2-8to the MBSIABS markets; and simiiar issues that PSA
expects to address in greater detail in its response to the Commission's abovc-cited Concept
Release.
A.
to.Permit brwder investor access to
Act
information r e b n g lo underlying assets withour triggeringfilingrequirements or Secuncunties
liability.

A particular problem under the current disclosure system arises in connection with
ccrzain MBSIABS transactions in which same (but not necessarily dl)investors seek acctss to

voluminous information about the underlying assets. This is particularly characteristic of
securitized offerings of commercial mortgage loans, in which some institutional investors, even
though the securities are being publicly offered, wish to perform their own due digenct on the
underlying loans and real properties as ifthey were purchasimg an intmst in those assets d i l y .
Such investors often seek access to third-party documentation held by the issuer and underwriters,
such as appraisals, environmental reports, property managers' reports and engineering reports.
Existing law makes unclear the ability of issuers and underwriters to fbrnish such materials or
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their liability for doing so. It would sean appropriate, if individual investors wish to have access
to underlying information that the issuer has not darned rquircr disclosure in the prospectus (or
has covered by summarizing in the prospectus), for such investors to have that o p t i o ~so long as
any prospective investor is given the same access upon request. However, there should be no
requirement for the issuer to include such material in the prospectus or file it with the
Commission, or for either the issuer or the underwriters to be required to assume Lability under
the Securities Act.
B.

Electronic Permit electronic posting of transaction

infomation asoon as a prospectus is available.
Another issue under current rules is the desire of investors to have electronic
access to info-mation aScst t!!e pools of assets u n d u l j j a proposed issue of MBS/ABS athe
d i e s t possible moment. For example, both investors and underwritm would like underwriters
to be able to post information about the characteristics of underlying pools on electronic bulletin
boards, such as Bloomberg, no later than when the prospectus is delivered to the underwriters, or
in some cases even earlier. This information is contained in the prospectus (and currently is also
hrnished by some issuers to investors in an electronic medium together with the prospectus). It is
generally not practicable to post the entire prospectus on such a bulletin board or to establish a
hyper-text link to another site containing the prospectus. The currerrt rules should be reformed to
make clear that such a posting is pmnissible, as long as investors can obtain the cntk prospectus
upon request. It would also be desirable to make it possible for issuers to post on the same
bulletin boards the computer models they have used to produce idonnation in the prospectus,
such as the effect of various interest rate and prepayment scenarios on yields. This would make it
easier for prospective investors to model other scenarios that better & the investor's own
assumptions or needs.

III.

REFORM OF REPORTING REQUIREMENTS
.

.

.. .

-. . .

Replace exemptive orders, ncmction letters and &registration with a system under which
servicerhmstee information is mrrde r d i y awzilabkfor rhe Zve of the deal.
Closely related to the disclosure system arc the reporting requirements under the
Securities Exchange Act of 1934 as they apply to MBS/ABS. In connection with any r e f m of
the MBSIABS disclosure system, PSA suggests that the Commission also consider a parallel
reform of the 1934 Act reporting system as applied to MBSIABS. The inapplicability of many of
k
t.that
the requirements of the 1934 Act reporting rules to MBSIABS is evidenced by the f
virtually every regisuant seeks either an excmptive order or a no-action later to relieve it of
inappropriate reporting requirements. This process alone is a si@cant waste of time for both
the Staffand registrants and should be replaced with a rule of general applicabiity,
A more firndamental issue with the reporting system is demonstrated by the fact that most
registrants "deregister" at the earliest possible opportunity, not because they wish to stop
supplying information to investors but because they wish to avoid liabiity for information over
which they have no control. An issuance of MBS/ABSby its nature is a stand-alone structure.
Once the securities have been sold, information about the registrant (which often is itself a special
purpose entity that exists only to bring together pools of assets and securitize them) is immaterial
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to investors. What investors and the secondary market need is information about the performance
of the pool of assets. This t y p i d y is supplied by filing copies of the periodic reports that the
trusta is rquired to send to inwston. These reports in turn incorporate information provided by
of the rekvant information is internal to the pool of assets and is generated by
the serviccr.
entities, such as the trustee and savica, whose function in the tranrpction is to provide sences
to the investors.

"\'

The current system does not adequately serve the interests of participants in the secondary
market, who need as much current information as possible about the performance of the pools of
assets underlying MBSIABS. This concern is shared broadly by such participants, including
investors and brokerldealers. Accordingly, PSA would propose that the Commission consider
adopting rules to replace, for MBSIABS, the reporting requirements currently applied under the
1934 Act with a rquirment (a) that all transaction documems require the trustee or s~-vicerto
report to investors at least a prcscxibed minimum set of infonnation no less often than or shortly
following each payment date on the securities and (b) that all such infonnation provided to
investors be made available by the trustee or servicer on request to any requester (which
requirement could be m a by making such information generally available to the public, either
directly or through third-party data providers). Compliance with these rcquircmcnts should
obviate the need for f i g such infoxmation under the 1934 Act, although PSA would urge that
registrants (including issuers whose securities are already outstanding) that satisfy these
requirements should still be considered reporting companies for technical reasons (e.g., c l i g i i i
to use Form S-3.)

N. REVISION OF SHELF REGISTRATION
Eliminate or incorporate by reference generic and standard disclosure.
-

Most MBSIABS offerings are completed on shelf registrations under Rule 4 15. Under
current rules and SEC policies, extensive disclosure is required in the base prospectus, even
though the nature of the transactional structure and often even the characteristics of the assets
that will underlie the transaction, are unknown until a specifictakedown occurs. An improved
disclosure system for MBSfABS would rccognke that these transactions are hi& variable in
ttansactional structure and would adapt the &&registration process (which is indispensable to
most issuances in the MBSIABS market) accordingly. The application of Rule 415 to MBSfABS
should be reformed to provide for a significantly reduced body of material in the base prospectus.
Much of this could be accomplished by eliminating the need to include certain generic and
standard matters or by the technique of allowing the industry, subject to the Commission's
review, to develop standard disclosure about broad ranges of matters that do not vary
significantlyh m prospectus to prospactus and to provide that such material may be incorporated
by refkrcnce in bast prospectuses, as well as transaction-specific prospectuses or prospectus
suppkmarts.
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CONCLUSION
psA welcomes the opportunity to provide i'ts prrliminary, conceptual views on
appropriate disclosure and reporting reforms. We e n c o w e the Commission to seek
for joint discussion by all affected market participants of the most desirable and
appropriate means by which to achieve these goals. In addition, we look forward to the
opportunity to offer detailed comments in response to any specific, proposed rules that the
Commission may issue in the future. Should you desire firrther information or any clarification of
the matters discussed in this letter, please contact either of the undersigned, or Paul Saltzman,
PSA General Counsel, at (212) 440-9459, or George Miller, PSA Associate General Counsel, at
(2 12) 440-9403.
Sincerely,

Lawrence E. Thomas
Vice-chairman, PSA Mortgage and
Asset-Backed. Securities Division

Thomas K. Guba
Chairman, PSA Mortgage and
Asset-Backed Securities Division

Attachment
cc:

Michael Mitchell, Esq.-SEC Division of Corporation Fice
Selected PSA Committees and StafF

THE BOND MARKET
TRADE ASSOCIATION

PSR
o

Doc. I. A. 1.

40 Bmad Sneet New York, NYJ0004-2373 USA 212.440-9400. Fax: 212-440-5260 mrJ:/pw.ma.com

Mr. Jonathan G. Katz
secrdary

United Statts Suaxities and Exchange Commission
450 Frfth S t r e , N.W.
washing to^ D.C.20549
Re:

Securities Act Concepts and Their E&cts on Capital
-19-96).

Dear Mr.Katz:

("PsA")' appreciates this o
w to conmrad
to the Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or "SEC") on the Commkion's
Concept Release: S d e s Act Concepts and Their E$Eects on Capital Formation (Rdcast No.3373 14 (July 25, 1996)) (the "Concept Rdcasc"). PSA wishes to p m k the Commission and its Staff on
the
. reviewtheyhaveundertakenofandU.S.~cepital~onmerhodsand~.
PSA The Bond Marks Tradc Asso&ion

We~thew&dtheColllllljSdonmdSMin&ondtvahthaCawcptasd
as the &rts of the Task Force on Disclosure Sili6cation (the Task For#")
and A d v h y
Commhe on the Caprtal Formation and Regulatory Processes (the "Advisory Committee"), wiU hdp
to presenn the integrity of the U.S.capital markets and keep than the strongts~as wdl as most
transparan and liquid, in the world.
This comment letter is organizad in two sections, corresponding to the markets
represented by PSA that arc significantly impacted by the proposals contained in the h c e p t
Release. The first section responds broadly to the Concept Release fiom the Perspective of the

' PSA represents approximptely 250 securities firms and banks that uadtrwritc, tndc and d &bt securities, both
domCStiQUy and i n t c m a t i d y . PSNs member h inciudc undawritcrs which participate in rpprwrimudy
ninety to ninay-five percent of the initial distribution and secondary market trading of corponte debt securities.
inciuding investment grade and non-inve~tmentgrade corporate debt d r i e s as well as mortgage and aber
assct-backed securities. More information about PSA is avrilaMe on PSA's internu home page at

http://www.psa.com

WodnngtDn Ofkc: 1445 New Y
d Avenue, NW, 8 1 Floor

Woshmgmn, DC 20005-2158 USA 202-434-8400 Far: 202-737-4744
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membership of PSA's Corpolate Bond Division, which includes bulge bracket firms, brokers'
brokers and regional fixed income securities dealers. The activities of the Corporate Bond
Division are governed by an Executive Cornmince, the members of which are listed on an
attachment to this comment letter.'

-.

The second section of the letter responds to the Concept Release from the perspective of
PSA'S Mortgage and Asset-Backed Securities Division. This portion of the letter is based upon
input provided by an ad hoc Mortgage- and Asset-Backed Securities Regulatory Task Force,
comprised of senior business and legal professionals fiom a representative group of PSA member
firms that actively participate in the mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities ("MBS" and
"ABS",respectively) markets. PSA orgamed this Task Force both for the purpose of responding
to the issues raised in the Concept Release, as well as to respond to the Staffs invitation to
provide PSA's suggestions on possible rdorms to current disclosure rules and practices applicable
to MBS and ABS. These latter views w m recently communicated to the Staff in a separate
letter,3 which overlaps somewhat with the subject matter addressed by the second section of this
letter. However, PSA's members that are active in the mortgage- and asset-backed securities
markets believe that it is vital to respond s p t c i f i d y to certain issues addressed in the Concept
Release, for two principal reasons.

F i although there is a significant degree of convergence between the views of PSA's
Corporate Bond and Mortgage- and Asset-Backed Securities membaship on many of the issues
raised by the Concept Release, in several key areas this is not the case, and PSA's d f i r a r t views
(and the reasons underlying those dfiermt views) need to be explained. Second, and perhaps of
greater significance, mortgage- and asset-backed securities arc fundamentally different fiom
corporate debt and equity securities in a number of important respects. As a result, many of the
traditional views underlying the existing federal stcurities law regime regarding the nature of the
offering process and the information devant to investors do not apply equally to both markets.
Any reform as fundamental as that suggested by.the ideas contained in the Conccpt Release must
p r o m account for basic dSerences between the diffcrcnt securities and securities markets that
would be impacted b;%hu&orm. Accordingfy, the sccond Kction ofthis letter highlights those
areas of the Concept Release in which a different regulatory approach for MBS and ABS may be

' PSA letter dated November 5, 1996 to Brian LMC,Director, SEC Division of Corporation Finance. regarding

response to S a f f request for nrggcstions concffniag posible rdonrrs of didclosucc and reponing rules for
mortgage- and asseisecurities.
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warranted. As such, this portion of PSA's comment letter dots not attempt to address
comprehensively d of the issues implicated by the Concept Release, but instead focuses on issues
that may raise dierent regulatory considerations when applied to the MBS and ABS markets.

L CORPORATE BONDS
Advisory Cornmitt# Report

Under the current ngulatory system, the U.S. Bpltsl k c t s have bemmc the strongest in the
world. The transparency, depth and liquictty of our markets have provided U.S. and foreign issuers
access to capital and have fostu-ed financial instnmzaa innovation rmparallded in other markets. To
maintain this l e a d m in hanational capital markets, PSA believes thar the current rcguiatory systan
should be modified and d e d in acwrdancc with the suggestions desaibed below and that a more
lengthy and exhaustive study ofthe ramifications of a l m d v c rcguiatory systans, inchrding Company
Fkghdon, should be undertaken.

Wah~tocatainchangesdiscussedintheConceptRdease,as~ascatainaspedsof
Company Regstdon, PSA bdieves that Company Regismdon should be the subject of 6irrd#
evaluation and -.
Ahhough admirable as an attempt to a d d m importMt ilE.arrsfkhg the capital
markets, the Company Rtgistration concept needs to be studied and defined m morc detail bcfim the
present systan is abandoned in order to receive the adysis mcessary to be certain that Company
Regismion win not have a negative impact upon the capital fbrmation process and the trading
markets. Wahout this study and adysk, PSA questions whetha Company Registdon win attract
widespread issuer participation. Furkmmc, it is our view that Company Registdon mi@ be
somewhat corrtrwasial and will quire compromises on many important issues In that re&
PSA
r d o l e s n ~ f & w r h e & ~ r n o f a ~ p i J Itdis ourview
~
that swbaprognmwill
crate confusion m the bond rmvkctplaceby seating a &al regulatory system. Compwy Registration
shouid only be instituted after firrtha analysis and presentationto the marketplace of all applicabk d e s
and rcgulations.
While supportive ofthe goals of Company Registration postulated by the Advisory Comm&c,
indudmg increased markd access, PSA strongj. bdieycs that marry of the practical ba&ts of
Company~onmnevathdessbea#aimdbyimpi~certainoftheproposslsand

*rmprovanads~bythe~~~ccpt~deasewithordthefimdamartalchanges'repr~~~nlbd
Campany Registrstim The adoption ofa Company Regiswtion system will require a completely new
replatory systan that will (and should) undoubtedly take a signi6cmt amount of time as the
Commission seks to incorporate the diffkring views of a number of wnstituardes. PSA is nd in
fhw of de-anplementabrn
of the mom p c @ c and &n=g~tedcinnges
tahaiad below wlirik the
collcept of Cornpry Regismtion Pnd the mkks and r e ~ o o r ismVrcrtingd a W
rn am
dixxwd and debuted In this regard, we note that, m our view, cutain changes disarssed in the
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Concept Release might quid IegisIative action4; rccslt e x p a i ~ ~ chas
e shown that this can be a
lengthy and at times unprcdctable process. Therefore, as d i d m more detail bdow, PSA
suggests that the Commission act promptly to adopt catain enhancemads to the current regulatory
system through changes in (i) current rules that are within the scope of the Commission's rulcrnaking or
exernptive power and (i) Staffprocedures that can be &d
without rule changes, while confirming
to stu.@ the necessity for more fundamental changes such as Company -on
or other
a l t d v e s that may be suggested by commcnters in response to the Commission's quest for
comments.
As set forth in more detail below, PSA is of the view that:
%
'

,.

the quality of ongoing disclosure m rtgistration statemarts is gaamlly better than the
disclosure in periodic reports. Except fbr the adoption of mandatory SAS 71 interim
reviews, PSA does not believe that the adoption of the otha disclosure cnhanc~nent~
will
have a dramatic impact on disclosure in paiodic reports;

investors should be pamrtted to ruxk transaction-specific hfbrmation of the type that
would be included m a tam sheet through physcal or dectmnic ddivay prior to ddnray of
a final Prospectus;
any nquiranart to impose a transdon-spei.6~filing n q k m n t prior to sale would
sign5mntty reducethe benefits of sheifregistration;
additional hbaalization of %e writing" without adequate controls is nc&r
desirable;

necessary or

the confirmation and prospectus ddivay mpbwmis should be decoupled, thus
pumithg a amhution (ad,
ifdesired by an rndawrita, an optional "tarn sheeta) to be

satttoarstamaspriortodefivayofahalprospectus;

I

I
.

the role of mdawhcm m today's caprtal markets should be reassessed and that the Iiability
of undeswritas should be comtated with their ability to impact the contart of prospecbses;
changes in staffreview proadures would signi5carrtty imprwc the cfliciency ofthe U.S.
capital markets, improve the qu&y offilings and nduct Staffreview time;

'WhilethcCommissi~~ha~betn~brood~pow#bythcNationalSenuitiesMarLas
Improvemmts Act of 1996, arePin of thc changes that might result &om Company Rcgiantion may aot fPll
within this new ucempivc authority. For example. it is d e a r whether the Commission could eviccentc the
private placement cxa@on provided by W o n 4(2) af thc Searritics Act with the adoption d rules
impltmenting Company ~
o
n
.
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the adoption of mahy of the recommendations of the Task Force Report would result in
sipiicarn improvements to the present regulatory systan;
the expansion of Rule 144A to reduce the investment seavity threshold as well as several
other modificationswill increase the diciency of the rule; and
the general solicitation prohibition on Regulation D and Rule 144A offhampers the
utilrty of these rules, md ts m unnecessary uncertainty and raises costs to issuers.
fh

Securities Act Concepts

PSA My appncisrtes the corrtinuing challenge fbr the Comrtlission to adapt the disclosure
b e w o r k of the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Ad") to dewlopmats and innovation m the
~cap~al~~ee~lringthatinvestm~aivefunmd~~discl~~~r~~ann
a time that allows fbr infbrmed decision-making. We suggest that equally important is thc timdy
recciptofdisclosurebythemarkctplaceinordatocnsurtthstanirdbdardod~se~
market can be maintained to assure continued transparrncy and liquidity that are so vital to our capital
markets.
Quality of Ongoing Disclosurr. We believe that the quality of disclosure in S d e s Act

offaing documarts is gemrally beaa than the disclosure d
m quired by the Securities
Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Ad"). In addition, we bdieve the quality of ongoing disclosure
under the Exchange Act differs sisllificantlyamong issuers. Howeva, invcstmart grade debt issuers
and @pent norrinvestmart grade debt i
s
s
u
m g a u d y provide better okgohg disclosure in thcir
periodic reports. It is our view that ongoing disclosurc'doarmarts arc
adequate but
nevathdtss could be arhanad.

.
..-&k.%.*
PSAbdicvcsthat SecuritiesA c t ~ d o a n m n t s ~ ~ t h e ~ o n t h a t t h e eofv a r t
L.

*

capitalraisingisgivcnbyissuas,whichisassistedbythcobjectivefbcus~in~01~of
underwritQS and their wunsd and the h a s ' accountants. However, undundawritas and their oounsd
often have little impaa upon disclosure that already exists m Exchange Act disclosure doaunarts that
havebecn filed with the Commission without .theirprior involvement and review?
As d h u s d below, the adoption of Form S-3, the prominent use of incorporation by r c k m x
andthetv0hrtionofSaatritiesActoSrbgs sinccthe 1 9 3 O ' s h a v e ~ t h e t r a d i t i o n a l r o l t o f
the undawrita with respect to Exdrange Act disclosure d m . As a result, the
of
disclosure included m Exchange Act disclosure doarmcnts is not ahvays consistars. We bdieve that
the quality of such disclosure is highly dependent on the issuds inttrnai controls, the extent to wfricfi

' ~ ~ d c r w r i t t rm,
s.
arc mucb more W

y to have an impact upon Exchgnge Act disclosure dating to (i)
Wqs, but roquirrd in the rrgistration stakmcnt, (ii) dabomion

cvtots not previously addressed in Exchange Act

of prior disclosure and (i) anain extraordinary siatations.
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the issuer involves outside lawjtm and accountants in the preparation pnxxss, the sipficance placed
by the issuer on Exchange Act disclosure documents and the kquarcy of securities offerings. It is not
clear to PSA that the application of additional iiabilrty provisions or the adoption of the Advisory
committee's disclosure recommendations will dramatically improve the disclosure in Exchange Act
documents. For example, certification by senior managemart or a senior management report submitted
to the audit comrnitta of the board of directors would not, in our opinion, necessarily improve
disclosure. Since catain senior members of management an already required to sign periodic reports,
a certification or senior management report is not likely to significantly enhance these disclosure
documents. Also, while we believe that a "disclosure committee" of the board of directors could
improve the acof disclosure, we seriously doubt that directors would agree to Serve on such a
committee unless they were provided some dicf h m liability. On the other hand, we believe rhar
more timely reports on Form 8-K(it=,accelerating the filmg rewementfiom IS culendip dzys to 5
b u s ~ n e*
~ ~)
would improve cfisclanm. We also would support expansion of current reporting
of searrity holders, resignation
obligat~onson Form 8-Kto include mataial modifications to the
or removal of any of the top five executive officers, defiurlts of &or scunitics, sales of si@cant
am~ulltsof~esahdeventsaffectingauditrcportsthatanaarcntty~tobefledonForm
104. We believe that Form 10-K risk factor disclosure may be hdpfbl, but in itself should not be
arpected to significantly enhancc disclosure.

rim

PSA also believes that the quahty of disclosure in Exchange Act disclosure documents would
be enhanced by the participation of independent accountarrts though the usc of mandatory SAS 71
interim reviews. These third-party review pro&
would not onfy assist the mdQWritCrS in their
due diligence efforts in connection with primary offbut would improve the quality of an issuds
intuim financial statements.
Informing Investon. PSA believes that at a minimum an imrcstors should be allowed to
&physical or electronic ddrvay oftransactiolt-@c
infbmdon C y r m Sheas""). While the
amountof~nnationthatan~rmayposscssprimtoanoffiringmayvary,~innstorhas
the same need fix t m m a c t i ~ idamation.
c
In fad, ghm the hrga avaage purdmse by
institutional 'mvestors, they may have a gnats need for timely transactiorqcc5c inkmaion. Such
idormation is also vital fbr the hnnation of an informed secondary market. We also bdieve that the
method of itrfbnnarimddivay or access should be a matter of hestor choia ratha than di&ing by
regulation based on the investor's levd of sophistication.

Ontheothahand,itiswrviewthatthacansomedassesofinvestmwtrodonot~
the protection affbrded by actual delivay of a prospectus disdosure beyond a term sheet. For
sophisticated investors in o
m made by issuers of investment grade debt and hquent issuas of

6

Set PSA's comment lencr, dated October 16. 1996. in response to the Commission's release regarding Use of
Electronic Media by Brdrtr-Dealas, T&er
Agents a d Investment Advisors for Delivay of Informplion
(Release NO.33-7288).
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non-investmm grade debt7*c b ~ l ~ t ~ c d vdev q of disclosure other than tam sheet mformation
should be sufficient to satisfy the requirements of the Securities Act. As to -general company
information relating to such issuers, we believe that the assumptions of the "&cimt market
hypothesis" are realistic for the debt market and we support notions of consuuctive delivery.
Ftnally* we also believe that the Commission should not impose s p d registration
for types of securities never before sold or never before sold by the issuer.

Timing of Ddivery of Transaction-Specif~cInformation. PSA is of the view that details
of the securities being o f f d and any recart h l o p e n t s cu changes with rtspect to companysptclfic information contained in prior dicdosures should be made available as soon as possiile afta
pricing. At least with rcspect to primary offaings of in-grade
debt searritits, we believe that
the information n d e d by an investor to make an i16ormed decision is relatively limited and can be
given orally or through the use of a Tam Shed. Thaefbrc, we believe that any requirement that
transaction-&c
firmation be filed prior to sale would significantly reduce the fioo'bitty and
instantaneous access shelfregisbatonhasbroughttotheU.S.capitalmarkds. Theimposition ofsuch
a requirement, we believe, would place the U.S.caprtal markets at a sigrrificant disadvantage to the
European and other global markets which do not have any such irnpedimarts. We believe that the pro
filing of transaction-specific f or mat ion would delay absorption of that infhmion by investors m the
primaryoffaing,

Limitrrtions on Written Communications. While we believe that expansion of dand
the use of term sheets is desirable, it is our view that additional h i o n of " h e writing" outside
the statutory prospecbs is not necessary or desirable without adequately addressing issues rdating to
G a b i i , indemnification and discrcpanda among each of the uncluwxitwsl d m . ' However, we
do believe that the cmcnt rules qardmg research covuage of investmatt grade debt issuers and
fkpan non-invc~tmentgrade issuers should be ciadied and expanded. The benefits obtained &om
continuous rescrarch covaage of most segments of issuers should morc than outweigh any reguiatory

i==presentedby~covaage.
As stated above, we believe that the bar&
of any requircmatt mandating prc-o&ring 6hgs
of transaction-specific Term Sheets would be more than o f f s a by the burdens such a raquiranad
'~orthispuqm6~,
PS~warldamsidcrrfrequtntissuerto b o r e that
nuintlinr an active medium-tam oocc progr~m.

'

the marketsat leasttwiaa ycnior

In this regard, PSA rrcogniocs tht
Staff af t l q Commirsion has granted n o - d o n advia permitting
mkmiters d mortgage-backed ind 8ssct-beckcd &ties
to distribute written 'compltatioual matddsn to
prospecttw investors prior to the availability of a h a l prospaxu (see Kidder. Peabody Aceeptana Corporation I
(May 20, 1994) and Public Searrities h a & i o n (May 27, 1994)). Section II d this later,decting the views of
PSA's Mortgage and Assa-Raricarl Sadtics Division. in fact d v o c a e m expansion d the
in
which written mn-prospectus ~~mmuaications
rimy be CirCUlatCd It is a ~ t rview, howwr, that the unique and
largely quantitatiw chwterinics d mortgage and assct-backed d t i e s , described u gmtw length in Seaion
IL m a y k readily distinguished from investment pa& debt and 11011-invesmrcntgndt debt
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would place on instantaneous M e t access that has become the hllhnark of shelf regi'mpton in the
U.S.capital marlma. We do believe, however, that the Commission should consider authorizing the
optional use of a Tam Sheet containing transaction-rpdfic information rrgudmg the of
which
could be made aMilab1e promptly after pricing, could be more quickly provided to ~ V M O ~ than
S
the
current prospechls and prospectus supp1anent requirement and could assist investors m the secondary
market by delivering the Term Shect to such investors. PSA would not favor any requirement to prefile the T m Shect with the Commission as such a requirement would defeat the purpose and immt of
the Term Sheet.

The Tam Sheet would summarize the transaction-spdc hbrmation assa5ated with the
offering, incorporate the p r o s p q ~or~ prospectus
~
supplanent by refercllcc and disclose that the
prospectus or prospectus supplement is available upon request. The colltarts of such a tam sheet
would not and should not be mandated by rule other than to require that the information be derived
fiom and consistent with the prospechrs or prospectus supplemc~lt.
PSA beIieves that the aurcnt rapkmt that a prospeaus or prospectus suppluncnt
of the transadon should be amended by dwupiing the
accompany or precede the CO-on
confinnation and prospectus delivery requiranabs. As noted by the Advisory commhcq ddivay of
the final prospectus does not occur until after an investor has ah.eady made his or ha investmCnt
decision. The nality of the marketplace is such that investmart dedsions are genaally based on the
"Subjectto C o m p l e t i o n " ~ p ror
o ~prospecbs supplarrrn or, more Mcdy with respect to issuers of
investment grade debt or jkequenf issuas of non-mveStmcnt grade debt, upon oral infixmation
delivered at or prior to the pricing of the Securities. The adoption of Rule 1 5 6 1 ("T+3") has piaced
significant prtssurc on issuers and underwriters not only to pafbrm their traditional roles but also to
finalize the prospectus or prospectus supplanart m time to be ddivacd with the wnfirmafion. Any
fiutherreductioninthe danent cycle will fUrtha aacabte the thing issue associated with the
~~Ilfirmationanciprospectusddrvayrcqlliranarts.
Weurge~~onto~dcrpcrmhhg
brokerdealas to incorporate the prospectus into the w M a n and undatake to ddivcr such
prospechrstoarryoncwho qwtsacopy. A r ; c o ~ , t h c ~ c O n f i n n a t i oandprospactuswooddbc
n
decoqledfbrprospectusd~requiranarts,dthe~onandwyoptiOnaltamshat
would not be an illegal prospectus ifddivaed in the manna suggested haein.

The Role of "Gatdtecperrn. The capital formation'process has changed si@cant)y siiKx
the cnaamcnt of the Searrities Act. At that timc,nibanks essataayI c01ltroned a c m to
~ th~
capxtalmaricets. Fromtheenac~madoftheSccuritiesActuntilpriortotheadoptianofthe~
registfation process iihrcstots died upon the "sponsorship" 'of the investmeat bank fix a spa56c
o f f a Mor#wa, investmad banks played a more substantial role m the drafhng of the disdosurc
included in the prospectus. Thaefore, the l i a b i i schane of Section 11 of the Securities Act placed
nsponsiies, with a "due diligence" dtfimq upon undQWritefS which were cmskmt with their
then existing role and their a b i i to aEkt the disclosure wrrtained in the prospectus. Devdopments
since that time have sign5cantly changed the role of underwritcrS. Integrated disclosure (what
underwriters are seldom involved in non-transaction
disclosure), sigrrificant devdopmans m
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communications (where inforktion about rrpordng companies is available instantaneousiy fiorn
nmuous sources), shelf rtgisaation (where issuers can instantaneously effect transactions with any
a d d e r ) , T+3 settlement (whac little time is adable to ddiva a confirmation and prospectus and
receive payment), and the globalization and instinrtionalization of the d e s markets (when
institutions arc willing to purchase scrurities h m any major undawriter) have made the
responsibilitits of underwriters under Section 11 hppropriatc and less realistic. "Relationship"
investment banking has become "transactional" investment banking with underwritas'providmg advice
and distribution services; investment grade debt issuers and fiquent non-investmart grade issuers
have, in e&cS b m e their own " & a t e k m wLceJdng the capnal markets a will. Underwriters
have little control over the content of the prospectus, which has become a muhidoaunan "offering
package" consisting of doaa~entsthat have bear filed by the issuer at varying timts fix W g
purposes (e.g., periodic reporting and proxy &Zitzdion) and in the case of continuous o&rings is
subject to automatic change whenever the issuer files an Exchange Act report. An undcrwrita today
mnnotr~~beolpeaedto~thesamedegneofcontrolovathedisclosuredoc~ment
that it could at the time the S d c s Act was d

Except for ccstain t r a n s a c t i o ~ ~disclosure,
c
the prospectus and paiodic reports are, fix
all significant purposes, the documents of the issuer. T h c d h , we bdieve that the role of an
underwrita in today's capital markets should be addnssed d m d y and that the liabihy of an
undQWrit~shouldbewmlatedwithitsabJltytoimpactthewntartofthtpspecbs. Unlessthe
Commission elects to oradse its newly granted aranptivt authority: it would appear that 1egisIak
action would be required to c h -an d u w r i t a ' s liabilay. Because this could be a lengthy process,
we suggest that if the Commission agrees with our-position, it would be appropriate to d d a
amending Rule 176 to recast the Rule m the fbrm ofa & harbor and to add $ctors such as:

The degree to which investors rdy upon a ,rating Mgmd to the undawrittcn searrities by
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a

The degree to which'investors have independ- access to information and credit jud-ments
about the issuer that are of a comparable degree of r d i a b ' i to those a d a b l e to the
underwriter.

Staff Review. While the Commission considas the 111 d c a t i o n s of the adoption of
Company Registration, we suggest it take immediate action to incrca~ethe certainty of StaE review of
pre-a-ansactionf i g s . PSA believes that increased cmainty of Staff review will signi6cantly improve
the efficiency of the U.S. capital markets. PSA also strongly suggests that the Commission make
public the criteria used by the Staff
m dettrmining whetha to review rtgistration statements. We do
not believe that anything is gained by withholdtng this i n f o d o n h m the public. We favor enhanced
reviews of Exchange Act figs, h h g mfm of transaction filings to such transactions as initial
public o f f i g s and "novel and unique" securities. We also suggest that the Staffpennit an issua to
submit a transaction to the Staff a short puiod of time,such as 60 days, m advance of f i b . If a
review were indicated, the issuer should be able at that time to request a review of its Exchange Act

documentsinadvanceofthefilingofthe~onstatanad.WealsomggcathattheStdfpamit
U.S. issuers to be able to take advantage of the confidential fiIing procedures that have becn made
available to non4J.S. issuers.
PSA also believes that the S'taff
should periodically make public liequart legal and gccounting
comments, as wdl as legal intaprctations that affect public oEuinp. It should also make pubiic its
reviews of "novel and unique" searrities to chinate ndmdam Staff reviews of new h a n d
instruments. This would be of great bcnc6t to issuers and Imdawritas, would improve the quality of
fiiingsand reduce Staffreview time.
We also suggest that the Staffconsider the automatic &dvcncss of pricing a m a h a m or
Rule 430A amendmartsthat &kt no substantive changes other than the size of the &iring This
would afford issuers and undawritas greater catainty in scheduling and sizing offcrings in v o ~ e
mafkts.

Task Force Report Recommendations
Consistent with our suggcssion above that the Commission foars on improving the current
regulatary systun wide continrdng to devdop and study Company Registration and otha ahanatk
regulatory systans, PSA supports many of the Task Force Report rccommdons. In particular,
PSA supportsthe hUowing recommendations:

Elimkrate restrictionsfix "at the market" of-,
Permit companies engaged mdwlfoffaings to include secondary o&rings without
identhe selling seanity holders until the time of the a d d offering;
Allow d p 1 e undesignated issuers on a shdfrcgistration;
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Permit an issuer to d o c a t e scauities, or regher a new class of securities, on a shelf
registration statanent by p o s t ~ ~ mv dcm e n t ;
0

Allow seasoned issuers to pay registration fccs at the time

the shelf,

seauities are taken down fiom
,

Pennit seasoned issuers to rtgistcr a dollar amount of securities without specifying the
classes of securities being registered;

Expand the safe harbor of Rule 152 as recommendedby the Task Force Rcport;

Pamit the submission of a rtgisbgtion
on a "quid"basis (i.e., without any issuer
or underwriter g.emratcd publicity) without being deemed to have corHmarced a public
offering;
Strmmlim and madernizt the safi: harbors provided far by Securities Act Rules 137, 138
and 139 relating to the use of brokerdealer rcseafih reports;

Eliminate a brokerdealds prospectus "markd-making"delimy obligations m d
with "regularway" market making transactions m Securities of its aiWhcs;

o

n

Elinrinatc Forms T-1 and T-3 and instead rcquk an issUa to make an "digibIe trustee"
reprtstntationinthe~onstatanent;

Broadar the chmmwes in which the gummed convertible SCCUtities of a whollyowned subsidiq can be exchanged h r saxhies of its pamt under Section 3(ax9)
without reghdan; and

S

m the rules requiring separate audited financial statamnts of afBiam whose stock

PSA supports the olpansion of Rule 144A under the S&es
Ad. Rule 144A has rcdtai in
a signi6cant expansion of the private institutional market for urPegistaed securities, giving issuas a
real attanative to the rtgistaed market without a sigrnficant pricing pen*.
It has also clarified the
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resale of unregistered seuxities"and provided additional liquidrty to the marketplace. PSA believes thar
the success of the Rule indicates that it should be expanded and revised as follows: -

The d&on
of qualified institutional buyers ("QIBsu)
should be modified to (i)reduce the
investment security threshold to $25 to 50 million10;and (i) allow any investor meeting the
investment l e d to be a QIB,even if an individual - experience has indicated that any
investor of this size either possesses or has advisors that p o s e s the necessary level of
investment sophistication. These changes would si@cantly reduce the necessity for
parallel QIB/inseitutionalAccfeditcd Investor offaings;
The rule should be available for sales to QIBs o*,
subject to any restriction; and

oflers, on the other hand, should not be

The Rule should be revised to d d d t the d c a t i o n quircment of Rule 144A(d)(iv) as
unnecessary and burdensome an QIBs who arc hmdatd with requests even when such
q u e s t s arc unmccssary bccaux of the public status of the pudmscr.
We do not believe that the above expansion of Rule 144A would lessar investor protection m
any way or harm the public interest. In this regard, we suggest that the Staffacpand the availability of
t h e ~ e x ~ e o & r t o a p p ~ t o ~ S e a r r i t i c s s o l d i n r d i a n c c u p o n R u l e 1 4Thecurrent
4A
limitations do not appear to s a v e any dfimaion. We fbthcr suggest that the Staff amside
issuing a "staff legal bulletin" to clarifL the application of the integration do&
to conand
subsequent private placunents and r e g i d off@.
We also suggest that the Staff c x p r d y d o n the use of the Depository Trust t h x p y ' s
book entry system m the case of non-PORTAL offkrbgs to nOn-qIB InstiMional Accteditbd
Investors. The current situation has been mtapt.etedto require physical d d h q of d c a t e s to nonQIBs, thereby denying such investors the &ciaxies of the book artry system.
i

We request that the Conrnrissionspecifically exanpt Rule 144A &om the application of Section
1 l(dX1) of the Exchange Act. We note that m the Release adopting Rule 1444 ihe Comnrission
stated that the Staff was prepared to provide fntaprctive rdiefunda Section ll(dX1) m "appropriste
~
.
"
l We lbelieve, however, that there is no legal or policy reason for Section 1 l(dX1) to
be applicable to Rule 144A d k i q s of invrstmart grade debt s d e s as t h a t is no distriion fix
purposes of the nrle. In this context, we would also suggest that separate undCrWrjttQl takedowns of
corporate debt se&
&om a typical Rule 415 " s W registration statamnt should be c~anpth m
l o We Dote tba! the National Securities Markets ImproKmcnts Act af 1996, adding the dehnition of "quali6ed
purchaser" a the investwnt Compa~yAct of 1940. used investment thresholds of $5 million for naarral pg#,ns
and $25 million for other prsoas.

" See Resale of Rcmiaed Seauitics; Cbangcs m Mahod of lkwmhing Holding M
od of Resviabd Ssavities
under Rulcs 144 and 145 (Release No.336862 (April 23, 1990)).
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of the
the prohibmons of Section 11(@(I). l2 Similar to Rule 144A offkrhgs, where the f i n a n d
seauities are tailored to the individual needs of mvfstors and each tranche is "bought" prior to the
pricing of the transaetjoq there is no l e d or policy @cation
for requiring broka-dcalas to wait
thirty &ys before t h y may uctend crrdit on the Securities.
General Solicitation
We believe that the general solicitation prohib'ion on off*
made under Regulation D, as
well as in the context of Rule 144A t i i d abovt, hampas the utility of Regulation D and Rule
1444 unnecessarily creates uncertainty and raises costs to issum. This change by the Commission
would shift the focus to purchasers of d e s ratha than offand would avoid aurcnt problems
relating to the o f h n g of d e s such as publicity, dcovaagc, publidon of quotations and
similar "general solicitation" issues, without, m our view, any deaease in investor protection.

II. MORTGAGE-BACKED
AND ASSET-BACKED SECURlTiES
Advisory Committee Report
As noted in the introductory portion of this letter, the basic fkamework of securities laws

and regulations was established substantially before the broad emergence of the MBS and ABS
markets. In a number of areas, this h e w o r k does not adequately address and accommodate the
distinctive characteristics of MBS and-ABS, inhibiting the growth and efficiency of these markets.
In both general and spcci6c contexts, PSA btlieves that a rethinking and rationabtion of the
SEC's regulation of these markets is needed to remove, or at least reduce, these impediments to
growth and greater d%ciency.
At the outset, it is important to recognize that MBS and ABS possess a, number of
fwres that readily distinguish .them Erom more traditional corporate debt and equity (1CCUritics.
Principally* these differences relate to the importance of (1) the nature and quality of the
undeaying collateral, and (2) the structure and timing of cash flows supported by that collateral,
as the primary determinants of value of an ABS offering. These features contrast sharply with
corporate debt and equity obligations, where the current financial cond'ion and b e earnings
prospects of an issuer--generally, an ongoing business enterprise with active management
oversight-are the most important considerations and art publicly available to investors.
These hdammtal differcnccs between traditional coqorate debt and equity securities on
the one hand, and MBS and ABS, on the other, are perhaps n o d m brought more sharply into
See Kidder, Peabody & Co.. SEC No-Action Lctta 11990-1991 Tnnda Binder] Fed. Ssc. L. Rep. (CCH)
919.626 (Aug. 16, 1990) where the Staff rmrsed a prior position and permined a broker-dealer auing as agent for
an issuer in a medium-tcrm note program to extend credit on notes of a porricular trancbe afkr the orpiration d
thbty days even if sales of other medium-turn notes by the brdtadcala continued

k,
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focus than by certain portidw of the Advisory Committee Report, and specifically. by the
discussion of the Company Registration concept. While PSA's members that-are active in the
MBS and ABS markets generally agree that a more lengthy and exhaustive study of alternative
regulatoly systems, including Company Registration, should be undertaken, the basic relevance
and appficability of such system to MBS and ABS need to be considered. Although the
eligibility criteria for the initial Company Registration pilot envisioned by the Advisory Committee
would operate to exclude issuers of mortgage and asset-backed securities", as a conceptual
matter it is difficult to envision the manna in which a "Company Registration" paradigm could be
applied to such securities, where issuers are usuaw distinct, special purpose entities without
ongoing business activities. Once an MBS or ABS offering has been completed, the performance
of the related securities depends on the cash flows generated by the underlying collateral, and in
most circumstances is entirely unrelated to the financial condition and prospects of the "issuer".
This limited role of the issuer renders conventional notions regarding ongoing financial and other
issuer disclosure irrelevant; the nature of the assets underlying the MBSIABS offning and the
structure of the transaction become, instead, the paramount considerations for investors. As a
consequence, the Company Registration concept would appear to quire significant rcthurking
and modification before its application to the MBS and ABS markets could be considered. Given
the g e n d inapplicability of this concept to a large and growing sector of the fixed income
marketplace, PSA would therefore urge the Commission to consider reforms outside of the
context of Company Registration that may address more directly and effectively the unique needs
and circumstances of the MBS and ABS markets.
Securities Act Concepts
General. PSA's Mortgage and Asset-Backed Securities membmhip equally apprediates

the continuing challenge for the Commission to adapt the disclosure hmework of the Securities
Act to developments and innovation in the prinrary markets, while ensuring that investors receive
hll and fiir disclosure in a manner and at a time that allows for irrformed decision-making. The
Commission's peninitiatives concerning capital formation present a unique opportunity to
address these challenges in a manner that adequately accounts for the unique requirements of
MBS and ABS.

In the past sevaal years; market participants have identified and worked with the Stag to
resolve a number of securities regulatory issues of particular significance to the MBSIABS
markets. These issue have arisen in connection with, among other things, the desire to clarify the
circumstances in which MBS/ABS research reports may be circulated without r c d t h g ' in
prohibited "market conditioning'' or "gun jumping" aetiw,the use of "computational mteriahn
and related term sheets to communicate essmtial collateral and structural infomation to investors

"Under these criteria, issuers wauld be

rapid to: haw
at least one public offering under the
Searrities Aa; have ktn reporting under the Exchange Act for two years; have a public float of at least $75
million; and have securities Listed on the New YorL Stock Exchaag, the American Stock Exchange or NASDAQ
NMS. Sefootwtt 11 oftheConaptRe1ease.
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and potential investors in MI& and ABS offerings; the dimibution of prrliminaty prospectuses;
and the treatment of re-securitization transactions, among others.
Although PSA recognizes the substantial efforts by the S M to address such issues
with the requirements of the securities laws, the Staffs positions on a number of these
significant regulatory questions has not been wholly adequate to accommodate the legitimate and
sometimes unique business needs of the MBSIABS markets. In particular, the Staff has imposed
a number of conditions and restrictions in connection with its no-action or other relief that
burden issuers and underwriters and otherwise interfere signikntly with the
efficient distribution of securities and information in the MBSIABS markets.
r'l,

In PSA's view, many of the unnecessarily restrictive and burdensome requirements
currently imposed on MBSIABS issuers and underwriters reflect the difficulty of fitting these
securities into a regulatory b e w o r k that, as discussed above, was largely developed prior to the
existence of the MBSIABS markets. Many of the traditional views underlying the existing fedtral
securities law regime regarding the nature of the offering process and the information relevant to
investors do not apply in these markets. In particular, the distinctive features of the MBS and
ABS markets render it essential that asset originators, underwriters and investors engage in an
iterative structuring process that d i m significantly h m the process for offering most other
securities. In light of these considerations, PSA hopes to use the Commission's pending
initiatives regarding capital formation and the searrities offering process to work with the StaEto
identify steps that can be taken to address more effectively the needs of the MBSIABS markets.
Our specific comments in several key areas are provided below.

Quality of Ongoing Disclosure PSA firmly believes that the Commission should work
to rationalize and codifit the nature of the ongoing disclosure requirements applicabie to
MBSIABS issuers to reflect the diffcfences between the categories of information relevant to
MBSIABS investors on an ongoing basis and those relevant to other types of securities investor.

PSA has considered whether the existing disclosure system for MBSIABS could
adequately be improved simply by m o d i the instructions to Forms S-3 and S-11 and the
related provisions of Regulation S-K in a manner that would eliminate inapplicable provisions and
otherwise more appropriately Adapt these forms and rules to the realities of the MBSIABS
market. PSA's vicw is that such incremental mdications would be difficult to implement,
would be confusing to apply and would not sufficiently resolve existing problems. Instead, PSA
would urge the Commission to ,consider promulgating a new regulation specifically designed to
create a disclosure system that meets the unique requirements of the MBSIABS market and better
serves the needs of MBSIABS investors, issuers and underwriters. Approaching the matter de
novo, with fbll participation of all market participants, is most likely to achieve a reform that will
serve the interests of investors, while enabling the market to operate in a more efficient khion.

Closely related to the disclosure system are the reporting requirements under the
Exchange Act as they apply to MBSIABS. In connection with any refom of the MBSIABS
disclosure system, PSA suggests that the Commission also consider a parallel reform of the
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Exchange Act reporting system as applied to MBSIABS. The inapplicability of many of the
requirements of the Exchange Act continous reporting rules to MBSIABS is evidenced by the fact
that vimally every registrant seeks either an exemptive order or a no-action lmer to relieve it of
inappropriate reporting rcquhents. This process alone consumes sigdicant time of both the
Staff and registrants and should be replaced with a rule of general applicability.
A fundamental problem with the existing reporting system is demonstrated by the fact that

most registrants "deregistery' at the earliest possible opportunity, not because they wish to stop
supplying information to investors but because they wish to avoid liabity for information over
which they have no control. An issuance of MBSIABS by its nature is a stand-alone structure.
Once the securities have been sold, information about the regstrant (which ofim is itself a special
purpose entity that exists only to bring together pools of assets and securitize them) is immaterial
to investors. What investors and the secondaq' market need is information about the performance
of the pool of assets. This typically is supplied by filing copies of the periodic reports that the
trustee is required to send to investors. These reports in turn incorporate information provided by
the servicer. All of the relevant information is i n t d to the pool of ass- and is generated by
entities, such as the trustee and servicer, whose h c t i o n in the transaction is to provide services
to the investors.
The current system does not adequately serve the interests of participants in the secondary
market, who need as much current information as possile about the performance of the pools of
assets underlying MBSIABS. This concern is shared broadly by such participants, including
investors and brokeddplers. Accordingly, PSA would propose that the Commission consider
adopting rules to replace, for MBSIABS, the reporting requirements currently applied under the
Exchange Act with a requirement (a) that all transaction documents require the trustee or servicer
to report to investors at least a prescribed minimum set of information no less often than or
shortly following each payment date on the seauities and (b) that aU such information provided to
investors be made available by the trustee or servicer on request to any requester (which
requirement could be met by making such information generally available to the public, either
d i i or through third-party data providers). Compliance with these requirements should
obviate the need for filing such information under the Exchange Act, although PSA would urge
that registram (including issuers whose securities are already outstandiig) that satis9 these
requirements should still be considered reporting companies for technical reasons (e.g., eligibii
to use F o m S-3 and the availability of Rule 139).
Informing Investors: Timing; Limitations on Written Communications.

A. -T
Sheets. many respects, existing rules relating to the offering of MBSIABS
have the eect of constricting the flow of relevant information to investors, espcciaUy to the
sophisticated iwtitutional investors who make up the vast bulk of the market for these securities.
A number of pending problems in this area could be addressed as part of the Commission's
broader consideration of rdbnns to the capital formation process. Many of these stem fkom
general Section 5 prohibitions on the distribution of written non-prospectus communications.
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PSA believes that one ,of the principal goals of regulatory reform should be enhancement
of the ability of asset originators, underwriters and investors to work together to achieve the most
efficient structures for MBSIABS offerings without anificial and unnecessary constraints under
the federal securities laws on the dissemination of computational materials, term sheets and other
communications designed to facilitate the structuring process. In the MBSJABS market brokerdealers and issuers attempt to structure their offerings to meet panicular investor needs and
constantly changing market conditions. MBSJABS offerings are typically divided into a number
of separate classes of securities, with cash flows of principal and interest in the underlying assets
allocated among the classes according to specified payment risks. Unlike a going concern that
issues debt or equity, the key characteristics of each MBS/ABS transaction essentially are
invented in response to investors and the market.
+
%

The demands of the institutional investor market, coupled with the inherent quantitative
nature of MBS/ABS collateral and structural information, require that underwriters of MBS/ABS
be able to circulate a brief description of the economic features of a specific transaction to
institutional investors before the final prospectus supplement is distributed. Consistent with the
views previously expressed by PSA's Corporate Bond Division, we believe that Commission
(even if a more extensive reform of the MBSIABS regulatory system is not undertaken) should
consider promulgating a rule that makes circulation of such a term sheet possible without
violating the prospectus rules, as long as a complete prospectus is delivered to the investor in
comtction with the consummation of any sale.
-P
PSA believes that requirements governing the timing of
distribution of preliminary and final disclosure materials in the context of MBSIABS offerings
should be revisited in light of the practical limitations on the ability of underwriters to prepare in a
timely fashion materials that are both responsive to investor needs and consistent with the
requirements of the federal securities laws. Preparation of a "red hming" preliminary prospectus
addressing in detail all aspects of a possible transaction is not a feasible or desirable means in
every case to provide important information to investors or to bring securities to market.
Rule IS&-8 substantially predates the evolution of the MBS and ABS markets in their
current form, as well as the current widespread availability of the Commission's shelf registration
rule. In general, PSA believes that the application of Rule 15~2-8(b)to MBS and ABS offerings
(regardless of whether made pursuant to a sheif registration statement) is not necessary to achieve
the rule's policy objectives. Although such offerings generally involve an issuer which, at the time
of the offering, has not been filing reports pursuant to Section 13(a) or 15(d), the absence of such
reports is merely a reflection of the difference between the MBS and ABS markets .and the
traditional markets for debt and equity securities, and should not be construed to imply that the
offering falls into the "new or speculative" category that originally led the Commission to adopt
the rule.
Moreover, the features of an MBS or ABS offering, particularly its structure, evolve
throughout the offering process, often until shortly before the closing of the transaction. As a
result, a preliminary prospectus typically could not provide much of the critical information that is
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expected by investors and, indeed, even a final prospectus, reflecting m u d and other changes
that occur up until the moment of pricing must be prep& under considerable-time constraints.
Investors have sought other, more timely and effective means of obtaining the information they
regard as essential in arriving at informed investment decisions, such as through the distribution of
computational materials. As described above, PSA believes that similar benefits would a c m e
from a liberalization of the use of other forms of written communication in the MBS and ABS
markets, including term sheets and other structuring information. In light of these considerations,
PSA believes that the Commission should codify through s p d c rulemaking the basic policy set
forth.in the S M s existing no-action position concerning the application of Rule 15&8(b) to
MBS and ABS"; namely, that no p r e w prospectus need be delivered at least 48 hours prior
to the sending of a confirmation, as long as a finalprospectus is sent or given to a purchaser prior
.to or at the same time a confirmation is sent.
v PSA believes that the market and the interests of all
C. C
participants would best be served by adoption of a rule that replaced the current burdensome and
untargeted system of filing certain computational materials and tenn sheets by a system that
greatly liberalizes the a b i i to send to potential investors a wide range of information without a
requirement that it be filed, so long as the prospectus (or prospectus supplement) includes
indicative materials covering, with respect to the final structure of the transaction, the topics and
types of data addressed in those preliminary materials. If only on the basis of practicality and
cost, the formal disclosure document can not and should not include every item smt to every
potential investor about every possiile structure. Ready distniution of term sheets and other
information would respond most directly to the expressed need of potential investors to obtain an
early and meaninghl understanding of proposed transactions. The market can do a better job of
informing investors (and getting reactions fiom investors to possible structures) on a timely basis
without the procedural burdens of the existing system - and the formal offering documents can be
better focused on providing usefirl information.

D
.
A particular problem under the current
disclosure system arises in connection with certain MBSIABS transactions in which some (but not
necessarily all) investors seek access to voluminous information about the underlying assets. This
is particularly characteristic of securitized offerings of commercial mortgage loans, in which some
institutional investors, even though the securities are being publicly offered, wish to perform their
own due digence on the underlying loans and real properties as if' they were purchasing an
interest in those assets d'irtctiy. Such investors often seek access to third-party documentation
held by the issuer and undcfwriters, such as appraisals, environmental reports, propeny managers'
reports and engineering reports. Existing law makes unclear the abiity of issuers and
underwriters to W s h such materials or their l i a b i i for doing so. It would seem appropriate, if
individual investors wish to have access to underlying information that the issuer has not deemed
requires disclosure in the prospectus (or has covered by summarizing in the prospectus), for such
l4 Sct Public Sccuxities Assoc&ion. SEC No-Action Leetcr on Asset Backed Securities. File No. TP 95-450
@camber 15, 1995). PSA notes that artain technical isand limitations on the scope of this no-acti011rrlid
would need to be add&
in any rulemaking initiatiw.
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investors to have that optiodso long as any prospective investor is given the same access upon
request. However. there should be no requirement for the issuer to include such material in the
prospectus or Be it with the Commission, or for either the issuer or the underwriters to be
required to assume liability under the Securities Act.
El-

Act- Another issue under current rules is the

desire of investors to have electronic access to information about the pools of assets underlying a
proposed issue of MBSIABS at the earliest possible moment. For example, both investors and
underwrit= would like underwriters to be able to post information about the characteristics of
pools on electronic bulletin boards, such as Bloomberg, no later than when the
prospectus is delivered to the underwrjtrs, or in some cases even earlier. This information is
contained in the prospectus (and currently is also M s h e d by some issuers to investors in an
electronic medium together with the prospectus). It is generally not practicable to post the entire
prospectus on such a bulletin board or to establish a hyper-text link to another site containing the
prospectus. The current rules should be reformed to make clear that such a posting is pamissible,
as long as investors can obtain the entire prospectus upon request. It would also be desirable to
make it possible for issuers to post on the same bulletin boards the computer models they have
used to product information in the prospectus, such as the effect of various interest rate and
prepayment scenarios on yields. This would make it easier for prospective investors to model
other scenarios that better fit the investor's own assumptions or needs.

F
.
The state of the law currently is unclear as to the ability of brokerdealm to rely on c u m t Rule 139 as the basis for pmnitting the distriiution of research reports
and similar published information concerning MBS and ABS offerings. As a result, brokerdealers face sigdcant practical and interpretive uncertainties in attempting to distinguish n o d
or routine MBS and ABS research publications fiom those which might be deemed to condition
the market for an upcoming offering. Analogous to its views on Rule 15~2-8(b), PSA docs not
believe that the absence of an Exchange Act reporting status for MBS and ABS issuers-a
cirarmstance that relates more to the structure of MBSIABS ofkings than it does to any inherent
speculative quality of the securities i n v o l v h h o u l d prevent the market h m benefiting fiom
widespread research coverage of both new and seasoned MBS and ABS issues, and in particular
those that qualify for an investment-grade rating. PSA believes that the Commission should we
the opportunity of more general regulatory reform to establish a fi-amework for distniution of
MBS/ABS research materials that is consistent with concerns identified by PSA in the context of
existing rules, with particular emphasis on eliminating formalistic prohibitions that limit the a b i
of underwriters to distribute accurate materials while engaging in their ordinary, ongoing business
activities involving the structuring of MBSIABS offerings.

G

.. .

Rt,searntctatrons.

The state of the law currently is similarly unclear as to the ability of

an issuer of MBSJABS to include, as part of a pool of collateral, assets that are indirectly held
through a securitization vehicle that has been the subject of a private placement or an earlier
public offering. A variety of views expressed by members of the StafF to diierent issuers at

diierent times has Idt market participants in a state of uncertainty. Any reform of the existing
rules should address this issue and should eliminate artificial distinctions between securitized and
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unsecuritized assets. As long'as there is firll disclosure in the prospectus of relevant information
about the assets underlying an issue of MBSIABS (including any material disclosure about the
effects that prior securitization may h a w on servicing, cash flows or other relevant matters), there
seems no reason to raise obstacles to including assets that have already bem securitized or to
q u i r e registration or reregistration of the eariicr transaction in which such assets were
securitized.
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XU. CONCLUSION
PSA appreciates this oppomuj. to provide its views to the Commission.- If it would be
to make PSA d a n d member 6rm
hdpful to the S m m d the C o d r d o & we would k most
personnel available to m e t and discuss any of the p o h r a i d in this letter. Please a d d m my
qumjons or requests for additional information to Joseph W. Sa& George P. Miller or S& M.
Starkweatha of P S q at 2 12440-9400.
,
vaytrulym

ThomasKGuba
Chairman, PSA Corporate Bond Division
chiman, PSA Mortgage and Asset-Backed
(McePresident, AG.Edwards & Sons, Inc) Securities Division
(ManagingDireaor, Donaidson, Lufkin &
JenrateSeacrities CorPoiation)

Aithur D. Hyde

Lawrtna E.Thomas
Via Chairman, PSA Mortgage and
.
Asset-Backed Seanitis Division
(Mmging Director, Salomon Brothas Inc.) (Managcr/Gmud Partmr, Edward Jones)

,ViceChDivision
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June 30,1999

Mr. Jonathan G. Katz, Secretary
U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20549
Re:

The Rzgtiiation of Securities Offerinps (File No. S7-30-98)

Dear Mr. Katz:

'

The Bond Market Association (the "Association") is submitting this letter in response to
the request of the Securities and Exchange Commission (the 'Commission" or 'SEC")
for comments on its proposal to change the regulatory framework established for the
conduct of offerings under the Securities Act of 1933 (the 'Securities Act") and to
modify certain reporting and related requirements under the Securities Exchange Act of
1934 (the 'Exchange Act"). The reforms proposed in the Release are intended to
modernize and clarify the existing offering process and the Association believes its
comments regarding the proposed reforms will assist the Commission in achieving these
goals. The Association appreciates the opportunity to participate in this important
undertaking.3
This letter is organized into five sections. In the first section, the Association presents a
brief summary of its views on certain major aspects of the Commissionb proposal.. In the
second section, the Association discusses various aspects of the Release and assesses the
impact of the proposed reforms on existing practices. In the third section, the Association
examines the proposed reforms in more detail and responds to certain specific questions
posed by the Commission in the Release. In the fourth section, the Association presents
its views regarding the treatment of mortgage and other asset-backed securities
(collectively, "A3S")under the proposal. In the fifth section, the Association presents its
1

The Association represents securities firms and banks that mderwrite, distribute. and trade debt
securities, both domestically and internationally. The AssociationS member firms include
unde&ters that participate in approximately ninety io ninety-five percent of the initial
distribution and secondary market trading of corporate debt securities, including investment grade
and non-investment grade corporate debt securities, mortgage and other asset-backed securities,
and other debt securities. More information about the Association is available on the
Associations Internet home page at htp://www.bondrnarkets.com

2

SEC Release No. 33-7606A; 3440632A; IC-235 19A (Nov. 13, 1998) (the "Release").

3

To facilitate your review of this letter, we have attabed a table of contents as Appendix 1.
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overall conclusions with respect to the proposal. As discussed below, the Association
believes that a number of thefundamental concepts embodied in the Rciease should not
be pursued, while others should be pursuzd on a 'Stand-alone basis': The focus of this
letter is thus on the main principles that form the basis for the proposals. We would
expect to provide more detailed comments on specific appropriate reproposed rules.
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The capital formation process continues to evolve, and the Commission is correct in
seeking to examine how the regulation of the offering process can be modified to assure
investor protection while accommodating accelerating change, globalization of the
securities markets and the explosion in information technology In the Association.+
view, however, many of thefundamental concepts embodied in the Release are seriously
flawed. They are in fact inconsistent with evolving debt market practices and needs and
will not contribute to investor protection (and indeed may well lead to exclusion of
certain classes of investors, especially retail investors, fiom many offerings). They may
also negatively impact the competitive position of the U.S.fixed income capital markets.
The Association therefore believes that the proposals set forth in the Release should
not be adopted without substantial modification.
The CommissionB proposals, which suggest sweeping changes to the existing debt
offering framework, has received, and will no doubt continue to receive, a great deal of
comment from various market participants. The Association recommends that the
Commission weigh carefully the comments it receives and proceed on a step-by-step
basis. The Association does not believe -- and the Commission has not brought forth any
evidence of abuse or other rationale to demonstrate that a complete overhaul of the
current regulatory regime is necessary. On the contrary, the Association believes that
certain specific desirable reforms - for example, those concerning liberalization of
communications, immediate effectiveness of registration statements and 'bay-as-you-go"
filing could, after modification and reproposal by the Commission, be adopted
independently of any action taken to pursue more far-reaching and questionable proposed
reforms - for example, the Form A and Form B proposals and their unprecedented
requirements -- and could easily be integrated into the current system, which has worked
quite well and is preferable to many of the proposals embodied in the Release.

--

--

Based on communications between the Associationb members and various issuer clients,
it appears that many issuers of debt (including large, well-known issuers) have serious
concerns about the impact the proposal would have on their continuing ability to access
the capital markets in an efficient and cost-effective manner. At the same time, they
appear to have been put off by the sheer size and scope of the Release and are assuming
that the proposals set forth therein will be substantially modified and resubmitted for
firther industry comment at a later date. It is our understanding that such issuers are thus
taking a 'Wait and see" approach, believing either the proposals contained in theRelease
will not be adopted, or that they will have a chance to submit formal comments at the
reproposal stage. Accordingly, while we recognize that certain Commission staff
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members have expressed an expectation that it would be possible to implement certain
reforms suggested in the Release aithout further public review a d comment, we believe
that the failure to repropose will have severe negative repercussions because the views of
issuers, and perhaps other market participants, may not be adequately represented at the
initial comment stage:'
If the Commission determines, despite the objections raised by the Association, to go
forward with the proposed reforms as presented, the Association has the following
general comments and suggestions regarding the proposed rules and rule modifications
set forth in the Release. In summary:

+

The Association ou~oses:

The proposal to deliver a term sheet prior to sale in the case of
Form B issuers, or a preliminary prospectus 3 or 7 days prior to
pricing in the case of Form A issuers.
The proposed requirement that Form A issuers deliver material
updating information 24 hours prior to pricing.
The proposed disqualification approach to use of Form B and
incorporation by reference on Form A. The 'bad boy"
disqualification provisions, in particular, are unwarranted and
unworkable.
The suggestion in the Release that delayed shelf registration
procedures would no longer be necessary if the Form B proposals
are adopted. The Association urges instead that existing delayed
shelf registration procedures be retained.
The proposed elimination of 'Exxon Capital" exchange offer
procedures.
The proposals that road show materials be deemed Tree writing"
and that fiee writing materials, especially those
by
:
underwriters and dealers, be filed with the Commission.
.
. .
'

.

4

.

The Association points out that reproposal by the Commission is quite common in connection
with proposals likely to have significant market impact. The reproposal approach was taken, for
example, in connection with the adoption of Rule 144A and Regulation S both extremely
significant proposals, but of far less overall importance to the market than the complete overhaul
of the debt offering process suggested by the Release. Given the comprehensive nature of the
proposed reforms and the impact implementation of the reforms will have on the fixed income
market, the Association believes that reproposal of certain specific proposals suggested in the
Release is warranted.

--

., .

.

.
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The imposition of eligibility thresholds for Form l3 that would
have the effect of excluding issuers currently eligible to register
their offerings on current Forms S-3 and F-3.
The proposed exclusion of dealers and investment advisers in
connection with Form B offerings solely to qualified institutional
buyers ("QIl3s").
The proposed additional director and officer certification
requirements in both Securities Act registration statements and
Exchange Act filings.
The proposal to exclude Form B and other registration statements
with respect to which the issuer is permitted to control the timing
of effectiveness from Securities Act Rule 401(g).
The proposed modifications to the rules regarding the U.S.Canadian multijurisdictional disclosure system ("MJDS").
The Association (with, i f atmlicable, the modifications noted) s u ~ p o r t s :

4

The proposal to allow the payment of registration filing fees on a
'bay-as-you-go" basis.
The proposed elimination of final prospectus delivery
requirements.
The proposal to allow Form B issuers, as well as certain Form A
and Schedule B issuers, to control the timing of effectiveness of
their registration statements.
The proposed liberalization of communications around the time of
an offering and the creation of 'bright-line" communication safe
harbors, but urges the Commission to clarify the meanings of
certain key terms including 'bffering informationT','"free writing"
and 'bffering period".
'

0

The proposal to provide additional guidance regarding the
adequacy of due diligence procedures, but urges the Commission
to adopt a due diligence safe harbor, extend the proposed guidance
to apply to offerings of investment grade debt securities, and
acknowledge that issuer indemnification of underwriters is not
against public policy.
The proposal to allow issuers to tailor their disclosure as they deem
appropriate to the particular type of offering being registered.
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The proposal to allow issuer-afiliated market makers to use Form
B, but urges the Commission to consider an exemption from the
registration requirement for ordinary course market makicg
transactions by such entities.
The proposed expansion of the research safe harbor rules, but
urges the Commission to explicitly state that qualifjring research
will not be deemed 'bffering information" and will be exempt
from Section 12(a)(2) liability.
The proposed addition of a safe harbor for qualifying research
distributed during Rule 144A and Regulation S offerings.
The proposals with respect to the integration of public and private
offerings. In addition, the Association urges the Commission to
offer similar guidance with respect to 'Side-by-side" public and
private offerings.
The proposals to expand Form 8-K reporting obligations and
accelerate the timing required for reporting certain events
thereunder.

+

The Association also recommends that the Commission:
Focus on availability, rather than delivery, of information to
investors.
Reconsider the proposed standard for liability with regard to fiee
writing materials so that information flow to investors would be
encouraged, not discouraged.
Expand, not narrow, the definition of " Q I B and broaden the
categories of investors that may participate in Form B QIB-only
offerings to include other 'Qualified. purchasers".
Permit unseasoned issuers to use Form B for non-convertible fixed
income offerings to QIBs (including other 'Qualified purchasers"
as noted above).
Create a separate form specifically tailored to non-convertible
investment grade securities in order to more properly address the
differences between offerings of these securities and offerings of
other types of securities.
Adopt the same seasoning period for Form A issuers as Form B
issuers and use the filing of at least one annual report as the
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appropriate measure of seasoning for both Form A and Form B
issuers.
Eliminate the proposed requirement for seasoned Form A issuers
to deliver incorporated reports to investors with the preliminary
prospectus.
With regard to the conduct of ABS offerings, the Association is concerned that the
proposals contained in the Release do not present a workable model, and that the
regulatory framework governing ABS offerings will be inappropriately influenced by
decisions made and policies established in the context of the proposals made in the
Release. In summary:

+

The Association oposes:

The notion that a comprehensive review of the securities offering
process should be undertaken without sirnultaneously addressing
the impact of any proposed reforms on the ABS market.
The application of the proposals in the Release to ABS offerings.
The fundamental differences between ABS markets and other debt
securities markets dictate a need to pursue different regulatory
approaches; the proposals in the Release do not present a workable
model for ABS offerings.
Any regulatory mandates or requirements that restrict the flow of
preliminary information to ABS investors. Instead, information
flow to ABS investors should be encouraged and offering
participants should be permitted (but not required) to provide ABS
investors with explanatory information in the form of
computational materials, term sheets and the like.

.+

The Association recommends that the Commission:
Revisit and rationalize its regulatory model for ABS offerings in a
manner that accommodates their unique characteristics.
..

.

.
'

Permit ABS.registrants-tocontrol -thetiming ofofferings of
investment-grade ABS.
Not use restrictive interpretations of the term "asset-backed
security" to govern the choice of registration form.
Promulgate clear ABS disclosure guidelines and make changes in
disclosure policy and interpretation on a general basis rather than
iri the context of review of particular registration statements.
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Establish a regime for Exchange -4ct reporting tailored to ABS.

DISCUSSION OF THE RELEASE

A.

The Association agrees with the Commission that registration should be
encouraged and that the process of registration should be simplified so that
issuers can access more quickly the capital markets and investors can access
greater amounts of information, but believes that the CommissionS proposed
reforms will fail to achieve these goals.

Under the Securities Act, an offering of securities must either be registered with the
Commission or qualify for an exemption from registration. As noted in the Release, the
Commission believes that 'kegistration benefits all [market] participants: issuers, by
lowering their cost of capital; investors, by enhancing disclosure and providing remedies
[for faulty disclosure]; and the marketplace, by increasing depth and liquidity."
Accordingly, the reforms proposed by the Commission in the Release are intended to
remove unnecessary barriers to immediate access to the offering market for registered
securities and make registration a more attractive alternative to issuers than offering
securities in private placements or in offshore transactions.
The amendment of the Securities Act in 1996 pursuant to the National Securities Markets
Improvement Act of 1996 ("NSMIA") to grant the Commission exemptive authority
under the Securities Act for the first time has given the Commission an important new
tool to accomplish its purposes. The Commissionb release regarding Securities Act
Concepts and Their Effects on Capital orm mat ion: the Task Force on Disclosure
Simplification, the Advisory Committee on the Capital Formation and Regulatory
Processes and other pre-NSMIA Commission efforts all operated within the premise,
. which presented significant disadvantages, that the Commission had to function more
strictly within the Securities Actk statutory scheme. Now the Commission has for the
first time an historic opportunity to use its exemptive authority appropriately to
modernize the operation of the registration process and related matters to take account of
contemporary conditions and expected future developments while preserving and
strengthening the essential regulatory protections that the Securities Act provides to
investors!
.

.

The Relehse 'acknowledgesthe need for issuers to quickly access the capital marketsand
have more certainty over the timing of their offerings. The ~ssociationagrees with and
supports these objectives, particularly as they relate to the debt capital markets.
s

SEC Release No. 33-73 14 (July 25, 1996) (the 'Concept Release".

6

Chairman Levitt has acknowledged that the broad exemptive authority granted to the Commission
under NSMIA offers 'kn almost unique opportunity for change" and that a 'hew vista for
possibilities has opened up." See Remarks by SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, Torporate Finance
in the Information Age", Securities Regulation Institute (Jan. 23, 1997).
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Accordingly, under the proposal, registration statements filed by large seasoned issuers
and certain smaller seasoned issuers would not be subject to Comniission staff review
prior to effectiveness. In addition, although final prospectuses would be subject to a
filing requirement, they would not need to be delivered to investors unless a copy was
specifically requested.
The Release also recognizes the need to deregulate communications and encourage,
rather than constrain, information flow to investors and the marketplace in general around
the time of an offering. The Association also agrees with this objective? Technological
advznces and increasing investor demand for access to information (including through
the Internet) have made liberalization of communications essential. The proposal would
thus remove many of the current absolute prohibitions with respect to the dissemination
of offering-related information and broker-dealer prepared research reports. The
proposal attempts to enhance reporting under the Exchange Act by adding to, and
accelerating the timing of, the items that must be reported by issuers thereunder. The
Commission also seeks to integrate further the disclosure system under the Securities Act
and the Exchange Act. By doing so, the Commission recognizes that investors engaging
in secondary market trading should have the benefit of disclosure of comparable quality
to that of investors in the primary market. The Association strongly supports the goals
underlying the Commissiod proposal and believes that those specific elements of the
Commissiod reform proposal cited above (i.e., effectiveness on demarid for certain
classes of issuers, elimination offinal prospectus delivery requirements, liberalization of
communications, andfurther integration of the disclosure system under the Securities Act
and the Exchange Act) represent positive steps toward modernization of the securities
offering process.
The Commission, however, seems to have embraced some principles in the Release that
will produce serious problems for issuers, markets and market participants and may
indeed lead to results that are exactly contrary to those the Commission seeks. Although
it has been suggested that the proposals will speed access to the U.S. capital markets, the
Association believes that they will instead, in certain contexts, considerably slow down
the debt offering process, as well as increase the cost of raising debt capital. Thus, the
Association fears that, contrary to the interests of U.S. investors, issuers, Association
members and the U.S. debt markets in general, the proposals will lead to fewer rather
than more public offerings in the U.S. markets.
Specifically, the concept ofdelivery of information in written form to investors ford1
offerings prior to their making an investment decision, while attractive in the abstract,

7

.

As stated in Bond Markets 2000: A Conceptual Frameworkfor Eflcient Regulation of the FixedIncome Markets (available on the Associationk website, HIWW. bondmarkets.co~n)the Association
believes that "he securities laws should promote the free flow of information from an issuer to a
prospective investorSS(at
page 4).
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runs contrary to decades of practice (and in particulai- to debt
market developments over the past 15 years under shelf
registration);
is inconsistent with the increasing need of issuers for speed and
certainty of execution at the most attractive pricing available;
reverses years of progress by the markets and the Commission
itself in emphasizing the need foravailability of information to
markets and investors as the preferred paradigm of disclosure;
will slow down the capital formation process in the fixed income
markets, particularly shelf takedowns-and medium-term note, or
"MTN", programs, with real economic consequences for issuers
and other market participants; and
will not provide any improvements to the quality of the debt
offering process or to investor protection, because in those cases
where investors require additional information before making their
investment decision (in the form of preliminary prospectuses or, in
the ABS area, computational materials or other information),
natural market forces currently establish adequate incentives to
promote dissemination of that information without the need for any
additional regulatory prod.8
The proposals to liberalize 'Yree writing" would be major steps forward in conforming
the U.S. regulatory structure to meet the demands of market participants. The
internationalization of the securities markets and the demands for more information and
fewer restrictions on information flow that have been fostered, in part, by technological
advances leave the Commission and the markets with little practical choice but to adapt.
The Association believes that tailored amendments to liberalize the debt offeringprocess
andfiee writing, which are discussed in more detail below and would include specific
provisions applicable to offers of asset-backed securities, should be reproposed and
adopted by the Commission separatelyfiom the other changes to the oflering process
proposed in the Release, which are much more controversial and, in the Association3
view, much less helpfir1to either markets or market participants.
'

In considering proposals for liberalizing the availability of information, however, the
Cormission has, apparently principally to reduce the incidence of what it considers to be
selective disclosure, followed far-reaching principles ofiling of free writing materials
8

It is the case that the current prohibition of the Securities Act on written offering materials other
than the statutory prospectus hampers fieedom of communication with investors to some extent,
but the proposals to permit increased 'Tree writing" would in themselves be sufficient toallow
market demands to operate more effectively without the delivery and filing-equirements included
in the proposal.
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that will discourage the free writing that the Commission proFoses to permit and may in
fact even result in the dissemination of less information than is the case today. Although
the Association is aware that the Commission and its staff have expressed certah
concerns regarding the potential negative effects of selective disclosure, the Association
is not convinced these concerns are valid and, even if valid, does not believe they are
relevant in the fixed income or ABS markets9 More important, the Commissionk
proposals are inconsistent with the stated goal of increased liberalization of information
because
0

while it may be appropriate to have issuer-prepared documents
filed on a theory of avoiding selective disclosure, the proposed
filing requirements go far beyond that concern to cover any
document prepared by any underwriter or dealer;
applying a filing requirement to underwriters'and dealers'
documents is clearly inappropriate because such documents could
include proprietary or 'branding" information not properly
available to the general public and such documents might indeed
be intended for a discrete group of investors or even a single
investor with unique needs;
.. .

the ComrnissionS position in the ~ e l e a i that
e road show materials
are written offering materials required to be filed is wholly
inconsistent with decades of accepted legal interpretation and
practice and is in fact most likely to reduce the amount of
information available at road shows;
,

,

the standard of liability for free writing material should be more
closely examined by the Commission, because while there may be
free writing materials prepared by or in conjunction with an issuer,
with respect to which underwriters have an opportunity to perform
an adequate diligence investigation, there are other materials where
there is no such issuer involvement and no diligence opportunity;
and
under the CommissionS proposal written materials prepared by
one party could result in liability to another uninvolved offering
participant (e.g., an issuer could be 'liable for an underwriterk
communication, an underwriter could be liable for an issuerb

9

See, e.g., Remarks by SEC Chairman Arthur Levitt, 'A Question of Integrity: Promoting Investor

Confidence by Fighting Insider Trading", SEC Speaks Conference (Feb. 27, 1998). For a contrary
view, see McLaughlin, "WhatS So Bad About Selective Disclosure", Insights, Vol. 13, No. 4
(April 1999) (arguing that, in certain circumstances, selective disclosure aids, rather than harms,
smaller investors).

.

.

.

.

,
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communication, and one underwriter could be liable for another
underwriterk communication).
The proposals also appear to focus too much on procedures rather than the substance of
improving disclosure. To give only two examples, the Association believes, first, that the
Exchange Act portion of the proposal focuses too much on how to catch officers and
directors (e.g., by requiring additional certifications) and too little on quality and
timeliness of disclosure and more complete integration of Securities Act and Exchange
Act disclosure. Second, the disqualification and 'bad boy" provisions precluding use of
proposed Form B and precluding incorporation of reference under proposed Form A,
backed up by the unjustifiedin terrorem threat of after-the-fact determinations by the
Commission that use of the Form, or incorporation by reference, was not permissible -and therefore that Section 5 of the Securities Act might have been violated, with wholly
unacceptable and draconian consequences -- appear to be designed more to hold a
procedural threat over issuers and underwriters than to improve disclosure or protect
investors. For example, under the proposal litigants could take the position that investors
have a right of rescission under Section 12(a)(l) of the Securities Act because it was
discovered after the offering that the issuer and the Commission staff had one unresolved
comment on an Exchange Act filing at the time of the offering, thereby making the
offering ineligible for Form B. Moreover, the mere perception of such a threat will chill
or deter communications regarding registered offerings and thereby tend to cause issuers
and offerings to move into the Rule 144A or offshore markets, and away from the
registered market -- exactly what the Commission suggests that it seeks to avoid.

"

The Association is also particularly concerned that in the investment grade (and, to some
extent, non-investment grade) fixed income market, the Form B proposal -- with its
mandated 'Speed bumps" -- will add delay to the capital formation process, with the
result that many issuers might forego the U.S. registered market for the offshore markets.
The offshore markets are an erionnous potential source of fixed income hancing. Fixed
income offerings in the Euromarkets amounted to approximately $378.8 billion and
$413.7 billion in 1997 and 1998, respectively, compared to approximately $914.3 billion
and $1,283.3 billion in the SEC-registered market. The Associationk members believe
that the introduction of the Euro in January 1999 has made the Euromarkets an even more
attractive potential altemative to the U.S.fixed income market. Investors in the
~uromarkeknow include the offshore arms of many if not most of the largest
institutional investors that form the backbone of the U.S. fixed income market.
The Association fears that because of the easy availability of this offshore altemative, the
CommissionS proposal could have serious negative consequences for the U.S. debt
capital markets. Such a result is not certain. However, the Form B proposal (and also the
Form A proposal as discussed below) do not appear to be motivated by evidence of actual
abuse and promise what would appear to be, at best, speculative benefits. Before the
Commission adopts such a proposal, it should seriously consider the negative impact on
U.S. capital markets and U.S.investors.
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B.

The CommissionS proposed reforms will negative& impact all mnrket
participants - issuers, underwriters and investors - as compared to the existing
registration regime.

In order to determine whether the benefits of the proposed new offering regime outweigh
its burdens, the Association believes that it is useful to compare the proposed system to
the current system. This comparison focuses on the fixed income markets, which are the
Association5 principal concerns.
1.

-

.

The proposed reforms will have a negative impact on market
participants as compared to current delgyed shelfregistration
procedures.

Under the CommissionB proposal, a new Form B would replace existing Forms S-3 and
F-3 and would be available to large seasoned issuers and to certain smaller seasoned
issuers in connection with certain types of offerings. Form B would offer eligible issuers
the ability to control the timing of effectiveness of their registration statements
(essentially, such issuers would enjoy effectiveness on demand). Form B also offers
'bay-as-you-goWregistration.Under current shelf registration rules, issuers must prepay
the registration fee for the entire amount to be offered off tbe shelf. Accordingly, these
two aspects of the Form B proposal offer obvious advantages over the current system.
However, Form B would also require the delivery of a term sheet or, under the
CommissionS alternative proposal, a preliminary prospectus prior to the time the
investment decision is made f.e., prior to the time the investor agrees to p~rchase,not the
later settlement of the transaction). This requirement, if adopted, will slow down the
offering process, with real market and economic consequences. The requirement under
Form B that a term sheet (or under the alternative proposal, a preliminary prospectus) be
filed with the Commission and delivered to each investor prior.to the investment decision
is a dramatic departure fiom current practice. The amount of time that will be n e c e s s e '
to accomplish such a step will vary, but there is no one known to the Association
market professionals, issuers and their counsel, regulators or others who does not
believe that it will add some amount of time, fiom a couple of hours to a day or more,
depending on the experience of the issuer and its advisers, the amount of advance notice,
the type of offering and other factors. Offerings that can be accomplished under the
current system without delay would be delayed under the proposed system by that
amount of time or may even be abandoned -- and would thus cost issuers money, since
the delay in being able to sell to investors (if the offering does go forward) would likely
result in less favorable (or at least less certain) pricing, or may well encourage issuers to
find alternatives to the registered market to raise capital. The delay that would result
fiom imposition of the proposed procedures would also subject all market participants issuers, underwriters and investors - to increased market risk and volatility. Moreover,
the delivery requirement would result in greater concentration in marketing and offering
efforts by underwriters. Deals would be conducted in a way that minimized the

--

--

-
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mechanical and conpliance difficu!ties and thus would in many cases be marketed to a
smaller universe of investors to the exclusion of smaller investodO
In addition, the Association believes that, at least in the fixed income market, adequate
disclosure is already provided to investors under the current system. In particular, the
availability of base prospectuses and, where appropriate e.g., in the case of MTN
programs) prospectus supplements, together with the availability of Exchange Act filings
and incorporation by reference, currently provide adequate information to investors
without the need for delivery of an additional document prior to sale. Indeed, the
investors in these offerings are often repeat purchasers or sophisticated institutions who
need and want no informationother than the maturity date and pricing terms for the
current offering (e.g., whether the interest rate will be based on LIBOR, the Federal
Funds rate, or some other basis), which information can easily be communicated orally.
In the case of high yield offerings which contain complex financial covenants, the
practice of using preliminary offering documents has already developed due to natural
market forces and need not be mandated by Commission action.
In reconsidering the proposal that delivery of certain information be required, the
Commission should consider, in a more focused way than is set forth in the Release, the
types of information that need to be communicated to investors and markets. Insofar as
company information (information about the issuer, its businesses, financial results and
condition, and recent developments) is concerned, the Association strongly believes that
all such information must beavailable to investors and the markets before an investment
decision is made. However, the Association also believes that, at least for issuers that
meet current Form S-3 or F-3 registration requirements,'' the best way to accomplish that
goal is to require issuers to make such information available to investors, including
through Exchange Act filings as appropriate, prior to an investment decision, rather than
requiring physical delivery. The Commission should be encouraging the useof
technology and the increasing speed of information transmission for the dissemination of
information to markets rather than focusing on delivery of information, in whatever form,
to individual investors. Release and rapid transmission of information to markets would
of course have the collateral benefits for investors and markets, which the Association
favors, of providing availability of company information to secondary markets.

10

It .has been suggested that, perhaps, the required term sheet could be drafted by a salesperson and
immediately thereafter delivered to prospective investors without causing any significant delay in
the offering process. However, under the Commissionk proposal, each term sheet would be .
required to be filed as part of the registration statement and thus carry Section 11, as well as
Section 12(a)(2), liability - for which the issuer and each offering participant would be liable.
Accordingly, the issuer and the underwriters would very likely require that any term sheet be .
reviewed by them and their respective counsel prior to filing and delivery. Such a process would,
of course, delay considerably the anticipated time frame for the offering.

II

As discussed below, the Association sees no justification for the stricter Form B eligibility test that
would result in 30% of current Form S-3 and F-3 registrants to be ineligible to use Form B.
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With respect to securities information, the Association believes that the levcl of
information currently provided by registrants on Forms S-3 and F-3 is sufficient and is
provided in a timely manner. Base prospectuses and/or prospectus supplements are
replete with detailed information about covenants and possible securities structures and,
as noted above, competitive market forces create appropriate inczntives for the disclosure
of additional details to investors prior to the time investment decisions are made where
such additional information is useful to the decision-making process b.g., in the case of
novel structured or indexed securities).
Although the Association understands that the Commission staff has been informed by
certain investors that they are not receiving adequate information to make an informed
investment decision, the experience of the Association8 members is exactly the opposite.
Especially in the investment grade fixed income market where investment decisions are
based primarily on credit rating, interest rate (both coupon and spread to the benchmark
Treasury security) and maturity (and where such information can be quickly and
efficiently communicated orally), no additional information is needed or, where the tradeoff is a slowdown in the offering process, wanted by investors. In the case of complex or
novel securities offerings, the market itself will demand, as it already does today, that
additional information, above and beyond the current regulatory requirements, be
provided to investors in order for them to make a fully-informed investment decision.
The liberalization of communications proposed in the Release would remove current
restraints on issuers and underwriters and enable them to meet the specific needs of
investors by allowing delivery to investors of information tailored, if necessary, to their
specific requests. Allowingwritten communications as appropriate, rather than
mandating;them, would be a sensible step to help assure investors have sufficient
information. Mandating the delivery of term sheets (or preliminary prospectuses) prior to
sale, however, is unnecessary and unfeasible and would be counterproductive. Such a
requirement makes no sense in connection with Yeverse inquiry" sales and will
considerably slow down the offering process (particularly in the case of MTN programs
and other debt offerings by frequent issuers). The delivery requirement may even cause
issuers and underwriters to exclude certain categories of investors (e.g.,smaller
institutional or accredited retail investors) from many offerings because of the added risk,
cost and timing constraints, or to a v ~ i the
d U.S. registered market altogether. Thus, this
aspect of the Form B proposal would negatively impact the very investors the
Commission seeks to protect.
The Commission staff has advised the Association that it seeks comments on its proposal
that will assist the Commission in designing a registration system that operates for
issuers, investors and market intermediaries while being consistent with the principles
enunciated by the Commission in the Release. In the fixed income markets, it is clear
that the Form B proposal should be fundamentally modified so that (i) current Form S-3
and F-3 registrants (and registrants proposed to be eligible to use Form B) are not
required to physically deliver documents, (ii) company information (while not delivered)
is required to be made available to markets on an ongoing basis, and (iii) current
procedures, plus liberalization of the use of free writing, are relied on to makesecurities
information available in a timely manner. After-the-fact filing with the Commission of
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prospectus supplements, such as is permitted today under offering procedures
contemplated by shelf registration, should be maintained as the standard.
The Form B proposal appears to contemphte filing a registration statement for a single
offering immediately before salesare made. This is in marked contrast to the existing
shelf registration system, which favors early registration statement filing and procedures
whereby contracts and closing documents (including underwriting agreements,
indentures, terms of securities, accountants'comfort letters and legal opinions and
disclosure letters) are negotiated well in advance of specific offerings. The Form B
proposal would encourage accomplishing the foregoing tasks at the last minute -immediately before sales -- and would thus provide less protection for market
intermediaries (and ultimately investors) and put too much time pressure on both market
participants and issuers. The last minute filing of the registration statement encouraged
by the Form B proposal will also result inless opportunity for investors to review basic
information regarding the issuer and the terms of the potential offerings (including basic
underwriting arrangements and indenture provisions) than they have today, which is
directly contrary to the Commission5 stated goal of promoting earlier access to
information. The need for officer and director certification at the time of each offering
(including each takedown or MTN issuance), as compared to today5 Rule 424(b)
mechanism with respect to the filing of prospectus supplements, will also present
significant delays and operational obstacles that will prove unworkable in practice. To
permit a more measured consideration of documentation and offering procedures for a
particular issuer and particular offerings, and thus maintain existing protection of
investors and markets, it is crucial to maintain the availability of shelf registration
procedures and the ability to determine documentation in advance of particular offerings.
To do otherwise would risk delays and operational unfeasibility. The genuine advances
of Form B for issuers and markets, including effectiveness on demand, 'pay-as-you-go"
filing fees, and the elimination of the delivery requirementfor final prospectuses, can
easily be built into the existing shelf registration system.
Like Forms S-3 and F-3, Form B would not be available to issuers subject to any
disqualifying event. However, Form B broadens considerably the list of disqualifLing
events in a manner that is unwarranted and unworkable. The Association believes that,
particularly in the absence of demonstrated abuse, Form B disqualifications should not go
beyond what Forms S-3 and F-3 currently provide. For example, the 'koing concern"
disqualification should be handled as it is today --i.e., by disclosure. In addition, linking
the availability of Form B to resolution of staff comments is unwarranted and
unnecessary. Moreover, the proposed 'legal violations" or 'bad boy" disqualification is
too vague and too broad. This disqualification, for the first time, links market access and
the ability to act as an underwriter to these events, without any apparent need, with no
Commission indication that abuses exist that need correction, and with possible draconian
consequences. Such events could well be unrelated to considerations of market access
and depriving issuers of market access, and dealers the ability to act as underwriters, will
be disproportionate in most cases. Indeed, many underwriters with technical violations of
law may be forced out of business, to the detriment of issuers, investors and the
marketplace. Moreover, issuers with disqualifications, but needing immediate market
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access, would be forced to turn to the private market (e.g., through Rule 144A) or the
Euromarkets -- a result that is in direct contrast to what the Commission is hoping to
achieve.
The Form B disqualification approach is particularly unworkable because of the risk of
the drastic consequences that filing on the wrong form might have. As noted above, if an
issuer that files on Form B is later found to have been subject to a disqualifying event,
investors could possibly claim rescission rights under Securities Act Section 12(a)(l) -unrelated to any defect in disclosure or otherwise related to the offering -- against not
only the issuer, but also against selling underwriters and dealers. This is not a risk that
market intemqdiaries should be required to bear and there is no indication that any
provision of this sort is necessary;
Fundamental modification is thus required to the proposed disqualification provisions.
The Association urges the Commission to retain only those provisions analogous to those
currently in Forms S-3 and F-3. Some proposed additions, such as the 'boing concern"
provision, should simply be eliminated as being inappropriate. The 'bad boy"
provisions, insofar as they relate to underwriters, are also wholly inappropriate, since
whether an underwriter has committed a violation or other enumerated act is entirely
unrelated to whether an issuer should be eligible for Form B or whether an issuers new
or pre-existing disclosure is adequate. Ifthe Commission wishes to sanction particular
underwriters, it should do so directly through its existing authority under Exchange Act
Section 15(6)(4) and not through overbroad, indirect and unjustz3ed means. As to
certain of the other proposed disqualifying provisions, including in particular those
related to whether an issuer has committed a violation or other enumerated act or whether
there are significant disclosure issues involving an issuer, the Association believes that it
is overbroad to provide for disqualification fiom Form B. In any event, no automatic
sanctions should be provided. If the Commission genuinely believes that it needs the
ability to consider the disclosure or other aspects of the registration of large seasoned
issuers, then rather than disqualifL an issuer fiom use of Form B, the most the
Commission should contemplate is a proposal that, upon action by the Commission (or its
staff pursuant to delegated authority) and not automatically, it could suspend immediate
effectiveness for issuers as to which it identifies disclosure issues or legal problems that
justify delay and review.
2.

Theproposed reforms would have a negative impact on market
participants as compared to the existing non-shelff w d income market.

Under the proposal, issuers ineligible to use Form B to register their offerings would be
required to use Form A. Form A would replace existing Forms S-1, S-2, F-1 and F-2.
Because of the additional threshold requirements for Form B compared to existing Form
S-3/F-3, however, a substantial number of issuers (by the CommissionS count, 1,427'~)
12
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eligible to use Form S-3/F-3 today would be ineligible to use Form B and would thus be
forced to use Form A. Accordingly, the proposal would slow down drmatically the
capital formation process for such issuers. The Association does not believe that
eligibility requirements for these issuers should be modified.
Form A issuers would be required to file and deliver preliminary prospectuses taaN
investors three or, in some cases, seven days prior to pricing. Form A issuers would also
be required to file and deliver to all investors material updating information 24 hours
prior to pricing. Such requirements would have the effect of slowing down the capital
formation process for all Form A issuers (including those that are non-shelf filers today),
and would interfere with the normal marketing process, which builds a book of investors
in an interactive manner over time. For example, the proposal provides that an entire
offering would have to be delayed if even one investor failed to receive the preliminary
prospectus, or if a single new investor is identified to participate in the offering after the
initial prospectus delivery period has commenced, or if after the commencement of such
period a single additional underwriter or dealer is added to the offering group (and needs
to deliver preliminary prospectuses to its customers). More likely of course, rather than
risking the consequences of a delay, new investors will be excluded fiom participating in
the offering. The proposals would also likely cause issuers and underwriters to narrow
the universe of prospective investors to whom an offering is initially directed. In
particular, it can be expected that retail investors will receive the opportunity to
participate in fewer offerings than currently as a direct result of the proposals.
In the instances involving Form A in the fixed income market, including in particular
offers of high-yield securities and other offerings by unseasoned issuers, the Association
appreciates the Commissionk concern that adequate information be available in a timely
manner. However, where under existing rules or the Form A proposal incorporation by
reference is permitted, the Association would submit thatcompany information continue
to be made available as is currently the case, by assuring availability to the market prior
to investment decisions. As with our discussion of Form B above, the Association
believes that availability to the market rather than delivery to each individual investor
should be the focus of the Commissionk concern. Moreover, where appropriate in
connection with offerings of high yield or other complex secufities, market practices
involving the use of preliminary offering documents have, as previously noted, already
developed in response to competitive mcirket forces.
In the case of issuers where incorporation by reference is deemed inappropriate because
an issuer is not seasoned or the market and market following are too shallow, the
Association supports the Cornrnissionk view that information should be available, but
again believes that delivery is the wrong standard. Requiring delivery would force
lengthy delay of as much as three to seven days, including in all of the completely
common cases described above (a single case of non-delivery, a newly identified
Proposed Form Requirements on Registrants"and accompanying text under Part XIV(5) of the
Release.
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investor, a new underwriter or selli~ggroup member), since pricing would not be
permissible for that period under the Fornl A proposal. Availability of company
information is much more consistent with developing trends involving technology and
information transmission. Such an approach would be workable and would give just as
much information to markets and investors with an interest in an issuer. Such a system
could also be combined with the necessary and laudable Form A proposal to require
filing, but not delivery, of final prospectuses. On the other hand, to condition the
exemption fiom final prospectus delivery on compliance with the proposed preliminary
prospectus delivery requirements semes no investor protection purpose (even by the
Commissionk own admission that the objective is to make informationavailable to
investors prior to the final prospectus).
The ability of seasoned FormA issuers to incorporate by reference would be eliminated
for those issuers subject to any disqualifying event (the disqualifications proposed are the
same as those proposed for Form B). For the same reasons noted under Part 1I.B.1.
above, such disqualification approach is unwarranted and unjustified. Indeed, such an
approach would represent an unprecedented step backward for the system of integrated
disclosure. The integrated disclosure system properly recognizes that secondary and
primary market investors should receive comparable information. Moreover, the
Commission has received comments fiom various industry groups, committees and task
forces formed by the' Commission itself suggesting that reliance on integrated disclosure
or a comparable system should be increased, notundercut, as the Form A disqualification
proposal would do:') The Association believes that its concerns and suggestions
regarding the Form B disqualification procedures are equally applicable here.
C. .

.

The elimination of so-called "Exwon Capital exchange,offers" is unwarranted
and would disadvantage high-yield.and oth.erf w d income issuers.

The Association understands that the Commission wishes to encourage issuers to register
their securitieis rather than rely on private placement procedures. As noted above, the
Commission believes that registration will result in more information regarding the issuer
to be available in the marketplace. Accordingly, the Commission notes in the Release its
intention, assuming the reforms pro osed in the Release are adopted, to repeal theExxon
Capital line of interpretive letters. "The Commission also states in the Release that it
may repeal the Exxon Ca~italletters even if the proposed registration reforms are=
adopted.
With certain exceptions, the Exxon Capital letters allow issuers that have privately placed
non-convertible debt to file a registration statement offering to exchange registered (but
13
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otherwise essentially identical) securities for those ~rivatelyplaced. Holders
participating in the exchange (other than certain dealers or affiliates of the issuer) thus
receive freely tradable securities and may resell such securities without complying with
the prospectus delivery requirements of the Securities Act. The repeal of theExxon
Capital letters would preclude issuers that could not control registration effectiveness
fiom accessing markets immediately at the lowest possible cost.
The elimination ofExxon Cauital exchange offers would be a serious step backward for
many high yield issuers (and other issuers of fixed income securities in certain
circumstances). High yield offerings in particular must be executed under very rapidly
changing market conditions, and instant market access is essential. The risk of delay
caused by potential Commission review and the length of time necessary to prepare and
present information in a form that complies in all respects with Commission accounting
and disclosure rules applicable to registered offerings can preclude the use of the
registered market under such circumstances. Rule 144A offerings allow quick market
access to the investor universe (i.e.,QIBs) that are the market for these types of securities
- investors that are sophisticated and able to fend for themselves. TheExxon Ca~ital
letters recognize the timing difficulties faced by issuers and provide a mechanism
whereby these issuers can quickly tap the institutional market through a Rule 144A
offering and then thereafter offer participating institutional investors the opportunity to
exchange their restricted securities for registered securities. Exxon Ca~italexchange
offers also provide a mechanism for certain institutional investorsg.g., insurance
companies and mutual funds that have limits (or 'baskets'') on the amount of restricted
securities they can hold, to purchase restricted securities. Exxon Capital procedures
allow these institutional investors to participate in private offerings because of the
prospect that the restricted securities purchased in such offerings will soon be registered,
thus allowing the investors to place the securities in a different and less limited 'basket"
or to exclude them fiom specific basket limitations altogether. In addition, the use of
Exxon Capital exchange offers permits issuers to access the QIB investor market at
lower, public market yields.
One reason expressed by certain staff members as to why the Commission may repeal the
Exxon Capital letters is the fear that the securities received in theExxon Capital
exchange offer are being sold to retail investors. Since the premise of the relief granted
by the staff in the Exxon Ca~italletters was that the investor universe for these securities
would be the large institutions that held the pre-exchange restricted securities, the
Commission is concerned thatExxon Capital procedures are being used by issuers
indirectly to distribute such securities to the general public. The Association does not
believe this to be the case. Although a subsequentExxon Capital exchange offer does
provide greater liquidity and 'bunrestricted" status for the securities received in the
exchange, the Association and its members believe that the investor base in the postexchange markets in question continues to be institutional. Indeed, most of these
securities are sold in large blocks, making investment by retail purchasers diff~cult.
Moreover, in the experience of the Association5 members, institutional investors do not
participate in Exxon Ca~italexchange offers so that they can resell the registered
securities received. On the contrary, they participate in these exchange offers because
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they want to retain such securities in their own portfolios while continuing to participate
in other offerings, but in order to do so they must first remove the unregistered securities
fiom their 'kestricted baskets".
In the Release, the Commission also advances its view thatExxon Cauital procedures
would no longer be necessary because seasoned issuers that do not meet the "float"or
trading volume requirements for general use of Form B would nonetheless be permitted
to use Form B to conduct QIB-only offerings. Again, the Association disagrees with the
CommissionB view. Many issuers who currently conduct Rule 144A offerings and
follow such offerings withExxon Capital exchange offers (e.g.,in connection with
acquisition financing) would be ineligible to use Form B because of the FormS
seasoning requirement. For example, a significant number of high-yield offerings
conducted under Rule 144A relate to leveraged buy-outs or other acquisition-related
financing where the issuers would not be seasoned. Therefore, even with the proposed
Form B availability, and even if the disqualification provisions of Form B are
substantially eliminated or modi_fiedas suggested above, there will be a significant
number of high-yield issuers that would not be able to use Form B and would therefore
be significantly disadvantaged by the repeal of the Exxon Ca~italletters.
Moreover, the Form B QIB-only proposal eliminates certain categories of QIBs --dealers
and investment advisers -- from the ability to participate in such offerings. Such entities
make up a large portion of the QIB universe and a large portion of the investor market for
Rule 144A offerings. Prohibiting investment advisers, in particular, from the ability to
purchase for advised accounts limits greatly the utility of this proposal.
The utility of the Commissionk proposal to make Form B available for offerings only to
QIBs will be W e r reduced by the warning in the Release that there is a risk of Section
5 liability under the Securities Act if there is subsequent public resale outside the QIB
universe of investors. This statement, which appears to reinvigorate the long-discredited
'presumptive underwriter9'doctrine,l5 will, unless disavowed by the Commission, cause
investors to shy away fiom these Form B offerings.
Thus, the totality of the CommissionS proposals would leave many issuers needing
Exxon Cauital procedures to assure instant market access. If issuers were not permitted
to conduct an Exxon Cauital exchange offer following a Rule 144A offering, such issuers
would have to pay higher yields to sell their securities under Rule 144A to.the same
investors and would thus be deprived of market access at the lowest cost. Furthermore,
in order to accommodate the needs of institutional investors for unrestricted securities,
such issuers would have to maintain evergreen resale registration statements, at
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significant cost and expense16and such institutional investors would be required to be
named as selling shareholders and take on prospectus delivery obligations and additional
liability - consequences that issuers and institutional investors would not welcome. The
Commission has not, in the Release or elsewhere, advanced any evidence of abuse
resulting from the use ofExxon Ca~italprocedures in the fixed income markets and there
appears to be no reason based on practical concerns regarding investor protection to
eliminate the procedure. Moreover, elimination of this procedure is likely to drive more
issuers offshore and away fiom the U.S. registered market. Accordingly, the Association
encourages the Commission to preserve its Exxon Capital letters, regardless of whether
the reforms proposed in the Release are adopted.
The Association believes th;: while the Commission should retain the availability of the
Exxon Capital procedures, the Commission could also make the registration process more
attractive to some high-yield issuers (and thus enable such issuers to rely less on the
Exxon Capital letters) if the Commission took the following steps:
Eliminate and modify the disqualification provisions of Form B as
discussed above.
Eliminate the exclusion of dealers and investment advisers fiom
the provisions of Form B permitting offers only to QIBs.
Disavow the suggestion in the Release that the "presumptive
underwriter" doctrine may apply to purchasers in QIB-only
offerings.
Allow unseasoned issuers of any size to use Form B (with
immediate effectiveness and no staff review) for QIB-only
offerings of non-convertible frxed income securities.
The Association recognizes the unusual nature of this last proposal, but would point out
that, based on the CommissionS well-considered views with which the Association
agrees -- that QIBs are sophisticated investors and can fend for themselves in securities
offerings, the proposal should not raise investor protection concerns. As previously
discussed, the Association also strongly believes that securities sold ixExxon.Ca~ita1
transactions continue to be held in institutional hands even after the completion of the
associated exchange offer and does not believe that this result will change if the
AssociationS proposal to allow use of Form B for these types of offerings is adopted.
The proposal would also make it more likely that unseasoned high-yield issuers could
access the registered market in a manner that is consistent with their timing and market
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needs and would encourage non-U.S. issuers to access the U.S. registered market as
well."

D.

Significant liability and other issues must be addressed before tne
CommissionS proposals to liberalize communications around the time of an
offering can achieve the Commissionk desired effect.

As noted above, the proposal to liberalize communications and permit additional "free
writing" around the time of an offering is a major step forward in modernizing the
offering process. Although this proposal would likely have only a modest impact in
certain fixed income markets (there is, for example, little demand for increased free
writing in the offer and sale of investment grade corporate debt through MTNs or other
underwritten shelf takedowns), the proposal could permit issuers and market
intermediaries to make market-driven decisions regarding the use of free writing
materials as part of the offering process for high yield and certain other securities. This
proposal also would be of particular importance in connection with ABS offerings, and
perhaps for other structured securities, where the inability to provide written information
outside the confines of the statutory prospectus can inhibit communications with
investors. The Association has been in the forefront of forging solutions to this longrecognized problem, including through the procurement of a staff no-action letter
permitting such commu&ations!' Accordingly, the Association supports the
Commissionk objective to eliminate unnecessary restraints on the flow of information to
investors regarding an offering. The Association believes, however, that the proposals
relating to the liberalization of communications should be reproposed with appropriate
modifications and should be adopted independent ofthe action taken on other matters
raised in the Release.
In order for the communications proposals to be usefid and for market intermediaries to
take advantage of them, significant liability and commercial issues raised'by the
proposals must be addressed. For example, under the proposed rules relating to Foxm B,
and in particular the definition of 'bffering information,"certain materials used by one
underwriter or dealer could be deemed 'bffering information" and be required to be filed
as part of the registration statement, thus causing all underwriters to be subject to the
liability standard imposed by Section 11 under the Securities Act for those materials.
This situation, and all other situations where underwriters could be required to take
responsibility under Section 11 for materials of another underwriter (or dealer), must be
17
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eliminated. The Association belimes, in general, that Section 11 liability should extend
only to written materials prepared by an issuer as to which the underwriters have had an
opportunity to pe$orm due diligence.
In addition, the need to file fiee writing materials used by an underwriter or dealer (as
well as the proposed liability standard for such materials as further discussed below) will
substantially discourage the free writing and liberalization of information flow sought by
the Commission. Filing will represent an additional step in the offering process and an
additional compliance burden that market intermediaries will be reluctant to take and,
because of the retroactive nature of the requirement, will find difficult to comply with.
This will particularly be the case with Form B, where the vagueness of the definition of
the period that triggers the filing requirement will discourage written communications.
Moreover, the requirement to file proprietary materials used by a broker-dealer will
unjustifiably eliminate any commercial advantage that broker-dealers seek to create and
maintain by developing expertise in a particular market, issuer or offering or by
'branding". There is no evidence presented that filing of such proprietary or other
materials is necessary for investor protection (indeed, the Release notes that even nonfiled fiee writing materials will be subject to Securities Act liability) and, while the filing
of materials prepared by an issuer may be appropriate in some cases to discourage the
most egregious examples of 'Selective disclasure", extending filing requirements for that
reason to market intermediaries is unwarranted.
Road show materials (including presentation 'Slides" and "power point" presentations)
also should not be required to be filed as fiee writing materials. Road shows, which serve
an important role in developing prospectus disclosure and setting price levels, have
historically been viewed as oral communications and the Commission staff continues to
express this view in granting no action requests related to road show presentations!9 The
Association sees no reason to change this characterization, particularly since the likely
result will be to discourage such communications from taking place -to the detriment of
all investors in the offering.
Finally, the Commission should reconsider its position regarding liability for free.writing
materials. The Association recognizes that this is an extremely difficult question.
Nonetheless, the Association believes that if liability is determined pursuant to Section
12(a)(2), the concerns raised by the possible imposition of this standard will discourage
the use of fiee writing materials, thereby undermining the positive reforms the
Commission is attempting to make.
The Securities Act provides that a 'brospectus" carries Section 12(a)(2) liability, and it is
logical to proceed to the conclusion that any written offering material should carry the
same liability. However, the statute also contemplated that during the offering process
l9
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there would be some use of free writing material to which Section 12(a)(2) liability did
not attach. The question for the Commission, nearly 70 years after the adoption of the
Securities Act, is what categories of information today are analogous to the free writing
materials originally excluded from the definition of 'brospectus". Where complete and
up-to-date company information -- exactly what would be available in a final prospectus - has been filed by an issuer under the Exchange Act and is available to investors and the
markets, and where an issuer updates such information promptly and continually in
accordance with Exchange Act requirements, should other written offering materials (at
least those prepared by underwriters and dealers) be excluded from the definition of
'brospectus" and subjected to liability under Section 10(b) of the Exchange Act and Rule
lob-5 thereunder, rather than under Section 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act? The same
question can be asked with respect to securities information where a base prospectus or
supplement is available that accurately and completely describes the terms (except for the
permitted exclusion of pricing information) of a security being offered.
In answering these questions, the Commission should recognize that increasing the scope
of written material subject to Section 12(a)(2) liability will certainly reduce the m o u n t of
information available to investors and potential investors. Underwriters and dealers will,
to control liability risk, restrict the use of offering materials that they are confident are not
fraudulent, but which they have not prepared with or reviewed with the issuer (and as to
which they are therefore unwilling to assume the burden of a due diligence defense) and
which is not covered by issuer representations and other contractual arrangements with
the issuer. The Commission is therefore faced with the choice of facilitating the flow of
information by treating at least some free writing materials as not subject to Section
12(a)(2) (as is the case today, for example, with certain categories of research under
Rules 138 and 139)~'or discouraging the flow of information by seeking to expand the
ambit of Section 12(a)(2) liability, and in making this choice the Commission must
decide which approach is in the best interests of investors and m'arkets.

E.

The Commission should explicitly recognize that underwritersface diflcult
challenges in performing the comprehensive 'katekeeper"function by creating
a due diligence safe harbor and reversing its view that indemnification of
underwriters is against public policy.

The Association recognizes that much comment during the recent reconsideration of the
offering and registration process has addressed the due diligence obligations of
underwriters. Although underwriters once played a more comprehensive "gatekeeper"
function and were generally involved in all elements of the preparation of registration
statement disclosure relating to a particular offering of securities, the adoption of shelf
registration and integrated disclosure, coupled with the speed of the markets, has largely
changed the underwriters'role and their ability to meaningfully affect the content of
company disclosure, particularly the incorporated documents that are prepared and filed
in a context totally separate from the offering.
Note that such information would still, in any event, be subject to Rule lob-5 liability.
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Accordingly, while the Association supports the Com.missionh, proposals to add
additional guidance to Rule 176 under the Securities Act, the Association believes that
the Commission has not gone far enough given the reality of modem offerings a d the
speed at which they are occurring. Indeed, even if the offering process is slowed down
by the proposals (e.g.,because of the proposed term sheetJpreliminary prospectus
delivery requirement) set forth in the Release to the detriment of market participants
otherwise, the timing of this slow-down (at the end of the offering process) would not in
fact lessen the current pressures on the undenvriters'conduct of appropriate due
diligence.
Thus, although the modifications to Rule 176 include certain improvements, such as the
extension of Rule 176 to include guidance with respect to due diligence obligations under
Section 12(a)(2) as well as Section 11 and the addition of procedures that largely follow
existing procedures as factors that are positive indicators that due diligence has been
exercised, serious issues remain or are created by the proposed changes to Rule 176. For
example, the Rule 176 proposal should be modified so that the rule is also applicable to
offerings of investment grade debt (with appropriate modifications to the procedures
enumerated in the rule so that these procedures are consistent with responsible practice in
the investment grade debt market). At a minimum, Rule 176 should provide that, at least
for investment grade debt, the procedures proposed to be enumerated can be carried out
periodically (as is the case currently for many MTN programs) rather than for each
takedown.
As indicated above, the limitation of the application of Rule 176 to circumstances where
the time period before pricing is compressed misconstrues the period during which time
pressures are greatest and must be addressed -- the time before appointment; therefore the
five-day condition in the proposal is irrelevant and should be eliminated. Moreover, by
refusing to provide guidance that will be necessarily meaningful to a court (as opposed to
enumerating a list of 'kelevant circumstances'? as to what procedures constitute due
diligence a 'keasonable investigationy'under Section 11 or 'keasonable care" under
Section 12(a)(2) the CommissionS proposal fails to address the principal issue that
underwriters currently face and will continue to face under the proposal -- continued
uncertainty as to whether the procedures that they currently undertake (which market
participants and their advisers generalIy believe are reasonable under the circumstances
of todayk offering processes and which the Commission is willing to embody in Rule
176) will meet the statutory standard.

--

--

The due diligence area has become highly technical and seems to be one where
meaningfulrule-making and guidance by the regulator is appropriate. There are
procedures which are well-known to the regulator and which the regulator can evaluate,
but which will be less familiar to a court faced with a Section 11 or 12(a)(2) claim.
Moreover, the consequences for an underwriter of failing to meet the statutory standard
can be very significant, and therefore the uncertainty has meaningful consequences. The
Association therefore encourages the Commission to take a more active role in providing
guidance in this area and reiterates its view that safe harbor protection in this area is
warranted.
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On a related point, the Association notes that as a result of the continuing trends towards
issuers, especially seasoned issuers, controlling their disclosure and towards decreasing
time periods during which underwriters and prospective underwriters can evaluate that
disclosure, the relative importance of the role of issuers with respect to disclosure has
increased significantly, especially over the iast 20 years. In these circumstances, the
Cornrnissionk historical position that indemnification of undenniters is against public
policy should be reversed. Where issuers dominate the disclosure process as they
currently do, no sound policy is served by seeking to prohibit allocation of liability, by
agreement between an issuer and the underwriters, onto the issuer.
ADDITJONAL SPECIFIC COMMENTS REGARDING THE PROPOSAL

A.

The Association believes that certain of the CommissionS registration reform
proposals, with the modifications noted below and elsewhere herein, can be
integrated into the current system and that a complete overhaul of the current
system is unnecessary and unwarranted Nonetheless, if the Commission
determines to go forward with itsproposals despite the objections expressed by
the Association and others, the Association has thefollowing specific
suggestions and comments with regard to the CommissionS proposed rules and
rule modifications.
1.

The Association agrees that Form B should be available to seasoned
issuers of a certain size and for certain types of offerings. The
Association S specific comments and suggestions with respect to Form B
are set forth below.
a.

Issuers currently eligible to register their securities on Forms S-3
and F-3 should be eligiblefor Form B registration.

Under the CommissionB proposal, an issuer would be eligible to use Form B for any
securities offering if it has at least a one year reporting history with the Commission
(including the filing of at least one annual report) and has either (x) a public float of at
least $75 million and an average daily trading volume ("ADTV?? of at least $1 million, or
Cv) a public float of at least $250 million.
The Association believes the dollar thresholds for Form B eligibility should be the same
as for current F o m S-3lF-3 eligibility (e., a public float in excess of $75 million).
Those issuers currently eligible to use shelf registration procedures under Form S-3lF-3
should likewise be eligible to use the expedited offering procedures offered by Form B.
There is simply no justification (and, indeed, the Commission has articulated no
rationale) for excluding over 1400 issuers from the ability to use Form B.
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The Association also believes that the requirement of one annual report is a sufficient
measure of seasoning for Form B (and for Forms S-3 and F-3 if they a e retained) and,
accordingly, recommends that the one-year reporting history requirement be eliminated.
b.

The Association favors an approach to disclosure that would
allow issuers more flexibility to tailor their disclosure as
necessary to the particular type of offering being registered

The SEC proposes two alternatives to disclosure: the first would permit issuers
discretion as to materiality and applicability of traditional items of transactional
disclosure; the second alternative would mandate that issuers set forth in Form B the
items of tralsactional disclosure required under current rules. The Association believes
that the first alternative, which would allow issuers greater flexibility to tailor disclosure
to the particular type of offering being registered and the ability to better respond to the
informational needs of the investors being targeted for the offering, is most appropriate
for todayS rapidly changing markets. However, to make this alternative workable, the
term 'bffering information" must be better defined. The requirement to include in the
prospectus all 'bffering information" (which, the proposal states, consists among other
things of '911 information regarding the transaction that is material"), is likely to result in
issuers tracking current Regulation S-K items of disclosure and therefore will likely fail
to achieve the SECS desired result. In addition, the distinction between 'bffering
information" and 'Yiee writing materials" must be clarified. This is particularly critical
given the fact that an underwriter could be subject to Section 11 liability for material
disseminated by another underwriter if such material is deemed to constitute 'bffering
information". Moreover, the failure to file such material as part of the registration
statement may result in a Section 5 violation and investors could thus possibly claim
entitlement to rescission under Securities Act Section 12(a)(l).
The Association supports the CommissionS proposal to have bright-line safe harbors for
the dissemination of information regarding an offering. In this regard, the Commission
states in the Release that materials used prior to the commencement of the Form B
'bffering period" would not be subject to Section 11 or 12(a)(2) liability (but would
continue to be subject to Rule lob-5). This intent, however, should be more clearly
stated in the proposed rules. Specifically, the proposed rules should expressly state that
oral statements made, or written materials used, prior to the commencement of the
offering period are not "offers" within the meaning of Section 5 and are not
"~rospectuses"within the meaning of Section 2(a)(10) or 12(a)(2). In addition, the Form
B 'bffering period", ,ch
refers to the period commencing 15 days prior to the ''first
offer by or on behalf of the issuef'and ending upon completion of the offering, must be
clarified so that there can truly be a 'bright-line" (i.e.,what is the meaning of "first offer"
for this purpose in an environment where there are multiple offering participants,
unlimited oral offers and liberalized communications?). The 'look-back" concept also
appears unworkable in that it would require issuers to obtain information about all
offering activities of every prospective underwriter for the period prior to the time the
underwriter became a participant in the offering (and would require prospective
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underwriters to track such information) under penalty of possible Section 5 and Section
12 sanctions.
c.

The Association agrees that Form B issuers shou!d be permitted
to control the timing of effectiveness of their offerings.

The Association supports the SECS desire to give greater flexibility to 'Seasoned"
issuers in determining when to go effective and agrees that such issuers should be able to
control the timing of effectiveness. However, the Association also believes that ABS
issuers (see Part IV below), for whom the concept of 'Seasoning" is not meaningful,
should be permitted to control the timing of effectiveness of their offerings.
Because of the issuers'control over effectiveness, the Commission questions whether
issuers should be required to file evidence of the underwriters'concurrence as an exhibit
to the registration statement; the Association believes that such a requirement would have
the effect of delaying issuer access to the markets and is not necessary.
d.

Delayed shelf registrationprocedures should continue in place
with the modifications discussed below.

As noted above, the Association supports the ~ommis'sionbproposal to permit 'bay-asyou-go" filing and believes such proposal would be an improvement over the current
system. The Association would also suggest that time limits and restrictions on the
amount that may be registered on adelayed shelf should be removed. All of these
modifications can easily be accommodated within the existing shelf registration.system..
However, as discussed above, the proposed requirement to file information regarding the
offering off the shelf at the time of sale, rather than up to two business days after pricing
or first use of the prospectus supplement, will place an unwmanted burden on issuers
and underwriters, particulady in the case of MTN, ABS and other shelf offerings, and
represents a step backward in the debt offering process. In the Association3 view, the
existing shelf registration system, which has worked quite well since its adoption, should
be retained (with the modifications noted in the immediately preceding paragraph).
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e.

The Association agrees t h a ~issuers that do not qualifj, under
Form BS size requirements should nonetheless be permitied to
use Form B for certain types of offerings.
(1)

The Association supports the CommissionS.proposal that
smaller seasoned issuers be permitted to use Form B for
QIB-only offerings, but believes that, given the
sophistication of QIB investors, unseasoned issuers also
should be allowed to use Form B for QIB-only offerings
of non-convertiblefrxed income securities.

The Commission proposes that Form B be available for QIB-only offerings by smaller
seasoned issuers that have a one year reporting history with the Commission (including
having filed at least one annual report)!' The Association agrees with the Commission
that QIBs have the ability to fend for themselves and that other investors would benefit
from the information that would be made generally available if offerings to QIBs were
permitted to be registered on Form B. Allowing QIBs to obtain freely tradable securities
would also reduce transaction costs for issuers and would alleviate 'basket9'-type
restrictions imposed on certain categories of QIBs.
As noted above, however, the Association disagrees with the proposed exclusion of
dealers and investment advisers from the types of QIBs eligible to participate in QIBonly Form B offerings. The Association also believes that thein terrorem 'Indirect
distribution to the public" language in the Release (recalling the 't>resumptive
underwriter" doctrine of the past) is entirely inappropriate and will make the proposal
unattractive and unworkable.
Indeed, rather than limiting the categories of eligible purchasers, the Association believes
that the categories should be expanded to include those categories of 'Qualified
purchasers" (or at least institutional 'Qualified purchasers") that Congress believed were
sophisticated enough to fend for themselves in offerings of investment companies exempt
fiom registration under the Investment Company Act of 1940 (the "1940 Act'). With
respect to the CommissionS inquiry regarding whether to raise the thresholds for
attaining QIB status, the Association does not believe' that there is any need to increase
the current thresholds. On the contrary, the QIB threshold (other than for dealers, which
currently have, and should continue to have, a $10 million threshold) should be lowered
to $25 million (the threshold for institutional 'Qualified purchasers" under the 1940 Act).
As discussed above, the Association also recommends that the Commission consider
permitting unseasoned issuers of any size to use Form B (or Form S-3 or F-3) for QIBonly non-convertible fixed income offerings.
21

As noted above, the Association believes that the filing of at &astone annual report is a sufficient
measure of seasoning and, accordingly, recommends that the one-year reporting history
requirement be eliminated with respect to Form B QIB-only offerings
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(2)

The Association generally supports the proposal to allow
registratior: of offeringsof non-convertible investment
grade securities by smaller seasoned issuers on Form B,
but recommends that the Commission consider the
creation of a separateform for the registration of these
types of securities.

The differences between debt and equity securities clearly demonstrate that the
CommissionS 'bne size fits all" approach to registration does not work and is not
reflective of market realities. As discussed elsewhere in this letter, the market for
investment grade securities (like the ABS market) is sufficiently unique to justify a
separate registration scheme with different disclosure requirements. With respect to other
types of debt securities offerings, however, although the Association believes that presale term sheets should not be mandated for any offering, the utility of such term sheets is
particularly limited (and the resulting timing delay particularly unjustified) in the case of
non-convertible investment grade securities, where investment decisions are based
primarily on credit rating, interest rate and maturity. In such cases, oral communication
of such information is generally deemed sufficient and mandating the delivery and filing
of a tern sheet (or preliminary prospectus) prior to sale is unwarranted and will prove
unworkable, As discussed above, market forces have sufficed to produce dissemination.
of information regarding securities where necessary to the market. A separate
registration form tailored to the realities of the market for these fixed-income offerings is
therefore appropriate.
The Association notes that, in a change from past practice, in order to be considered an
"investment grade security" for purposes of Form B, the security must not only have
received at least one investment grade rating from a nationally recognized statistical
rating organization (as is currently required), but also must not have received a below
investment grade rating from any such rating organization. The Association disagrees
with this change and continues to believe that the standard should be simply to have
received one investment grade rating and that the additional requirement to have not
received a lower rating should not be imposed. We note in this regard the growing
practice for rating organizations to issue a rating even if not specifically requested to do
so (often called a shadow rating) and, in so doing, may not have received all relevant
information from the issuer in making its determination.

(3)

Although the proposal to permit affiliated market makers
to use Form B is a step in the right direction, the
Association believes that the Commission should go even
further.

Although the proposal would ease the current burden on affiliated market-makers in
terms of prospectus delivery, the Association believes that the Commission should use its
exemptive authority under NSMIA to eliminate this burden altogether in connection with
ordinary market-making transactions by exempting such secondary market transactions
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fiom the registration requirement. There is simply no need to continue such requirement.
particularly in light of existing Exchange Act and SRO rules that require broker-dealers
to disclose their affiliation with the issuer of a security prior to or at the time of sal&'
The Association also believes that the proposal should not exclude securities transferred
from one affiliate to another.
f.

The Association strongly disagrees with the CommissionS Form
B disqualijications approach.

As discussed above, the proposed approach with respect to Form B disqualifications is
unwarranted and unworkable. In particular, the 'bad boy" disqualification provisions are
unjustified and the consequences for issuers or underwriters with a few 'totten apples"
are simply too severe. Indeed, if the 'bad boy" disqualification provisions are adopted,
many of the largest and most well-known underwriters would be rendered unable to
underwrite Form B offerings due to existing technical violations of law or administrative
sanctions.23 In the absence of demonstrated abuse, the disqualifications for Form B
eligibility should not go beyond Form S-3/F-3 requirements. As discussed above,
automatic sanctions should not be provided for other reasons in any event. If the
Commission considers it necessary, it could use existing enforcement mechanisms to take
action against particular underwriters or their personnel (including suspension or
revocation of registration) for specific, egregious violations of the federal securities laws
or propose, on its motion only, providing for suspension of immediate effectiveness for
issuers with serious Exchange Act disclosure issues or other legal problems that cause the
Commission sufficient concern.
2.

The Association strongly opposes the preliminary prospectus delivery
requirements included in the Form A proposal. The Association S
specific comments and suggestions with respect to Form A otherwise are
set for(h below.
a.

Form A issuers who have filed at least one annual report should
be permitted to incorporate information by reference.

Form A would be the basic form for registration under the Securities Act and would be
available for any offering for which no other form is authorized or prescribedAn issuer
using Form A (assuming,it is not subject to a disqualification event) would be permitted
to incorporate Exchange Act reports by reference if it (i) has been reporting for at least 24
22

See, e.g., Exchange Act Rule 15~1-5;Conduct Rule 2240 of the National Association of Securities

Dealers, Inc.
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See, e.g., SEC Release No. 34-40900, Administrative Proceeding File No. 3-9803 (Jan. 11, 1999)

and accompanying Orders Making Findings and Imposing Sanctions (sanctions imposed against
28 firms for violations of certain antifraud and other provisions of the federal securities laws in
connection witb Nasdaq market-making activities).
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months and has a public float of at least $75 million, or jiij has been reporting for at least
24 months and has filed at least two annual reports.
The Association believes that, as with Form B, the filing of one annual report is a
sufficient measure of seasoning and, accordingly, that a FormA issuer should be
permitted to incorporate by reference if it has filed at least one annual report with the
Commission. The Association also believes that the requirement to deliver incorporated
reports to investors with the preliminary prospectus is costly and unnecessary. The
Association proposes instead that such incorporated material be provided to investors
only upon their specific request.
b.

As with Form B, the Association believes the Form A
disqualification approach is unnecessary and unworkable.

Under the Cornrnissionk Form A proposal, Form A issuers subject to a disqualification
event would not be able to incorporate by reference or control the timing of effectiveness.
The Association reiterates the same concerns with respect to the proposed
disqualifications as expressed in Part I1 and Part 1II.A.l .f. above for Form B issuers. The
Association does not believe that any differentiation between Form B and Form A issuers
is warranted for these purposes.
c.

The Association strongly believes that Form A issuers should be
permitted to use delayed shelf registration procedures.

Under the proposal, Form A issuers would not be permitted to use delayed shelf
registration procedures. The Association believes that this restriction is unwarranted and
encourages the Commission to permit FormA issuers the flexibility to use delayed shelf
procedures.
,

Delayed shelf registration is particularly important for secondary offerings by affiliates
and holders of privately placed securities of issuers that do not qualify for Form B. These .
offerings are very important to capital formation, especially for smaller issuers not
eligible for Form B. Legitimate private placement capital formation will be discouraged
if resale shelf registration is not permitted; non-shelf registration of resales is
cumbersome, expensive and often unavailable. (Registration of resales will also be
particularly important for Form A issuers if, as the Commission proposes, theExxon
Ca~italletters are repealed.)
The Association disagrees with the Commissionk premise in this area that secondary and
primary offering standards for shelf registration should be identical. The Association
understands the CommissionS concerns regarding indirect public offerings by issuers
using exempt offerings followed by secondary offerings. However, most secondary
offerings are not the second step of an abusive transaction. As indicated above, most
secondary offerings are legitimate transactions and can be vital to smaller issuers. The
Commission should find another approach to address disguised primary offerings.
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Eliminating secondvy shelf registration for smaller issuers is a destructive, overbroad
approach to a narrow problem.
d.

The Association agrees that there should be a "bright-line" safe
harbor for communications made by Form A issuers during the
pre-fling period

The proposal states that communications made more than 30 days prior to the filing of a
Form A registration statement would not be subject to Section 11 or 12(a)(2) liability
because such communications would not be 'bffers7'for purposes of Section 5. The
Association believes that this intended result should be more clearly stated and
recommends that proposed Rule 167 expressly provide that such communications also
are not ' ~ r o s p e c t ~ s for
e s ~purposes
~
of Section 2(a)(10) or 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.
Furthermore, the requirement that issuers take reasonable steps necessary to ensure that a
communication made during the 'Safe harborWperiodis not republished within the 30 day
pre-registration period adds uncertainty that blurs the 'bright-line" and could have the
effect of artificially delaying certain offerings. For the proposed rule to truly be a 'Safe
harbor", and for issuers to take advantage of the rule, this uncertainty must be eliminated.
Finally, in response to the Commissionk specific query, the Association does not believe
that there is any need to require filing of any materials used during any period prior to the
30-day 'Quiet" period. Such a requirement would add unnecessary cost, would be likely
to chill the dissemination of such communirations and would ultimately prove
unworkable.
3.

The Commission should not adopt modifications to the MJDS rules that
limit the utility of the MJDS, or limit access to Form B by certain MJDS
firers.

The MJDS was adopted by the Commission in 1991 in order to facilitate cross-border
securities offerings and periodic reporting by eligible Canadiiin issuers. The MJDS
allows eligible Canadian issuers to satisfy registration and reporting requirements under
the Securities Act and the Exchange Act through the use of disclosure documents
prepared under Canadian securities law. Issuer eligibility requirements under the MJDS
vary according to the transaction being registered and are generally based today on
minimum public float (otherwise eligible non-convertible investment grade offerings are
not subject to the float test). The Commission is proposing to modify the.public float
eligibility criteria for the MJDS forms f e., Forms F-8,F-9, F-10, F-80 and 40-F) by
replacing the current minimum public float levels with the proposed public float/ADTV
thresholds used to determine Form B eligibility. Thus, a Canadian foreign private issuer
would be eligible to use the MJDS (assuming it met the other MJDS eligibility criteria) if
it had (i) a public float of at least $75 million and the U.S. ADTV of its equity securities
is at least $1 million, or (ii) a public float of at least $250 million. The public float
thresholds would be measured in U.S. dollars, as opposed to Canadian dollars as is the
case for certain transactions under the MJDS currently. The proposed revisions would
not add a public float requirement for any transaction registered under the MJDS that
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does not currently require one, such as otherwise eligible offerings of non-cmvertible
investment grade securities.
The Commission acknowledges that some Canadian issuers currently eiigible under
present rules would be precluded from using the MJDS because of the new thresholds. In
addition, MJDS issuers that file annual reports on Form 40-F or whose previous offerings
have been registered under the Securities Act on MJDS forms will not be eligible to use
Form B since none of those forms require prior review by the Commission staff. The
Association urges the Commission not to adopt any proposal that would have the effect
of limiting the utility of the MJDS or prohibiting issuers eligible under current rules from
using the MJDS in the future. The Association also recommends that MJDS issuers be
permitted to use Form B, regardless of whether they have filed their annual reports on
Form 40-F or used MJDS forms to register past offerings. Moreover, the Association
recommends that the Commission allow the aggregation of U.S. and Canadian trading
(particularly since, as the Commission acknowledged in adopting the MJDS, the trading
markets for these securities are so closely linked) for purposes of calculating ADTV.
4.

The Association agrees that seasoned foreign governments should, like
Form B issuers, be permitted to control the timing of effectiveness of
their offerings and follow other Form B procedures.

Under proposed Securities Act Rule 462, certain 'Seasoned" foreign governments
registering offerings on Schedule B under the Securities Act would be able to control the
timing of effectiveness of their registration statements. Such registration statements
would not be subject to Commission staff review. Eligible foreign governments would
be those that (i) are registering offerings on Schedule B of at least $250 million (the
Release does not state whether this is 'determined by principal amount, gross proceeds or
some other measure) where such offerings h e underwritten on a firm commitment basis,
and (ii) have registered an offering under the Securities Act within the three'most recent
years. The Commission believes that the requirements that the offering be at least $250
million and be underwritten on a firm commitment basis will ensure that the offering will
'httract significant market, analyst and investor attention" and that the prior filing
requirement will ensure that 'these issuers had some experience with registration under
the Securities Act" and 'kuarantee that some public information would be available
before a foreign government issuer could rely on the Rule."
.

With respect to prospectus delivery, foreign government issuers registering a firm
commitment underwriting in excess of $250 million more than one year after the
effective date of their initial registered offering would be permitted to follow procedures
similar to those under Form B by filing with the Commission and delivering to investors
before sale either a term sheet or preliminary prospectus. For other foreign government
issuers, Form A-type procedures, requiring delivery of a preliminary prospectus no later
than three or seven days before pricing and delivery of a document reflecting material
changes at least 24 hours before pricing, would apply.
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For the same reasons expressed above, the Association believes that the term sheet and
preliminary prospectus proposals are unnecessary and unworkable. In addition, foreign
government issuers should be permitted to control the timing of effectiveness fcr any
offering other than its initial registered offering or, at the very least, for any offering
registered within five (rather than three) years of a prior Securities Act registered
offering. The five-year look-back period would be comparable to existing shelf
procedures.

B.

The Association strongly believes that issuers should continue to be permitted to
engage in Exxon Capital exchange offers.

As discussed above, the Association believes that theExxon Cauital letters (and similar
letters for non-U.S. issuers) should remain in place regardless of whether or not the
registration reforms are adopted. Exxon Capital transactions have served a useful
fimction in blending the need of companies to quickly access the capital markets and the
desire of institutional investors to hold freely tradable securities. The Commission has
not demonstrated any practical abuse associated with these transactions. Issuers, even
those eligible to register on Form B, may wish to offer their securities under Rule 144A
or in other private placements to QIBs and other accredited investors for a variety of
reasons. In the absence of demonstrated abuse, the SEC should not deprive issuers of this
flexibility or, effectively, impose higher transactional costs (through higher yields or
necessity to maintain a resale registration statement).
C.

The Association agrees that communications during the offering process should
be liberalized, but believes that the proposedfiling requirements and liability
standards imposed in connection therewith will discourage rather than
encourage informationflow to investors.

The liberalization of offering communications is a major advance and is necessary given
the increasing speed of the markets, expanding technological capabilities and increasing
demands of investors to have greater access to information. This is particularly the case
in the ABS context, where an understanding of the transaction depends in part on a
review of models and scenario analyses that are generally outside the framework of the
statutory prospectus. As discussed above, the Associatio~believes that the Commissiod
proposals relating to the liberaliziation of communications should be considered
scparatelyfi.om the other proposals set forth in the Release, should (with appropriate
modifications) be reproposed and should be adopted and irrespective of the action taken
on other matters raised in the Release.
However, as discussed above, the proposed filing requirements and liability standards
that would be imposed with respect to 'bffering information"and 'Yiee writing materials"
will chill, not encourage, such communications. Moreover, the terms 'bffering
information", 'Yiee writing materials9'and 'bffering period" need to be better defined, for
purposes of understanding both liability and filing obligations. For example, according to
the Release, 'bffering information" would include, among other things, 'hny oflering
information disclosed by or on behalf of the issuer during the offering period, other that
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information communicated orally" and ''oflering information communicated orally that
the issuer chooses to file" (emphasis added). Defining a term by reference to the term
itself makes the definition unintelligible and of potentially limitless scope. 'Free writing
materials", according to the Release, would include '911 written information disclosed by
or on behalf of the issuer during the offering period, other than bffering information,'
factual business communications and limited notices of proposed offerings." Without an
understanding of the boundaries of what would constitute 'bffering information", the
definition of 'Tree writing materials" is also rendered unintelligible. The term 'bffering
period", which (in the context of Form B offerings) refers to 'the period beginning 15
days in advance of thefirst offer made by or on behalf of the issuer in connection with
the offering and ending when the offering is completed" (emphasis added) is similarly
confusing. As discussed in Part 111.~:l.b. above, what does 'first offer" mean in this
context? With multiple offering participants and liberalized communications, how will
the issuer or the underwriters know when the "first offer" has taken place?
D.

The Association generally supports the proposed modifications to the research
safe harbor rules, but believes that additional modifications to the rules are
necessary.

1.

Rules 138 and 139 should continue to explicitly exempt qualifling
research reports from Section 2(a) (10) and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act
and that such qualifling research should not be deemed "offering
information".

The Association supports the CommissionS proposals to expand the coverage of the
research safe harbors provided by Securities Act Rules 13 7, 138 and 139. The
Association notes, however, that current Rules 138 and 1 39 exempt qualifying research
reports not only fiom Section 5(c), but also fiom Section 2(a)(10) (and, as a consequence,
Section 12(a)(2)) under the Securities Act. The Association assumes that the
Commission did not intend to change the liability standard with respect to qualifying
research reports under the safe harbors and therefore suggests that the Commission
expressly clarify in the rules that covered research reports are not '~rospectuses"for
purposes of Section 2(a)(10) or Section 12(a)(2). The Association also believes that the
Commission should clarify that research reports prepared and distributed in accordance
with the safe harbors would not be deemed 'bffering information". If the Commission
did intend to change the liability standard with respect to qualifying research reports, the
Association believes that such change is unwarranted and would seriously limit reliance
on the safe harbors and, consequently, availability of information to markets and
investors as discussed above. As a result, investors would be deprived of the very
information the Commission wishes to make available to them.
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2.

The Association supports the CommissionS proposal to e,.pand the
coverage of Securities Act Rule 138.

In response to the CommissionS inquiry as to whether to expand Rule 138 further and
permit research with regard to debt securities issued in a prior public offering by an issuer
that had subsequently terminated its reporting status, the Association believes that such
additional ex ansion is appropriate, particularly given the retention of the 'Yegular course
of business'2grequirement, and will serve to further the CommissionP goal of promoting
increased investor access to information regarding an issuerS securities.
3.

The Association sdpports, with certain modifications, the Commission$
proposed expansion of Securities ~ cRule
t 139.

The Association supports the proposed elimination of the 'keasonable regularity"
requirement for issuer-specific (or "focused") reports.
The Association also supports the proposal to expand the coverage of the industry-wide
research report safe harbor and to eliminate the favorable recommendation prohibition.
However, the Commission also should amend the rule to eliminate the 'teasonable
regularity" requirement for unseasoned companies and for projections. The Association
believes (as the Commission acknowledged in proposing the elimination of the
reasonable regularity requirement in connection with focused research reports) that the
requirement that reports be distributed 'In the ordinary course of business" is sufficient
protection against 'hyping" and that there is no need for the additional reasonable
regularity requirement.
....

.

4.

The Association supportrthe CommissionS proposals. with regard to
research -reportsused during Rule 144A and Regulation S offerings.

.

.

.
,

.

The Association believes that the proposed additionof a safe harbor for research
distributed during Rule 144A and Regulation S offerings is appropriate and supports such
proposal. However, the Association also recommends that the coverage of the industrywide research safe harbor be expanded to include issuers abobt whom such reparts could
be distributed if an offering was registered. In addition, as discussed above, the
Association believes that the 'brdinary course of business" requirement provides
sufficient protection against hyping and that the 'keasonable regularityn requirement with
respect to research distributed during Rule 144A aqd Regulation S offerings be
eliminated. As the Commission has often recognized, the investorsin these offerings are
24

Given the potential for confusion as to the meanings of the 'kegular course"requirement in Rule
138, the 'hormal course"requirement in Rule 139 and the "ordinary course" requirement used by
the Comrnissian elsewhere in the Release (although we understand the standards to be identical in
practice), the Association suggests that the Commission use the same terminology throughout the
relevant rules. Since there is already a 'keasonable regularity"concept, the use of either 'hormal"
or "ordinary" would seem appropriate.
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generally sophisticated institutions 2nd other entities capable of fending for themselves
and less in need of the protection of restrictive Commission rules.

E.

The Association supports the Commissionkproposal to elimintrte the final
prospectus delivery requirement in registered offerings, but believes that
freedom from this requirement should not be conditioned on satisfaction of
other information filing and delivery requirements. The Association strongly
opposes, however, the term shed and preliminary prospectus delivery proposals.

The Commission3 proposal to eliminate final prospectus delivery requirements addresses
the growing difficulty and strain on Association members in delivering prospectuses as
settlement cycles became shorter and technology accelerates communications. Indeed,
this change will be become essential when, as contemplated within the next few years,
settlement cycles are reduced to T+1. However, the Association disagrees with the
Commission3 proposal that conditions the elimination of the final prospectus delivery
requirement on satisfaction of other information filing and delivery requirements. The
Commission would require that the final prospectus be filed, and that step is sufficient to
provide availability to markets and investors. As discussed extensively above,
availability and not delivery should become the focus of the Commission3 concerns.
The Association also disagrees with the proposed term sheet and preliminary prospectus
delivery proposals. As discussed above, the requirement to deliver a term sheet (or,
under the CommissionS alternative disclosure proposal, a preliminary prospectus) prior
to first sale in the case of Form B offerings, or a preliminary prospectus three or seven
days prior to pricing in the case of Form A offerings, is simply not workable in today3
fast-paced markets. This same concern is present in connection with the Commissionk
proposal to require material updating changes to be delivered to investors at least 24
hours prior to pricing. The proposal over-emphasizes the importance of delivery of
written information and the Association believes that the Commission has
misapprehended investor concerns in this regard. The experience of the Association and
its members is that investors focus on availability in the market, rather than delivery.
Moreover, the speed of communications and markets makes the concept of delivery
outmoded. Investor access to information provided orally or through EDGAR or other
electronic means is sufficient.
In addition, the Association notes the Commission3 proposal to require a uniform 25-day
aftermarket prospectus delivery period for dealer transactions. In the Commissionk
view, such a requirement would, in the aftermath of the Supreme Courtf decision in
Gustafson v. Allovd CO," help ensure that Section 12(a)(2) is applied consistently in all
registered offerings. The delivery obligation would be satisfied if the final prospectus is
on file with the Commission during such period and the dealer notifies each investor,
before or at the time it receives a confirmation, where it can obtain the final prospectus
fiee of charge. The Association strongly disagrees with the Commissionk proposed
25
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approach in this regard and does not believe that such an agproach is workable. For
example, the obligations of the issuer, and the liability of the dealers, during this period
are unclear. Would the issuer be required to update the prospectus during the 25-day
period? Would the dealer be liable if the issuer fails to do so or the updated document is
incomplete or inaccurate? If the 25-day aftermarket delivery period is meant to address
Gustafson, the Association believes that the Commission should do so directly and not
indirectly through the imposition of an artificial, costly and unnecessary prospectus
delivery period.
F.

With certain exceptions, the Association supports the proposed expansion of
Securities Acf Rule 1 76.

The Association generally supports the proposed expansion of Rule 176 to cover the
additional items set forth in the Release. In connection with the item relating to
consultation with a research analyst, however, the Association notes that most brokerdealers have put in place information barriers designed to separate the investment
banking fbnction fiom the research coverage function. Accordingly, to avoid forcing
broker-dealers to bring their analysts 'bver the wall" (thereby restricting the analysts
fiom publishing research or talking to customers until the transaction has become public),
the Association recommends that such item be eliminated as a positive factor to be
considered. With respect to other suggested items on which the Commission has
requested comment, such as the inclusion of a management report to the audit committee
of the board of directors of the issuer or the report of a ''qualified independent
professional", as factors to be considered in determining the sufficiency of due diligence
procedures, the Association does not believe that such additional factors are necessary or
should be included in Rule 176. Moreover, as discussed above, Rule 176 should be
expanded (with appropriate modifications) to cover all oflerings - whether or not
conducted on an expedited basis - of investment grade debt. In this regard, the
Association suggests that the Commission provide that with respect to investment grade
debt offerings (including investment grade MTN programs and other continuous
offerings), the courts should consider as positive factors whether the underwriter has
received opinions or letters of issuer$ and/or underwriterk counsel, oficer certifications,
and accountants comfort letters on an annual, quarterly or other periodic basis.
Finally, the Association believes that the time has come for the Commission to formall)
acknowledge the evolving role of underwriters in todayS markets. As discussed above,
due to the adoption of shelf registration and integrated disclosure, together with the
increased speed of the markets, underwriters face difficult challenges in performing a
comprehensive 'gatekeeper" function or being involved in all elements of the preparation
of registration statement disclosure relating to a particular offering of securities.
Accordingly, Rule 176 should provide not merely guidance but a safe harbor for
underwriters, and the Commission should expressly acknowledge that issuer
indemnification of underwriters is not against public policy.
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G.

The Association agrees that additionul guidance with respect to the integration
of private and public offerings is necessary and, with certain modifications,
supports the CommissionS efforts in that regard

The Association supports the Commissionk proposals with respect to the integration of
private and public offerings. However, guidance with respect to the conduct of 'bide-byside" private and public offerings is also necessary. Accordingly, the Association
recommends that the Commission expressly state that a private offering (especially one
only to institutional accredited investors) conducted simultaneously with a registered
offering will not be integrated with, or lose its private placement exemption because of,
that registered offering. As the Commission has often acknowledged, participants in such
private offerings can fend for themselves and are not in need of the protections
registration offers. Accordingly, the Comission should expressly state that a concurrent
registered offering should not be deemed "general solicitation or advertising" with
respect to an otherwise properly conducted private placement.

H.

The Association supports the Commissionkproposals to expand Form 8-K
reporting obligations and accelerate the timing required for reporting certain
events thereunder, but disagrees with the proposed certijkation requirements.f6

As noted in its letter to the Commission dated November 8, 1996 with respect to the
Concept Release, the Association supports the acceleration of the filing requirement of
certain Form 8-K items from 15 days to 5 days and believes that more timely reporting
will improve disclosure. The Association also supports the expansion of current Form 8K reporting obligations to cover the additional items proposed in the Release, such as
material modifications to the rights of securityholders, departure of certain senior
executives and material defaults on senior securities. Finally, with respect to the
proposed additional certification requirements, the Association believes that imposition
of such requirements is impractical, unwarranted and will unnecessarily delay the filing
of such reports, as well as any Securities Act offering in which such reports are
incorporated by reference.
,

.

I.

The Association strongly disagrees with the proposed modifications to
Securities Act Rule 401(g).

Under the proposal, the Commission would amend Securities Act Rule 401(g) (which
provides that effective registration statements are presumed to be w the proper form) so
that it would no longer be applicable to registration statements for which the issuer is
permitted to control the timing of effectiveness. The Association reiterates its concern
noted above with respect to the severe negative consequences of apost-eflective
e"2

Association is commenting in only a limited way with respect to CommissionSExchangeAct
proposals, which are principally addressed to issuers.
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determination by the staff that, for example, a Form B registration statement was
improperly filed on Form B or that a Form A registration statement did not contain all
required 'bffering information" because the issuer was found to be subject to a
disqualification event (and was therefore ineligible to incorporate by reference). The
potential for investor rescission claims is simply too high a price to pay for immediate
effectiveness and will make the 'kffectiveness on demand" process unattractive and
unworkable. Accordingly, Rule 401(g) should continue to apply to those registration
statements for which the issuer can control effectiveness.
IV.

APPLICATION OF THE PROPOSAL TO ASSET-BACKED SECURITIES

A.

The Association is concerned that the regulatoryframework governing ABS
offerings will be inappropriately influenced by rules and policies established
through the adoption ofproposals contained in the Release.

The Release explains that ABS offerings are not addressed by the Commissionk
registration reform proposals. The Association believes that, given the far-reaching
implications of the Release, the failure to confront and address ABS issues in the context
of the current proposal is a significant shortcoming. We acknowledge that a separate
ABS rulemaking project is underway; however, both its content and timing are uncertain.
If the Commission does not concentrate on ABS now in the context of the current
proposal, the Commission will continue, at least for some period of time, to be faced with
a need to react to Al3S issues on a case-by-case basis, through no-action letters,
exemptive orders and interpretive releases. Moreover, the Association and its members
are concerned that the directions established by the proposals made in the Release may
exert undue influence, and establish unwarranted precedent, in any subsequent ABS
rulemaking. Any general or specific regulatory changes effected for non-ABS offerings
should not dictate similar or analogous treatment for ABS offerings.
s..-

1.

--

Comprehensive reform of the securities offering process should not be
considered or enacted without simultaneously addressing the treatment
of ABS.

The ABS markets are large and growing. Annual issuance volume now exceeds that of
traditional corporate debt and, as the Commission has recognized, asset backed financing
'has become one of the dominant means of capital formation in the United States." The
size and importance of the ABS markets strongly suggests the need to address the unique
circumstances of these markets now, as an integral part of any offering process reform -not as an afterthought or as part of a separate, ''follow on" rulemaking.
2.

The ABS markets differ in fundamental respects from other debt
securities markets.

Features of the Al3S market that distinguish it from the corporate and other debt markets
include: (i) a principal focus in the ABS market on the structure of one or more classes
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of securities and the nature of the assets backing those securities rather than on the
financial prospects of an issuer with an ongoing business, (ii) the special purpose and/or
bankruptcy remote nature of the depositor of the collateral, (iii) the importance of
evaluating the impact of alternative potential future cash flows in making a meaningful
assessment of a securityb yield, and (iv) the essential interaction between broker-dealers
and investors in tailoring collateral pools and offering structures to meet investor needs.
ABS issuing vehicles are specifically designed to avoid prior activity or history in order
to isolate them from the credit of the originator of the related receivables or the sponsor
of the transaction. ABS investors are concerned with the nature and quality of the
underlying assets and the structure and timing of cash flows supported by those assets,
not with .the current financial condition and future earnings of the issuer, as is the case in
other types of debt offerings;.
3.

The Association believes that these differences dictate a need to pursue
different regulatory approaches to accommodate the distinctivefeatures
and characteristics of ABS offerings. The proposals in the Release do
not present a workable model for such offerings.

The primary eligibility requirements and the main presumptive benefits of the
CommissionS proposals are predicated on the existence of a seasoned operating
company having significant public float and Exchange Act reporting history - structural
characteristics that are not generally shared by ABS issuers. Moreover, these
characteristics are not relevant to the protection of investors in ABS. The Association
urges the Commission not to adopt offering process reforms predicated on the existence
of structural characteristics that definitionally exclude ABS. Instead, reforms should be
tailored to the distinctive aspects of the capital markets -- including ABS -- as they
presently exist.
The processes and tiining constraints associated with assembling collateral for an A3S
offering, structuring casMows and individual classes of securities to meet investor
requirements, and other A 3 S "transaction assembly" dynamics make a number of the
basic requirements of the Cornrnissionk proposals either unworkable or extremely
inefficient, and would if enacted directly threaten the viability of the ABS *offering
process. The end result would be to make the capital formation process for ABS issuers
more costly k d less efficient, and raise the cost of financing for homebuyers, consumers
and businesses.
4.

Rather than attempting to@ ABS into the conceptualframework set
forth in the CommissionS proposals, the Association recommends that
the staff revisit and rationalize its regulatory model for ABS offerings in
a manner that accommodates their unique characteristics.

The Association believes that the Commission should develop a new set of regulations
specifically designed to meet the unique requirements of the ABS markets. Although one
could imagine preserving for ABS the existing shelf registration system, together with the
array of no-action and interpretive guidance that has been crafted to attempt to fit ABS
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offerings into the current scheme, while reforming the regulatory scheme for other
offerings, the Association believes that such an approach would be mwise. Preserving a
complex set of interpretations designed to address ABS under a system not designed for
them, while otherwise replacing that very system, would be likely to produce unexpected
and adverse regulatory and interpretive consequences and burdens.
The Association urges the Commission to pursue more fully the goals of removing
barriers to access to the public markets, making registration a more attractive alternative
for issuers and enhancing information communicated to potential investors by taking
affirmative steps to serve those goals in respect of ABS. The following discussion
presents the AssociationS specific recommendations for ABS offering process reforms,
grouped into the following major categories:
ABS registration forms, eligibility requirements and required
disclosures.
Communications with investors during the offering process and
related filing requirements and liability standards;
Term sheet and prospectus delivery requirements and related
liability standards.
Post-issuance periodic reporting and related liability standards.

B.

The Association has thefollowing specific proposals for a new regulatory
regime specifically tailored to the ABS market.

1.

ABS registrationf o r m should reflect eligibility and disclosure
requirements meaningful in the context of ABS offerings.

ABS registrants should have at least the same ability they have at present under the shelf
registration system to bring transactions to market quickly. Users of a new form for ABS
offerings should be able to anticipate reasonably the effective date of registration and
complete their transactions without uncertainty as to the timing and extent of staff review.
The loss of predictability of market access under the proposals for non-Form B eligible
issuers would be burdensome in general, as discussed above, but would be a potential
disaster for ABS. ABS deals are created in interactive, time-sensitive process
involving the parties who bring the deal to market, potential investors and movements in
multiple financial markets. In general, the structure and terms of the deal are highly
sensitive to market developments. It is worth noting that in ABS transactions this
sensitivity relates not only to the price and yield of the securities to be offered but also to
a number of collateral characteristics and structural features to be designed as part of the
deal. Requirements that would result in the loss of control over the timing of market
access would severely hamper the ability of market participants to respond to the market
and would likely cause significant volumes of transactions not to be done, to be executed

1
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at higher costs or to be done pursuant to an exemption frox registration -- directly
frustrating the policy objectives of the Release.
a.

Registrants should be able to control the timing of offerings of
investment-grade ABS.

The ~ssdciationspecifically recommends thatregistrants should be able to control the
timing of their offerings of investment-grade ABS to the same extent as currently, or to a
greater extent. The investment-grade ratings of most ABS reflect a level of scrutiny by a
sophisticated third party, and a level of safety, that permits a flexible registration system
to be fully consistent with investor protection.
Because of the potential risks involved in non-investment grade ABS, and the complexity
of these offerings, we believe that registrants should not be able to designate the effective
date for registration statements for these securities unless they are offered solely to QIBs
and institutional qualified purchasers.
b.

Float, trading volume, Exchange Act reports and the like should
not determine an ABS registranti ability to control timing.

Eligibility to designate effectiveness of ABS offerings should depend solely on ratings
and the nature of the offerees. The Releases proposed criteria for lifting its restrictions
on access to the public markets do not apply well to ABS. Public float and average daily
trading volume have no real significance for ABS offerings, which are typically made
through special purpose entities. Similarly, an Exchange Act reporting history does not
have significance for most ABS issuers, and is not relevant to the policy concerns
addressed here. For ABS, Exchange Act reports generally provide data only on the
performance of a discrete pool of assets. Moreover, a well-established ABS program
may use a new trust, depositor or other special purpose entity for each new offering; thus,
identifLing an entity with a reporting history may be problematic.
In the context of an ABS offering, an investment-grade rating is an effective substitute
for the other criteria on which the Release proposes to rely. The rating reflects the
quality of the'assets, the structure of the transaction, legal protections, the tax treatment,
the servicerh capabilities and experience, and the credit enhancement for the transaction.
A rating indicates that the risks associated with the transaction have been fully analyzed
by a sophisticated third party that specializes in this type of analysis. These ratings,
together with the extremely limited discretion afforded to issuers after the securities have
been established, make investment-grade ABS transactions a suitable circumstance in
which to afford issuers more control over the timing of the offering process.
c.

The staff sh,ouldnot use restrictive interpretations of the term
"asset-backedsecurity" to govern the choice of registrationform.

In the years since Form S-3 eligibility was extended to ABS registrants, the staff has
repeatedly reinterpreted the regulatory language to exclude certain offerings,
notwithstanding the Commissionh statement that 'h broad standard has been adopted in
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order to provide sufficient flexibility and to accommodate future developmeiits in the
asset-based marketplace." For example, the staff has taken the position that delinquent
assets that do not 'by their terms convert inta cash in a finite period of time" and that
securitizations that include certain percentages of delinquent assets should not qualify as
asset-backed securities. This type of interpretation should not be used to restrict
eligibility to use a registration form.
d.

ABS disclosure guidelines should be promulgated; changes in
disclosurepolicy and interpretations should be made generally
rather than in the context of particular registration statements.

One reason for the bulk and complexity of current ABS disclosure documents is the
cumulative effect of disclosure requirements that have been imposed over time through
the process of staff reviews of individual registration statements. Many of these
requirements have evolved into informal disclosure standards that are observed
throughout the entire ABS industry. Historically, ABS disclosure developed over time
without a system of formalized disclosure rules, and the staff attempted to address
structural or disclosure concerns that it had with respect to the industry as a whole in the
context of the review of filings pending at the time when the concern arose. Although we
appreciate the need for this approach during the period that ABS was a new sector of the
market, the market has now matured beyond this point. The Association encourages the
Commission to undertake a deliberativeprocess to publish for comment and, where
warranted,formally codzh informal staff views and positions in disclosure rules
applicable to ABS offerings. We believe that such a process will be helpful in limiting or
eliminating unnecessary and inapplicable disclosure practices, and would result in clearer
and more specific guidance to market participants concerning those disclosures that are
required in particular circumstances. To the extent that ABS disclosure concerns of the
staff continue to evolve, we strongly recommend that the staff communicate these
concerns to all ABS issuers through formal releases or interpretations.
2.

Barriers to communications with investors during the offering process
should be removed, but particular communications should not be
mpndated

We are concerned that the proposals for communications in the Release will not improve
the quality or timeliness of disclosure to ABS investors. The Association suggests that
the Commission pe.mit, and even encourage, the early circulation of term sheets and
other structuring information where useful to investors. ~ e l i v e r yof such information
(including term sheets or preliminary prospectuses) prior to pricing, however, should not
be mandated, but rather should be left to market forces. Although the Association Letter
and related no-action letters have served their purpose as a temporary regulatory
accommodation under rules that were not designed to cope with ABS offerings, the
Association suggests, consistent with the objectives of the Release, that the Commission
take this opportunity to craft a system under which additional information can be
provided on a more timely basis to investors.
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The Commission should avoid imposing mandatory pre-pricing
communication requirements.

a.

Proposals to require delivery of disclosure documents and material updating changes at
specified intervals before pricing would be especially burdensome in ABS transactions.
The interactive process of deal structuring and the sensitivity of structures to market
changes, discussed more fully above, would be heavily burdened by such proposals.
Certain ABS transactions simply could not be brought to market as registered offerings
under such rules.

Access to information should be expanded by permitting
computational materials to be circulated without filing or Section
12(a)(2) liability.

b.

.-

Computational materials should not be filed at all. These materials, often produced at the
request of an investor and often reflecting assumptions specific to the investor, are
quantitative presentations of securities performance under a variety of assumed
characteristics and not subjective projections of a 'lkture" that the issuer or underwriter
actually contemplates. Computational materials permit potential investors to appreciate
and understand the hypothetical behavior of securities. To best serve the goals of early
access to whatever information an investor needs, filing and Section 12(a)(2) liability are
counterproductive. Subject to Rule lob-5 constraints, the free flow of information is the
best solution.

Access to information should be further expanded by permitting
electronic posting and access to computer models.

c.

The Commission should also permit broader investor access to information relating to
underlying assets without triggering filing requirements or securities Act liability. More
generally, the Commission should permit electronic posting of transaction information in
both the public and private offering context and allow access to computer models that
would enable investors to tailor scenarios to their own needs.
'

.

.

d.

,

The ability to publish research reports on ABS shbuld be
. .
czarfied
..
.

. ..

.

The Commission should clarifL the ability of broker-dealers to publish and distribute
research reports in reliance on the research safe harbors provided by the Securities Act in
the context of ABS offerings without looking to "seasoning" or other standards not
meaningful in the ABS context.

.

.

.

.
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3.

Structural term sheets should not be subject to Section 1I liability and
prospectus delivery requirements should reflect the needs of the ABS
market.

We urge the Commission to make clear in regulations that structural term sheets -- which
are summary documents not intended to be complete -- are not subject to the Section 11
liability that should apply to the disclosure document prepared for the purpose of
conveying full, complete and final information. ABS issuers and underwriters often
provide investors with ''structural term sheets," which describe the financial terms of an
offering, including the securities to be offered and the structure of the offering; 'kollateral
term sheets," which describe the assets underlying the offering; and 'Series term sheets,"
which combine aspects of both structural term sheets and collateral term sheets and are
often provided in connection with an offering of securities under an effective shelf
registration statement. Under the Release, ABS term sheets could be considered to be
'bffering information" becoming part of the registration statement and creating Section
11 liability. By their nature, term sheets are summary disclosure and do not purport to
fully describe all material aspects of the offering. Term sheets are intended to summarize
what the prospectus will fully disclose about the securities and the offering. The
prospectus will supersede the term sheet and should contain all the information contained
in the term sheet, along with full disclosure on the offering. Section 11 liability rests
more appropriately with that disclosure document.
Prospectus delivery requirements should reflect the longer time requiredo prepare ABS
disclosure documents. The Commission has long recognized that it takes longer to
complete the documentation for an ABS offering than it takes for other offerings. For
example, instruction 1 to Rule 424(b) permits registrants to file a form of prospectus or
prospectus supplement relating to an offering of ABS on a delayed basis pursuant to Rule
4 15 no later than the second day after first use, instead of requiring them to file no later
than the earlier of the second day after first use or the second day after the determination
of the offering price. Because ABS issuers negotiate the structures and terms of their
offerings with their investors, using the computational materials and terms sheets
described above, they often cannot begin to filly document the structure until around the
time of pricing. And because of the complexity of these transactions, they often cannot
.
complete this documentation within a day or two of pricing.
The ABS market has been extremely proactive in fo&ulating approaches, such as term
sheet delivery, to provide investors with material offering information in a concise and
timely fashion without restraining issuer5 ability to access the market quickly. We are
very much concerned that the proposals in the Release may severely impair the ability of
ABS issuers to adapt their offerings to existing market conditions
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4.

Exchange Act reporting should be tailored to the circumstances of ABS
offerings.

The current approach, under which ABS transactions operate under no-action letters and
exemptive orders and then deregister, should be replaced with a system under which
relevant ABS performance data is made readily available for the life of a transaction on a
regularized basis. Accordingly, the Commission should define the nature and scope of
ongoinglintegrated disclosure that is relevant in the ABS context, and create a formal and
tailored 'Yeporting company" status for ABS offerings.
Create an Exchange Act reporting regime for ABS.

a.

ABS issuers -- special purpose vehicles, trusts and the like -- have been the subject of
countless no-action letters and exemptive orders relating to Exchange Act filings. The
generally applicable Exchange Act requirements simply do not fit these transactions. The
Association urges that a specific list of core disclosure items for ABS transactions should
be established as the basis for satisfying Exchange Act requirements. These core
requirements should focus on the data typically sought by investors in the ABS market:
the .amounts collected on the assets during the applicable period;
the amounts paid or allocated to investors with respect to principal
and interest on the securities during the applicable period;

0

a

.

the amount of assets that have defaulted during the applicable
period, and the extent to which investors have suffered a loss
because of the default;
the delinquency status of the assets; and

a

whether the credit enhancement for the securitization has been
reduced or increased during the applicable period.

Registrants could be required to file under the Exchange Act at'whatever interval they
report to investors under the operative documents for the transaction, and in any event at
least every three months, on Form 8-K.Alternatively, transaction documents could be
required to provide that the trustee or servicer report such information to investors and
make it available to others on request, which requirement could be met by making such
information available on publicly accessible information networks (e.g., via the Internet
or third-party information vendors.) Such issuers would be treated as reporting
companies for purposes of the Exchange Act by virtue of such filings or availability of
information. We note that in contrast to the existing system in which ABS transactions
typically cease to file Exchange Act reports after a short period of time as soon as they
can deregister, the filing or availability of core information can and should be required
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for the life of the deal. Such an approach would make mcre information available and
would have the additional benefit of encouraging helpful standardization.

b.

Clarifjl liabilityfor such information.

To encourage full availability of core information for the life of ABS transactions, rather
than deregistration, we suggest that such information not carry with it Exchange Act
liability. This information for ABS transactions is not gathered or prepared 5y ABS
issuers. Rather, it is routinely processed entirely by intermediaries such as servicers or
trustees and is not comparable to information filed by other reporting companies. Unlike
information included in Exchange Act filings for other registrants, the gathering and
dissemination of information on the amounts collected on underlying assets and the
amounts paid on ABS securities is a limited, mechanical and ministerial activity. The
ABS issuer typically has no particular access to information pertaining to this data or the
activities that the data reflect. Unlike an operating company whose management would
have access to information and ongoing involvement in the activities that generate the
information set forth in Exchange Act filings and are described by such filings, ABS
issuers have no such access or role. Hence, the policy objectives of liability are not
served.
Moreover, important policy objectives would be served by eliminating such liability. As
noted, under current regulations, ABS transactions are routinely deregistered and cease to
file periodic reports soon after issuance. By eliminating liability for the filing and public
dissemination of this data, it would become feasible to make the core information
described above available by filing it with the Commission and thereby enhance the
transparency of markets for the benefit of all participants. The only tangible effect of
imposing liability in the context of ABS transactions is to make information less
available.

V.

CONCLUSION

The Commissionk proposal with regard to the conduct of offerings represents a
fundamental change in the current registration system and is likely to engender a great
deal of comment, Accordingly, the Association recommends that the Commission
proceed cautiously in this area. After the Commission has had a chance to review and
assess the reactions and concerns raised by market participants, it should carefully
consider how to proceed with various aspects of the proposal.
Although certain of the reforms proposed by the Commission represent improvements in
the current system (such as, for example, more issuer control over the effectiveness of
filed registration statements, "pay-as-you-go" registration, elimination of final prospectus
delivery requirements, liberalization of restrictions on the dissemination of offeringrelated information and broker-dealer research reports, and clarification of the integration
doctrine), the burdens imposed by the proposed new regime (including the requirement to
deliver term sheets and preliminary prospectuses prior to sale, the requirement to file
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'Tree writing" materials, the potential elimination ofExxon Capital exchange offer
procedures and the increased liability imposed with respect to "fiee writing" and other
communications) far outweigh any perceived benefits.
The Association believes that, on balance, the proposal will have the effect of slowing
down the offering process and increasing capital costs, without any meaningful
improvement in investor protection. The Association therefore believes that the proposal
should not be adopted in its present form. Indeed, the Association questions whether a
new system is truly warranted, especially where changes could be made to the existing
system to address the Comrnissionf and the industryk concerns. For example, the
CommissionS proposals with respect to the timing of effectiveness, 'bay-as-you-go"
registration, elimination of final prospectus delivery requirements, liberalization of
communications (if liability and filing issues are appropriately addressed) and the
integration of private and public offerings could be adopted and implemented today in the
context of the current system.
If, however, the Commission determines that the current system should be replaced as
suggested by the Release, the Association recommends that the Commission consider
taking an incremental approach to registration reform, rather than radically overhauling
the whole system at once, and should proceed by issuing reproposals in those areas where
it determines to proceed initially. For example, the suggested reforms regarding the
liberalization of communications could be considered and reproposed separately from
other aspects of the Comrnissionf proposal, as could the proposals with respect to the
integration of offerings.
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The Association appreciates this opportunity to provide its views to the Commission in
connection with this important project. If it would be helpful to the Commission and the
staff, we would be most willing to make Association staff and member firm personnel
available to meet and discuss any of the points raised in this letter. Please address any
questions or requests for additional information to Paul Saltunan, George P. Miller or
Sarah M. Starkweather of the Association at 2 12-440-9400, or to Alan L. Beller of
Clealy, Gottlieb, Steen & Hamilton, the Association3 special outside counsel in
connection with this project, at 2 12-225-2450.
Very truly yours,

William H. James, Chair
Corporate Bond Division
(Senior Vice President,
Lazard Freres & Co.)

Steven T. Mnuchin, Chair
Mortgage and Asset-Backed
Securities Division
(Managing Director,
Goldman, Such & Co. )

Leslie K. Gardner, Chair
Corporate Legal Advisory Committee
(Vice President and Assistant
General Counsel,
J.P. Morgan & Co. Incorporated)

Michael M. McGovern, Chair
Mortgage and Asset-Backed Legal
Advisory Committee
(Director and Senior Counsel,
MerriIl Lynch & Co. Inc. )

cc:

The Honorable Arthur Levitt, Chairman
The Honorable Norman S. Johnson, Commissioner
The Honorable Isaac C. Hunt, Jr,, Commissioner
The Honorable Paul R: Carey, Commissioner
The Honorable Laura S. Unger, Commissioner
Harvey J. Goldschmid, General Counsel, Office of the General Counsel
Brian J. Lane, Director, Division of Corporation Finance
Anita T. Klein, Senior Special Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance
Paul M. Dudek, Chief, Office of International Corporate Finance
Annette L. Nazareth, Director, Division of Market Regulation
Gregg W. Corso, Senior Counsel to the Chairman
Martin P. Dunn, Associate General Counsel, Division of Corporation Finance
Mark Green, Director, Office of Asset-Backed Securities, Division of Corporation Finance
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December 4.2001
Mr. David B.H.Martin, Director
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street. N.W.
. Washington, D.C. 20549
Proaosals for Reform of Communications Practices under the Securities Act and
~ec'uritizationReaistration and Disclosure Rules

Re:

Dear David:
Please find enclosed the following documents:
1. A letter dated November 30, 2001 regarding the Association's proposal for reform of
communications practices engaged in by issuers and underwriters of fixed income securities;
2.

A proposal dated November 29, 2001 regarding reform of the financial disclosure requirements
for statutory business trusts;

3. A proposal dated November 29, 2001 regarding reform of the disclosure requirements for swap
counterparties;

4. A proposal dated November 29, 2001 regarding the legal characterization of loan participations
when included in securitization offerings;

5. A proposal dated November 29,2001 regarding "market-making" prospectus delivery
requirements;
6. A proposal dated ~ovember2001 regarding the eligibility of foreign securitization issuers to
use shelf registration.
I

Items 2 through 6 above address various issues relevant to the sekuritization market. These items
are submitted separately because each issue can and should be considered discretely.
We look forward to continuing our dialogue witfl the staff of the Commission on the issues
addressed in the documents described above. We would very much appreciate the opportunity to
meet with staff of the Commission to further develop the reform proposals that we have made.

We are particularlygrateful to you for your willingness to discuss these issues with the Association
and its member firms and your openness to our proposals for reform in the fixed income markets.
Very truly
- yours,
1

.

(K,

Michel de Konkoly The
V i e President arid ~s&iate ~ene%!

cc:

counsel

Alan L. Beller, Cieary, Gottljeb, Steen & Hamilton
The Association's Corporate Bond and MBSIABS Securities Legal Advisory Committees
Micah Green. Paul Saftunan. George Miller. John Vogt, Laura Marcano
The Bond Market Association

-

...celebrating our first quarter century

40 Rrnad Street
N e w York, NY 10004-2373
Telephone 212.440.9400
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\vwtv.bondmarkets.com
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November 30,2001
Mr. David B.H. Martin, Director
Division of Corporation Finance
Securities and Exchange Commission
450 Fifth Street, N.W.
Washington, DC 20549 .

Re:

Securities Act Reform

Dear Mr. Martin:
The Bond Market Association (the "Association")' is pleased to submit this letter to the
Securities and Exchange Commission (the "Commission" or "SEC"), outlining our proposal
for regulatory reform under the Securities Act of 1933 (the "Securities Act") for a variety of
communications practices engaged in by issuers and underwriters of securities. Our
proposals relating to communications practices in connection with public offerings are
limited to offerings of asset-backed securities ("ABS") and to investment grade fixed income
securities of other issuers eligible to register on Form S-3 and F-3.
These proposals build on our prior discussions with you in October 2000, and in follow up
discussions. We appreciate your interest in receiving our proposals regarding these issues,
and in continuing a mutually beneficial dialogue a b ~ uthese
t
issues with a view toward the
goal of meaningful regulatory reform.
As you know, the Commission's efforts towards regulatory reform of the offering process
in recent years have primarily focused on the general securities markets, setting aside the
special concerns applicable to the ABS markets and, to a lesser extent, the market for fixed
income securities of seasoned investment grade issuers. In this letter, our proposals are
focused on proposed initiatives that are targeted to address the specific needs and concerns
of participants in the capital markets for both ABS as well as investment grade fixed income
securities of other issuers eligible to register on Forms S-3 and F-3.

I

The Association represents securities firms and banks that underwrite, distribute and
trade debt securities, both domestically and internationally. The Association's
member f m s include underwriters that participate in the vast majority of initial
distributions and secondary trading of corporate debt securities, asset-backed
securities and other debt securities. More information about the Association is
available on the Association's Internet home page at http://www.bondmarkets.com.
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We believe that substantial changes in the rules governing offering period communications
are particularly appropriate given the tremendous sdvmcements and improvements in
information technology that have occurred since thesz rules were first est~b!ished.
Continued growth in the volume, accessibility and sophistication of an ever widening range
of communications media and technology have literally saturated the financial markets with
information. In turn, these advancements have driven increased investor demand for
information, and have fundamentally changed the investment decision-making process.
Collectively, these trends suggest that substantial benefits and efficiencies can be achieved
for investors and financial markets alike by reducing counterproductive and outdated
regulatory restrictions on access to information.
The proposals in this letter are consistent with and build upon concepts and
recommendations that the Association has made in a number of prior submissions to the
SEC2.

EXECUTJYE SUMMARY

I.

The Association's proposals for reform included in this letter can be summarized as follows:

.
2

.

Our prior submissions include the follbwing:
Letter dated June 21, 2000 from the Association to Jonathan G. Katz,
Secretary, SEC, responding to SEC release on the use of electronic media
Letter dated April 28, 2000 from the Association to Jonathan G. Katz,
Secretary, SEC, responding to SEC release on Regulation FD
Letter dated June 30, 1999 from the Association to Jonathan G. Katz,
Secretw, SEC, responding to SEC release on the reguiation of securities
offerings (the "Aircraft Carrie? proposals)
Letter dated November 8, 1996 from the Association to Jonathan G . Katz,
Secretary, SEC, responding to SEC concept release on securities act concepts
and their effects on capital
Letter datedNovember 5,1996 from the Association to Brian Lane, Director,
Division of Corporate Finance, SEC, responding to staff request for
suggestions concerning possible reforms of disclosure and reporting rules for
mortgage-backed and asset-backed securities.
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Public Offerings. The essence of our proposals ir, this letter is thcit for public
offerings of ABS and for investment grade fixed income securities of other issuers
eligible to register on Forms S-3 and F-3, there is no longer any need to regulate the
timing, content, format or manner of use of communications, other than the Section
10 prospectus3. We believe that the existing restrictions under the Securities Act
unduly impair the free flow of information among market participants, and are no
longer justified by concerns that such cornmunications might condition the market
for these types of securities. We also believe that the appropriate liability standard
and set of remedies for such communications should be limited to Rule lob-5 under
the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 (the "Exchange Act"), and that subjecting such
communications to the liability standards and remedies of Sections 11 and 12(a)(2)
under the Securities Act would only serve to fkther inhibit the fiee flow of
information.

.

.

.

3

Our specific proposal is that, for public offerings of ABS and for
investment grade fixed income securities of other issuers eligible to
'register on Form S-3 and Form F-3, all communications of any type,
by any person, at any time and in any format, other than the Section
10 prospectus, shall be defined to not be a "prospectus" or an "offer"
for all purposes under the Securities Act.
We also propose revising the prospectus delivery requirement for
ABS or investment grade fixed income securities of seasoned issuers
to permit an "access equals delivery" approach. Access would be
deemed to exist when the prospectus is delivered to the underwriter
for use in the offering; provided that reasonable steps are taken to
make the prospectus available to prospective investors, and the
prospectus is filed as and when required under Rule 424.
We believe that the securities industry's response to the Aircraft
Carrier release clearly indicates that market participants do not
consider Section 5 relief (that is, the expansion of materials that may
be used as "free writing" without being treated as a prospectus under
Section 5) to be workable or in any way helpful unless the materials
permitted to be used are also exempted fiom filing requirements and
from the remedies available under Section 12(aX2).

The term "Section 10 prospectus" is used in this submission in its traditional "term
of art" sense to refer to the formal prospectus, that is, the document which pu~ports
to be the definitive prospectus meeting all requirements of Section 10 (a) of the
Securities Act.
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Non-prospectus communications, to the extent that they are now
permitted without violating Section 5 (e.g., research reports under
Rule 139 or "free- writing" materials used with a Section 10
prospectus) should be subject only to Rule 1Ob-5 liability. We believe
the expanded category of communications that we propose should
also be subject only to Rule lob-5 liability.
Private Offerings. With respect to private offerings, we propose that the prohibition
on general solicitations, and other limitations on the manner of offering, be
eliminated. This would permit the unrestricted use or release of any materials
(including offering materials), so long as actual sales are limited to eligible
purchasers under the applicable exemption from registration.
We have compared our proposals to those includedin the submission to the SEC by the ABA
Committee on Federal Regulation of Securities, dated August 22, 2001, re Securities Act
Reform (the "ABA Proposal"). On the whole, the ABA Proposal advocates an approach to
communications issues that is substantially similar to our proposals. The ABA Proposal is
effectively identical to our proposals with regard to communications practices for private

offering^.^
11. .
..

PUBLIC OFFERINGS OF ABS AND
. SEASONED
.
ISSUER FIXED
INCOME
. ..
SECURITIES

This section will discuss the Association's communications reform proposals relating to
public offerings of ABS and other investmentgrade fixed income securities eligible for Form
S-3 and F-3.
The application of the existing U.S. securities law regulatory regime to the ABS markets,
and to the seasoned issuer fixed income markets, as well as other segments of the securities
markets, historically has substantially impaired fiee flow of information among rharket
participants. At the same time, investors continue to demand more and more information,
and that the information be provided or made available in easily accessible formats, via
multiple media, such as proprietary electronic systems and public websites.
4

The ABA Proposal is significantlymore expansive in scope than our proposal, in that
the ABA Proposal addresses all publicly offered securities, including first-time
issuers, unseasoned issuers and seasoned issuers, except ABS, and also proposes
fundamental changes in the registration process. Some of the most significant points
of comparison will be highlighted throughout this letter.

-
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The threat 01s Section 5 violation resulting from the provision of non-prospectus
information, which may or may not be deemed to constitate an "offer," creates a very
substantial chilling effect on the availability of such informatiou, as well as a lack of legal
certainty as to the liability consequences of providing such information. Information outside
of the Section 10 prospectus that an issuer or underwriter might want to release may include:
1) summary or term sheet type information about the offering, which would be superseded
by the final Section 10 prospectus, 2) additional background information which the issuer
and underwriter consider to be not material to the offering but which nevertheless may be of
interest to particular investors, or 3) financial or other information about the issuer that may
be released in a variety of contexts.
We propose that, for public offerings of ABS and for investment grade fixed income
securities of issuers eligible to register on Form S-3 or F-3, all communications of any type,
by any person, at any time and in any format, other than the Section 10 prospectus, shall be
defined to not be a "prospectus" or an "offer" for all purposes under the Securities Act. This
will provide a regulatory framework that will encourage the release of additional types of
information desired by investors, while at the same time leaving investors with adequate
protections under the securities laws.5
We also propose modifying the prospectus deliveryrequirementfor ABS or investment grade
fixed income securities of seasoned issuers, to permit an "access equals delivery" approach.
All current liability standards and related remedies would continue to apply to the final
Section 10 prospectus, thus preserving the central disclosure and investor protection role
historically associated with this document.
The effect of our proposal would be to limit liability for all communications other than the
Section 10 prospectus to Rule lob-5 liabilit~.~

s

6

Our proposals are in most respects consistent with the ABA Proposal. However, our
proposal does not attempt to define non-prospectus offering materials or to treat such
materials differentlyfiom other types of non-prospectus communications, unlike the
ABA Proposal which would make such a distinction. Furthermore, the ABA
Proposal would impose ;ertain record-keeping requirements for non-prospectus
offering materials, wbch our proposal does not include. We would submit that in
practice it would be very difficult to distinguish between non-prospectus offering
materials and other communications, as contemplated in the ABA Proposal.
Our proposal differs in this regard from the ABA Proposal which would impose
Section 12(a)(2) liability on non-pmspectus offering materials.

,
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In order to clarify our proposal, we have attached in Appendix 1 suggested language for the
specific regu!atory revisions that we advocate. The attachment is for illustrative purposes
only, and does not reflect all of the conforming changes and other provisions that might be
included in a formal proposed revision.
In the event that the SEC is not prepared to go forward with our proposal at this time, we
advocate as an interim step a series of targeted proposals including 1) an expansion of Rule
134to permit term sheet materials, 2) an expansion of and easing of restrictions in Rules 137,
138 and 139 relating to research reports7,and 3) a new rule permitting release ofbackground
information (including the types of background information discussed below in connection
with ABS) without filing requirements or being subject to Section 12(a)(2) Liability.
A.

ABS Markets: Communications Practices and Issues
1.

Section 10 ~rospectusinformation vs. back~roundinformation

The typical forms of Section 10 prospectus that are used in ABS transactions have been
developed and refined by industry participants over a period spanning more than twenty
years. Issuers, underwriters and their counsel are generally very confident that these
documents provide a framework to include all material information about the offering, and
about the transaction and the underlying assets, that is necessary in order to avoid liability
for omissions and misstatements under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) under the Securities Act.
There is substantial agreement among ABS market participants as to what information is
req&ed to be included in the Section 10 prospectus in order to meet the standards of
Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) as well as the specific requirements of Regulation S-K. For the
most part, this information relates only to the series of securities being offered and its
underlying assets. The key elements include:

@

7

summary
risk factors related to the offering
description of the underlying assets, including'surnrnary statistical
information, and a description of the applicable underwriting
guidelines
description of all material terms of the securities offered, including
the operative documents
description of all material terms of any credit enhancement

For a discussion of specific proposals to modify these rules, see pp. 36-38 of our
letter dated June 30,1999 to Jonathan G . Katz, Secretary, SEC, regarding the Aircraft
Carrier proposals.
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.
.

weighted average life and, for sensitive classes, yield disclosure
under a limited range of scenarios
portfolio loss and delinquency information for the servicer, where
relevant
tax, ERISA, and legal investment disclosure about the securities
legal aspects of the underlying assets
ratings
method of distribution

However, there is a substantial body of additional information that is or may be of interest
to specific types of prospective investors in an ABS transaction, while not rising to the level
of materiality that would require inclusion in the prospectus. For example:
background information such as:
a complete copy of the undenniting guidelines applicable to
the underlying assets;
financial information about the originators and servicers,
which is not considered material for the Section 10
prospectus;
portfolio loss and delinquency history of various originators
and servicers, beyond what is considered material for the
Section 10 prospectus;
information on prior series of ABS issued by the same sponsor,
including structure, pool composition and performance of the prior
series;
analytical information about how various classes of the seri'es might
.
perform,eder various scenarios;
.
..
. .
..
.
,

' ,

~ o m ~ i r a t i information
ve
about other series of similar ABS issued by
other sponsbrs, including comparative analytical information; . .:

'

loan level data about the underlying assets - investors can use the raw
data to perform their own statistical analysis of the asset pool; and

-

access to loan origination and underwriting files, and loan level
servicing information - access to such information is of particular
interest in transactions such as commercial mortgage-backed
securities (CMBS) where individual assets may represent a large part
of the pool.
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These types of information may be of interest to some investors, but market participants
generally believe that they may not considered to be material [or one or morc of following
reasons: 1) the material elements of the information are summarized in the Section 10
prospectus; 2) financial information about originators and sewicers is not material because
the ABS are not interests in or obligations of such entities; however, material information
that called into question the ability of such entities to perform their contractual obligations
should be disclosed; 3) historical loss and delinquency information may not be material
because the applicable portfolio does not share enough characteristics with the ABS asset
pool; 4) prior series information is not considered material because each ABS asset pool is
separate and distinct, and is not affected by the performance of other pools; 5) analytical
information does not describe the ABS or the underlying assets, but rather addresses the
projected performance of the security based on assumptions specified by the investor; or 6)
in many cases, the information is of a type that is routinely available publicly or on request,
or is prepared primarily for a purpose other than use in the offering, or constitutes ordinary
course business communications.
The breadth of these types of information illustrates the point that what is of interest to a
particular investor is not necessarily material for all investors. These types of information
are generally provided only to investors that request it. Given the variety, scope and volume
of such information that may be available for any given offering, it would be unreasonable
to expect that all investors would want to review such information, or that all investors
should be required to receive it.
Unfortunately, when an issuer or underwriter provides such information to a prospective
investor during the period when an ABS offering is being conducted (or shortly before the
offering commences), if the provision of the information can be viewed as being made to
support the offering, then there is a risk that a Section 5 violation could be alleged in the
future which could give rise to a recision right under Section 12. It is the threat of this
draconian result that creates a chilling effect on providing such information.
Even if the risk of a Section 5 violation were removed, there would still be a chilling effect
if there .was a requirement to file all such information that is provided to prospective
investors. Issuers and underwriters would prefer not to file such information, as doing so
would potentially expose them to liability as part of the registration statement. Moreover,
a filing requirement would be impractical. Information of the types descriied in this section
in most cases are not available in formats that can be readily or cost effectivelyconverted to
electronic formats required by EDGAR. In many cases, the information is extremely
voluminous, and it would impose a very heavy burden on the issuer and underwriter to
assemble and file this material in physical form even if that were allowed. Filing in physical
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form would be of no practical use to investors, as the material could not be retrieved
electronically.
Many ABS transactions involve publicly offered, investment grade classesS as well as
subordinated, below investment grade classes that are privately offered. In some cases, the
assets are of a type that the prospective investors in the subordinated classes wish to review
loan level background information (this is most typical with CMBS). . In these cases, a
prospective investor in the subordinated classes maybe given access to that information, but
only upon signing a confidentiality agreement that prohibits that investor from purchasing
any of the publicly offered classes. This prohibition is deemed necessary under current law
to avoid a Section 5 violation; however, it creates obvious market inefficiencies by restricting
access to the public offering.
2.

Timing of disclosure in an ABS offering

Another key element of the ABS issuance and offering process that is relevant in reviewing
the impact of current securities laws is the iterative, give-and-take process that often takes
place between the underwriter and prospective investors. The following illustrative timeline
(which would vary from transaction to transaction) illustrates this process ("C" refers to the
closing date, that is, the date on which the ABS are issued):
C - 45 days:
. .

C - 30 days:

Underwriter selected by issuer based on bid for the asset pool.

C - 15 days:

Underwriter prepares preliminary term sheets and preliminary
structure relating to the securities. Term sheets and computational
materials (analysis ofyield and investment performance under various
hypothetical scenarios) may be distributed to investors in accordance
with the SEC no-action letters discussed below.

C - 10 days:

Underwriter may revise structure as to specific classes, based on
feedback from various investors. Revised term sheets and
computational materials may be provided. This process may continue
for several days.

. . .

8

Issuer provides loan level data for an asset pool to be securitized by
one of several underwriters. Underwriters then provide bids for the
asset pool to issuer.

Publicly offered ABS are in virtually all cases registered on Form S-3, which permits
only investment grade classes of ABS.
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C - 5 days:

Structure finalized.

C - 3 days:

Final pricing; prospectus printed (dated C-2).

C - 2 days:

Confirmations sent to investors, with final prospectus.

C:

Closing - securities initially issued. Settlements with investors.

Investors in ABS are uniquely involved in the issuance process. Their feedback during the
iterative process may result in changes to the structure that affect factors such as the interest
rate, payment priorities and weighted average lives of various classes.
The above timeline also illustrates the lack of reliance by ABS investors on a preliminary or
final prospectus as a disclosure document.
In most ABS transactions, a preliminary prospectus is not used, for the following reasons:
1) because most transactions involve repeat issuers, as well as a transaction structure the
fundamental elements of which have been previously used, and much of the content of the
prospectus is already known to market participants; and 2) the most important elements of
an ABS transaction that are unique to a specific transaction can be effectively communicated
through structural term sheets, collateral term sheets and computational materials in
accordance with SEC no-action letters. For these reasons, a preliminary prospectus is not
necessary to market the securities, and would be an unnecessary expense.
As for the final prospectus, by the time it is available, the investor has already received the
information that it needs to make its investment decision. In fact, production of the final
prospectus is not possible until the iterative process, in which the investor's input is critical,
is complete. Moreover, the existing requirement to deliver a final prospectus with or prior
to the delivery of the confmation can result in delays in sending the confirmation, which
in turn can interfere with timely settlement. In this context, requiring delivery of the final
prospectus with the confirmation does not appear to be necessary in order to provide the
investor with information needed in order to make an investment decision, and therefore
there is no reason to require actual delivery of the final prospectus with the delivery of the
c o n f i i t i o n or of the security.
3.

Methods of delivery of non-prospectus information

Non-prospectus information may be provided to ABS market participants through the
following means:
oral
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.

.
.

roadshows
computational materials!ABS termsheets, in accordance with the noaction letters referred to below
interactive databases and analytical tools
research reports
issuer periodic reporting

Oral. Section 5 of course permits oral offers to be made prior to the availability of the final
prospectus, after the registration statement is filed. However, due to the highly technical
nature of ABS structures, the utility of delivering information orally is extremely limited.
This was recognized by the SEC in the KidderIPSA no-action letters described below. It is
simply not possible to convey orally meaningful information about an ABS structure, the
underlying asset pool, yield or other economic performance information, or background
information of the types described above, given its highly technical and quantitative
character.
Roadshows. Roadshows are generally not used with ABS, except in the case of new issuers,
or new programs or asset types of existing issuers. Where roadshows are used, the ability
to transmit the presentation through electronic media in accordance with procedures such as
those set forth in the applicable SEC no-action letters would be of significant interest to ABS
market
However, one significant impediment to the use of those letters is that
they require the delivery of a preliminary prospectus prior to allowing the viewer access to
the presentation. In the ABS markets, this requirement is highly problematic. As discussed
above, in most ABS transactions, a preliminary prospectus is not used.
Computational materials/ABS termsheets. Because of the unique needs of ABS investors
for detailed information about a new ABS issue prior to the availability of the final
prospectus, the ABS market has been in the vanguard of developing new
designed to ease the restrictions of the Securities Act and respond to investors' information
needs. One of the most important developments along these lines was the, issuance of the
Kidder and PSA no-action letters in 1994 and 1995, which permit the distribution of written

9

A listing and discussion of the SEC no-action letters applicable to electronic
roadshows appears on pp. 88-89 of the outline titled Current Issues and Rulemaking
Projects published by the Division of Corporate Finance, dated November 14,2000
and available on the Commission's website.
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computational m~teridsand ABS term sheets." Under these letters, an underwriter may
provide the following written materials prior to the availabi!ity of the final prospectus:
computational materials: projections of yield, weighted average life
and other economic parameters of an ABS class under various
scenarios including assumptions as to prepayment speeds, loss rates,
market interest rates and other parameters.
structural term sheets1': summary descriptions of the proposed
structure for an ABS issuance, including information such as class
sizes and remittance rates, payment priorities, credit enhancement and
other important terms.

.

collateral term sheets: summary information as to the characteristics
of the underlying asset pool.

These no-action letters have served the needs of the ABS community by permitting
minimallynecessary term sheet materials to be used when needed, without creating a Section
5 violation. However, there are some important drawbacks to the permitted procedures.
First, the no-action letters are narrowly drawn in terms of thematerials that may be delivered.
The letters do not permit the delivery to prospective investors in an upcoming ABS offering
of background information, prior series data, loan level data and access to loan files. As
discussed above, such information, while not material for purposes of the Section 10
prosp'ectus, may nevertheless be of interest to prospective investors. The no-action letters
leave open the threat of a Section 5 violation for the use of such information..

'

Secondly, the no-action letters require the filing of computational materials and ABS term
sheets on Form 8-K, resulting in incorpoktion of that information by reference into the
issuer's registration statement. This creates potential Section 11 and Section 12 (a)(2)
liability for all persons subject thereto. For example, an issuer would have Section 11

lo

No-action letter dated May 20, 1994 issued by the Conynission to Kidder, Peabody
Acceptance Corporation I, Kidder, Peabody & Co. Incorporated and Kidder
Structured Asset Corporation, as made applicable to other issuers and underwriters
by the Commission in response to the request of the Public Securities Association
dated May 24, 1994, as well as the no-action letter dated February 17, 1995 issued
by the Commission to the Public Securities Association.

11

Structural term sheets and collateral term sheets are collectively referred to as "ABS
term sheets."
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liability for computational materials and structural term sheets prepared by the imderwriter,
even though the issuer typically has absolutely no involvement in making the related
calculations or in determining the structure of the securities, and the assumptions used for
the scenario analyses contained in these materials are generated by the underwriter or by the
investors themselves. Moreover, as discussed in II.C.1. belcw, Rule lob-5 liability is the
appropriate standard for material other than the Section 10 prospectus, and we believe is
adequate to protect the investors' interests.
Another drawback of the no-action letters is that the filing requirement does not appear to
be necessary or helpfbl in light of how the ABS markets operate. Since current
computationalmaterials and ABS term sheets are available on request fiom the underwriter,
and since the underwriter will provide investors with customized computational materials
based on parameters that in many cases are specified by the investor, there is very little
likelihood that an investor would ever wish to review computational materials and ABS term
sheets as filed with the SEC. In fact, the SEC by longstanding practice has allowed these
materials to be filed in physical form due to the recognized hardship that would be involved
in converting them to electronic formats required by EDGAR. Because they are not filed
electronically, it would be impracticable to obtain them from the SEC's files. It should be
noted that investors apparently have not objected to this practice, and we are aware of
virtuallyno investor demand for filed computational materials, which indicates that investors
do not feel the need to be able to retrieve such materials fiom the SEC's files.
The Bond Market Association believes that the no-action letters do not serve as a good model
for regulating the broader categories of information of interest to prospective ABS investors,
such as background information, prior series data, loan level data and access to loan files:
These materials for the most part represent ordinary business conimunications and records,
and are not prepared with the intention of satisfjmg Section 11 and Section 12 (a)(2)
disclosure standards relating to material misstatements and omissions. Moreover, the filing
requirement does not appear to provide any practical benefit to investors. Finally, these
materials generally cannot be readily or cost effectively converted to electronic formats
required by EDGAR, and in many cases it would impose a very heavy burden on the issuer
and underwriter to assemble and file this material in physical form even if that were allowed.
Interactive databases and analytical tools. A I k investors can obtain information about the
projected economic performance of existing ABS, or in some cases ABS to be issued in the
near future, from a variety of mteractive database^.'^ These are facilities that are generally
established and maintained independently of the underwriter, but contain sufficient
information about the structure and underlying collateral to be able to model the transaction.
12

For example, these services
www.intex.com.

are provided by

Intex Solutions, Inc. See
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Throcgh these facilities, the investor can obtain analysis and projection, based on
assumptions and parameters input by the investor. In addition, investors that have access to
analytical software tools (which may be investor-developed, obtained under license, or
available through a website or a subscription-based investor information service) can use
information of the type included in ABS term sheets to generate data as to projected
economic performance.
Since these interactive databases and analytical tools are not provided by or on behalf of the
issuer or underwriter, they are not regulated under the Securities Act. However, as an aid to
investors, it would be very helphl for issuers and underwriters to be able to offer such
databases and tools directly, or to be able to provide s o h a r e plug-ins or modules designed
to be used with such facilities maintained by others, including during the pendency of a
public offer, without raising any concern under Section 5.
Research reports. Some of the most difficult issues handled by securities lawyers in the ABS
field relate to research reports. The rules in this area are very subjective, practices of brokerdealers vary widely, and there are certain characteristics of the ABS offering process that
make it difficult to apply traditional research report concepts.
Some broker-dealers publish monthly or other periodic reports on the ABS markets or on
specific sectors of the ABS markets. A3S research reports may also be styled as special
reports that focus on new developments, such as new asset types, new structural features,
new credit enhancements, current legal issues; or new analytical models or tools. ABS
research reports that focus on a single topic may address several issuers to which that topic
pertains, or may address a single issuer. Reports on new asset types, features or credit
enhancements frequently focus on a single issuer.

In some cases, a broker-dealer that will or may participate in an upcoming offering of a
specific series as an underwriterexpresses an interest in publishing a research report that may
be relevant to that offering, and may take the form of a report on a single issuer or on new
asset types, features or credit enhancements. In some cases, it may be difficult to conclude
that the report falls clearly within generally understood concepts of a permitted research
report and does not have a substantial marketing element. Counsel may recommend that
such reports be released suff~cientlyin advance of the commencement of the offering in order
to mitigate the risk of a Section 5 violation. While this approach may appear to be
excessively conservative to some, others believe that this conservatism is warranted given
the lack of clarity of the rules and the potential consequences of a Section 5 violation.
Rules 137, 138 and 139 under the Securities Act were not drafted with ABS in mind and
posenumerous interpretive difficulties. In recognition of this, the SEC attempted to set forth
guidelines specificallydesigned for research reports in the ABS context, in its no-action letter
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dated February 7, 1997 issued in response to the Association. However, there remain some
issues that are frequently encountered under these guidelines. In particular, the requirements
of "no greater prominence" for specific structural or collateral features may not be met in
single topic reports. Moreover, the "previous publication with reasonable regularity"
requirement can be difficult to apply in single topic reports about new developments.
Another difficult issue is the requirement that ''sufficient information is available fiom one
or more public sources" to provide 2 reasonable basis for any views expressed. In many
cases, ABS research reports are based in part on analysis of non-public performance data on
prior series of ABS. Finally, even where the literal requirements of the letter are satisfied,
there are some ABS securities lawyers that find it difficult to conclude that a research report
that is clearly prepared and used with substantial marketing purposes in mind does not give
rise to Section 5 compliance issues.
Another issue with research reports that is a particular problem with ABS arises from the fact
that many ABS issuers are frequent issuers, sometimes issuing as often as monthly. To the
extent that counsel advises that a research report.with apparent marketing content should not
be published within a certain period of time'before the commencement of the offering for the
next upcoming series, it 'may be extremely difficult to f i n d a window of time when
publication could be made.
Issuer periodic reporting. In the early days of ABS, periodic reporting by issuers (or by
servicers or trustees on their behalf) consisted of little more than the monthly statements to
investors containing the specific information required under the pooling and servicing
agreement or other operative document. This information typically included data on a class
by class basis as to interest and principal distributions, remaining principal balance, pool
factor (the percent of the original pool balance outstanding), and delinquency status.

As analytical tools available to investors have become more sophisticated, investors have
demanded more and more information from issuers about outstanding series. In addition,
investor appetite for easy to use compilations of historic data continues to grow.
TO&$, issuers of ABS may provide ongoidg reporting through.the following means, in
addition to the periodic statements required by the operative documents:
.

.

.

.

;-

'

-

.

posting of current aridhi~toricpool level information on outstanding
serieson a website
.
.
posting of updated pool characteristics of outstanding series on a
website
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posting of certain loan level information on a website, including data
on defaulted loans
providing current loan level data on the entire pool to brokerdealers,
to persons maintaining interactive databases, or to i~vestorsupon
request
providing detailed loan level information to investors under a
confidentiality agreement.
Of course, information about prior series may be of interest to prospective investors in new
series. Issuers and underwriters may even direct prospective investors in a new series to such
publicly available information, as part of the marketing efforts for the new series.
Nevertheless, issuers need to know that the publication of such information without
interruption during the offering of a new series will not give rise to any issues under Section
5. Most importantly, information of this type is increasingly demanded and expected by
investors, who wish to use it to evaluate potential securities purchases or monitor the
performance of their current holdings.
B.

Seasoned Issuer Fixed Income Markets: Communications Practices and
Issues

A number of parallel issues arise with seasoned issuers (ones that are eligible to use Form
S-3 and F-3), in connection with non-ABS fixed income securities.
As used in this letter, "seasoned issuers" refers to domestic issuers (other than ABS issuers)
that meet the registrant requirements for use of Form S-3, or foreign issuers that meet the
registrant requirements for use of Form F-3. These requirements include: the registrant has
a class of outstanding securities registered under Section 12 (b) or (g) of the Exchange Act
or is subject to reporting requirements under Section 15(d) of the Exchange Act; has timely
filed all reports required under the Exchange Act for the preceeding 12 months; and has not
defaulted on certain material obligations."
Investment grade fixed income securities of seasoned issuers are marketed, analyzed, priced
and traded in a way that is fundamentally different fiom equity securities. Unlike equity
securities, the vast majority of fixed income securities bear a fundamental pricing
relationship to benchmark securities, or to other fixed income securities that have similar
l3

The public float requirements of those forms are not relevant because our proposal
is limited to investment grade fixed income securities, as to which the public float
requirements do not apply.
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credit, rating, yield and maturity chamcteristics. Quantitative information about the prices
and yields of benchmark securities, and other comparable securities, is readily available. In
other words, the price of an investment grade fixed income security of a seasoned issucr is
primarily dependent on objective criteria such as the issuer rating and the financial terms of
the security, and on market conditions, rather than on specific information about the issuer.
The Commission has long recognized these factors, and the fungibility of investment grade
fixed income securities. The Commission's adoption of exception (xiii) to Rule lob-6 in
1983 reflected its belief "that it is very difficult, if not impossible, to manipulate the price"
of investment grade fixed income securities.I4 As the Commission observed in proposing
the amendment:
Investment grade debt securities are generallythought to trade in accordance
with a concept of relative value, i.e., such securities are to a large degree
fungible, so that investors generally evaluate new offerings by looking at
comparably rated securities of other issuers. Debt securities that are not of
investment grade may pose a greater potential manipulative threat, since
those securities tend not to be fbngible. Investors are therefore more likely
to compare yields of new non-investment grade debt offerings with those of
outstanding debt securities of the same issuer.
In a subsequent concept release, the Commission referred to exception (xiii) as being
"premised on the fungibility of investment grade issues &,that securities with similar
terms will trade on rating and yield rather than issuer identification).""
To the extent that investors in fixed income securities of seasoned issuers do wish to take
into account specific information about the issuer in making their investment decisions, their
needs will generallybe fulfilledby information that is routinely supplied to the markets about
theissuer on an ongoing basis, including information provided by the issuer's Exchange Act
reports, information provided to the public by the issuer via its website and other media, and
research reports and other analyst information.
Fixed income securities of seasoned issuers are generallyconsiderably less complicated than
ABS, and there is not as great a need to be able to distribute written materials prior to the
prospectus. Nevertheless, seasoned issuers of investment grade fixed income securities
should be able to use materials that are analogous to ABS term sheets and computational
l4

''

Release No. 34-19565 (Mar. 4, 1983) (adopted), Release No. 34-18528 (Mar. 3,
1982) (proposed).
Release No. 34-33924 (Apr. 19, 1994).
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materials, as needed. In this regard, the negative aspects of these precedents (Section 11 and
12 (a)(2) liability and the filing requirement) should not be impcrted into this context.
Physical or in-person roadshows arc gencra!ly not used with fixed income securities of
seasoned issuers. Where roadshows are used, the presentaticn is often transmitted through
electronic media in accordance with procedures such as those set forth in the SEC's noaction letters on electronic roadshows. However, as in the ABS markets, the fact that those
letters require the delivery of a preliminary prospectus is a substantialbarrier. A preliminary
prospectus is generally not used with fixed income securities of seasoned issuers due to the
additional costs involved, as well as the fact that, given the availability of Exchange Act
reports and other information about the issuer and the manner in which such securities are
marketed and priced (as discussed above), a preliminary prospectus is not needed for
investors to obtain the information needed to make their investment decisions.

C.

Ar~umentsfor Proposal
1.

Onlv the Section 10 ~rospectusshould be subiect to Sectiolis 11
and 12(a)(2) of the 1933 Act

The issuer and underwriter will remain obligated to use, make available to
investors and to file with the SEC as and when required under our proposal,
a Section 10 prospectus, which is subject to the remedies provided by
Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) of the Securities Act.
'

Therefore, if the issuer or underwriter includes in non-prospectus
communications any information that is not in the prospectus, and if the
omission of this information from the prospectus makes the other statements
in the prospectus misleading, investors who did not receive the information
will have remedies under Sections 11 and 12(a)(2) with respect to the
prospectus.
Because these remedies are available, the issuer and underwriter have
adequate legal incentives to make sure that the Section 10 prospectus
contains all information necessary to make the statements therein not
misleading. As a result, there is no policy reason to require that nonprospectus communications be filed with the SEC or otherwise be made
publicly available to all investors.
The Bond Market Association believes that Rule lob-5 liability is the
appropriate standard for non-prospectus communications during the course
of an offering. This is because non-prospectus communications typically do
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not purport to present the totality of information that the issuer believes is
necessary to make an investment decision in the securities. R d e lob-5 is
appropriate for communications of this type because it encompasses material
misstatements as well as omissions necessary to make the statements made
not misleading. However, Rule lob-5 does not include the more onerous
elements of Section 12(a)(2) such as lack of scienter (that is, intent to deceive
or defraud by the provider of the information),lack of reliance by the investor
on the error or omission in question, and burden of proof on the defendant,
which should be reserved for the Section 10 prospectus.
In this connection, we note that non-prospectus communications, to the
extent that they are now permitted without violating Section 5 (e.g., research
reports under Rule 139 or "free-writing" materials used with a Section 10
prospectus) are subject only to Rule lob-5 liability. We believe the expanded
category of communications that we propose should also be subject only to
Rule lob-5 liability.

With respect to term sheet type communications, as well as informal
communications such as e-mail and electronic messages, it is generally
understood that these materials are summary in nature, and are superseded in
their entirety by the information in the final Section 10 prospectus. It is also
understood that the investor may not receive, or may not review, the final
prospectus until after its investment decision has been made. In this context,
the use of a term sheet or other communication that purports to describe the
transaction but that.fails to disclose a material term or condition that would
have altered the investor's decision could give rise to a Rule 1%-5 claim.
As to the broader categories of information of interest to prospective
investors, such as current information about the issuer, or in the case of ABS
background information, prior series data, loan level data and files, these
materials for the most part represent ordinary business comm~icationsand
records that are not prepared with the intention of satisfying Section 11 and
Section 12 (a)(2) standards. Attempting to hold such communications to
those standards will simply reduce (or in some cases eliminate) their
availability. Nevertheless, if an issuer or underwriter uses such information
that contains material errors or omissions in context in connection with a
securities offering, where the issuer or underwriter is aware or should have
been aware of the error or omission and an investor relies on the information
to its detriment, that could give rise to a Rule lob-5 claim.
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2.

There is little risk of conditioninp the market for the tvpes of
securities covered bv the ~ r o ~ o s a l .

This proposal is limited to investment grade fixed income issuers using Form
S-3 and F-3, which includes two kinds of issuers: seasoned issuers with a
substantial reporting history, and issuers of ABS.
As to seasoned issuers, by definition these are companies that are already
known to the U.S. capital markets and which are subject to reporting
requirements under the Exchange Act, including the obligations to file
periodic financial statements and to report material developments on a Form
8-K. Such issuers are tracked by fixed-income analysts that gather and verify
information and report on their findings regularly. Analyst reports in the
fixed-income context tend to be oriented towards comparing the securities
withmarket benchmarks, as distinct from equity research which focuses more
on issuer financial projections. Because there is already an established
market for the securities of such issuers and a substantial volume of publicly
available financial and other information about them, there is comparatively
little risk of "conditioning the market" for a new securities offering through
a non-prospectus communication.
As to ABS issuers, the securities that are offered under Form S-3 are limited
to investment grade ABS which are fixed- income securities. The information
used to market ABS is essentially empirical data and analysis about the
structure of and collateral backing the securities. The prospects for
conditioning the market for an ABS offering through the disclosure of
incomplete or subjective information are extremely remote.

Both of these types of issuers are fundamentally different from other types of
issuers for whom conditioning the market may be a legitimate concern, in
particular operating companies making initial public offerings. For Form S-3
and F-3 investment grade fixed income security issuers, the risk of harm due
to conditioning the market is not sufficientto warrant the various restrictions
on supplying non-prospectus information under current law.
3.

An overlv expansiveview of what constitutes a "prospectus" is no
l o n ~ e ra ~ ~ r o ~ r i a t e .

Existing securities law interpretations are based on the view that any written
communicationby an issuer or underwriter during an offering period, that has
any offering or securities marketing content, should be viewed as a
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prospectus thereby giving rise to a potential Section 5 violation. The SEC
attempted to fbrther codify this approach in the &craft Camer release, by
defining a broad range of communications that could be used without
violating Section 5, but which were subjected to filing requirements and
Section 11 and 12(2) liability.
This approach is no longer workable in the context of issuers of investment
grade fixed income securities registered on Form S-3 and F-3, and therefore
for such issuers and their underwriters non-prospectus communications
should not be deemed to be prospectuses, due to:
The development of information technologies which blur the
distinction between written and oral information, including
the use of interactive databases for which it is impracticable
to track the information actually provided to any user for
filing purposes
The growing demand by investors in outstanding securities
for current, ongoing information about Form S-3 and F-3
issuers and their previously issued securities
The fact that many Form S-3 and F-3 issuers (both seasoned
issuers and ABS issuers) are in an offering period for new
issues on' a frequent, and in some cases continuous basis
The practical inability to distinguish, with respect to such
issuers, between "normal business communications" and
"offering materials", as the SEC attempted to do in the
Aircraft Carrier release. For example, for an ABS issuer the
publication of information or analytical reports on the
performance of outstanding series is clearlya normal business
communication; however, if made during an offering period
such communication could be considered to be offering
material.
Moreover, we believe that the securities industry's response to the
Aircraft Carrier release clearly indicates that market participants do
not consider Section 5 relief (that is, the expansion of materials that
may be used as "free writing" without being treated as a prospectus
under Section 5) to be workable or in any way helpful unless the
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materials perinitted to be used are also exempted from filing
requirements and from liability under Section 12(a)(2).
Instead of the Aircraft Carrier approach, we propose that for Form S-3 and F3 eligible issuers, the term "prospectus" should be limited to the Section 10
prospectus.
4.

- E x c h a n ~ eAct r e ~ o r t sprovide current information about an

issuer.
For non-ABS Form S-3 and F-3 issuers, since such issuers are continuously
subject to reporting requirements for material developments under the
Exchange Act, the information in the Exchange Act reports should in most
cases provide adequate disclosure about the issuer, so that delivery of a
Section 10prospectus can be considered redundant to the extent that it serves
as a disclosure document for information on the issuer. Any information
about the issuer that does not rise to the level of materiality requiring
reporting under the Exchange Act should not be viewed as material enough
to constitute a "prospectus" in the context of an upcoming offering.
Form S-3 and F-3 registrants (other than ABS issuers) must be required to
file Exchange Act reports, and must have timely filed all reports required
under the Exchange Act for the preceding 12 months.
For such issuers,particularlyin the context of an offering of investment grade
fixed income securities, we believe that the information required to be on file
and publicly available in the issuer's Exchange Act reports would generally
constitute all material information about the issuer that would be necessary
to make an investment decision. Accordingly, to the extent that existing
prospectus delivery requirementsare designed to provide disclosure about the
issuer to the investor, the provision of this information in a Section 10
prospectus does not appear necessary. Moreover, since the Exchange Act
reports are already in the public record, it should be possible to use offering
materials (in advance of the Section 10 prospectus) that describe the issuer
without running therisk of a Section 5 violation. In the event that there was
a material omission from the Exchange Act reports, due to the incorporation
by reference of the Exchange Act reports into the prospectus that omission
would also be a potentially actionable omission from the prospectus.
Within the context of investment grade fmed income securities of seasoned
issuers, in the event that there were material developments about the issuer
that are not yet reflected in the Exchange Act reports at the time the securities
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are offered and sold and that would have a material impact on thc value of the
securities, the issuer and underwriter would have an obligation under Rule
lob-5 to effectively communicate that information to investors before they
make their investment decisions. This could be achieved, for example, by
filing a special report on Form 8-K, in advance of the time when the report
would normally be required and in sufficient time to allow the information
to be noted by market participants. The ABA Proposal follows this approach,
and includes specificproposals regarding the timing of Exchange Act reports
in order to address this issue.

5.

exist in^ widelines on research r e ~ o r t sand roadshows are
undulv restrictive.

As discussed above, the current rules relating to research reports present
interpretative issues for ABS. There is a practical inability to clearly
distinguish between research reports which are marketing pieces vs. bona fide
research. Moreover, particularly with ABS involving new issuers, structures
or asset types, it may be unclear whether a research report that is valid when
initially published is still appropriate during a subsequent offering period if
it can effectively be used for marketing purposes.
For fixed income securities of seasoned issuers, the existing research report
rules are unduly restrictive, and more extensive publication should be
permitted. Liberalization of these rules could be made without increasing
risks to prospective investors.
The SEC7sexisting no-action letters on electronicroadshows require delivery
of a preliminary prospectus. This requirement should be eliminated for ABS
and investment grade fixed income securities of seasoned issuers because a
preliminary prospectus is generally not needed in such offerings for the
reasons discussed above.
The electronic roadshow no-action letters rely heavily on preserving the
distinction between oral and written communication in the electronic context.
For example, the letters require that the viewer of the presentation not be able
to download or keep an electronic copy of the presentation, but be able to
view it in real time only. As communications technologies continue to
develop, it is likely that the preservation of the legal fiction that some
electronic communications are more analogous to oral speech, or to writing,
will become increasingly untenable, and that therefore rules that determine
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how to regulate communications depending on whether they are "oral" or
"written" will lose their legitimacy.
6.

Pros~ectusdeliverv reauirement needs revision.

Investors in ABS and investment grade fixed income securities of seasoned
issuers generally make their investment decisions without having first
received and reviewed the final Section 10prospectus. Such investors are in
most cases institutional investors, who increasingly have access to other
information (to the extent permitted under current law) that they consider to
be sufficient to make their investment decision. The final prospectus in
practice serves primarily as a formal record of the offering, and as a liability
document enabling potential, future redress to the investor. In this context,
the requirement that the final prospectus be delivered with the confirmation
or with the security seems unnecessary and antiquated.
Our proposal would modify the prospectus delivery requirement for eligible
Form S-3 and F-3 securities, to permit an "access equals delivery" approach.
Access would be deemed to exist when the final prospectus has been
provided by or on behalf of the issuer to the underwriter for use in connection
with the offering, provided that reasonable steps are taken to make the
prospectus available to prospective investors (including via electronic
means), and the final prospectus has been or will be filed with the
Commission in compliance with Rule 424 (b)(2) or (b)(5) which require
filing within two business days of first use, Underwriters can of course
continue to send physical prospectuses with or before the confirmation, or
provide them electronically in accordance with existing SEC releases.
Alternatively, the issuer could make the prospectus available through other
means as it sees fit, such as posting it on a website when it has been approved
for use.
The Bond Market Association believes that for eligible Form S-3 and F-3
securities, given their nature and their predominant institutional investor base,
it is appropriate to allow the marketplace and its participants to determine the
means by which prospectuses should be delivered or otherwise made
available, and whether those means provide meaningful access to investors,
and that these matters do not need to be M e r regulated.
PRIVATE OFFERINGS OF ABS AND SEASONED ISSUERFIXED INCOME
SECURITIES
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This section will discuss the Association's comnlunications reform proposals relating to
private offerings of ABS and other fixed income securities of seasoned issuers, including
high yield securities.
Our proposals are as follows:
Amend Rule 144A to eliminate the requirement that the securities be offered
only to qualified institutional buyers.
Amend Rule 502(c) by eliminating the prohibition on general solicitation.
Amend Regulation S to eliminate all prohibitions on directed selling efforts
in the United States.
These changes are intended to permit the unrestricted use or release of any materials,
including offering materials, provided that actual sales are limited to eligible purchasers
under the applicable exemption from registration.
These proposals are intended to address communications in any oral, written or electronic
format, including live and electronic road shows, offering circulars and supporting
documents, and information posted through any website or other media (such as third party
information services).
Although these proposals are not limited to ABS and fixed income. securities of seasoned
issuers, we will discuss the proposals from the perspective of those segments of the capital
markets.
A.

ABS and seasoned fixed income issuer markets: communications
practices and issues

ABS of U.S. based issuers are frequently sold in unregistered offerings of various types for
a variety of reasons. Non-investment grade classes of ABS are almost always sold in
unregistered offerings because they are not eligible for shelf registration on Form S-3. Other
types af investment grade ABS may be offered privately because they are not eligible for
Form S-3 for other reasons, such as asset concentration, the inclusion of nonlfinancial assets,
or the active management of assets. Investment grade ABS may also be sold privately to
reach specific investors, to reduce issuance costs, or in cases where a broad market has not
yet been established (for instance, where the assets are of a type that has not been securitized
before, or where the issuer or originator has not previously been involved in a securitization).
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Seasoned issuers (that is, issuers that meet the registrant requirements for registration on
Form S-3) may also issue fixed income securities in unregistered offerings for a variety of
reasons. Typical reasons would be to reach specific investors, to reduce issuance costs
particularly where the dollar amount to be issued is relatively small, timing constraints or
accounting reasons, or in limited circumstances to avoid constraints under Regulation M.
Transfer restrictions for unregistered offerings usually follow one of several typical formats.
In one typical format, initial sales as well as all subsequent sales are restricted to Q1BsI6or
IAIsI7, or to QIBs and accredited investors". The transfer restrictions usually prevent the
registration of any transfer unless both the transferor and the transferee make written
certifications as to relevant facts. Opinions of counsel may be required, in transfers other
than to QIBs.
In another typical format, initial sales as well as all subsequent sales are restricted to QIBs
or IAIs, or to non-U.S. persons who purchase in accordance with Regulation S. These
formats require that when non-U.S. persons resell into the United States, that the securities
can be transferred only to QIBs and IAIs. Again, registration of any transfer is prohibited
unless both the transferor and the transferee make written certifications as to relevant facts.
Unregistered investment grade ABS may be issued in book-entry form for sales to QIBs. In
that case, the offering memorandum will typically include provisions that: 1) describe the
transfer restrictions applicable to resales, 2) require investors to notifjr any transferees of the
transfer restrictions, 3) require that any IAIs that purchase must take delivery in physical
form, and 4) state that subsequent transferees are deemed to be aware of and to certifjr
compliance with the transfer restrictions. These provisions are generally viewed by
underwriters and their counsel as adequate to assure that the transfer restrictions will be
complied with for securities of this type, and are appropriate for a limited investor base such
as one consisting of QIBs (and may be appropriate for other limited groups of investors as
well).
In the ABS markets in particular, limitations on publicity or unrestricted information about
unregistered offerings is detrimental for the following reasons:

16

"Qualified Institutional Buyers"

17

"Institutional Accredited Investors", or persons other than natural persons that are
"accredited investors" as defined in Rule 501 under the Securities Act.

18

As defined in Rule 501 under the Securities Act.

defined in Rule 144A under the securities Act.
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Inmany cases, the issuers also issue publicly offered ABS and their securities
are widely held and tracked by market participants. The inability to freely
publish information about the issuers private transactions may prevent market
participants from gaining a complete picture of the issuer's products.
For issuers that only issue privately, prohibitions on the publication or
transmission of offering documents creates a "knowledge gap" whereby
structuring elements and other transaction features are not widely understood
by market participants, and the performance of the securities cannot be
tracked. This is particularly a problem in market segments where most or all
transactions are issued privately.

B.

Arguments for Prouosal
1.

Transfer restrictions are adeauate

Transfer restrictions commonly used by ABS issuers and seasoned issuers of
fixed income securities provide reasonable assurance that the securities
cannot be transferred to persons that do not meet the requirements for the
applicable exemption from registration. Furthermore, such securities are for
the most part of interest primarily to institutional investors only. Prohibitions
on publicity, unrestricted information or general solicitation arenot necessary
to further safeguard against investment by non-eligible purchasers.
2.

Likelihood of condition in^ the market is remote

In the context of ABS issuers and seasoned issuers of investment grade fixed
income securities, the likelihood of conditioning the market through
premature disclosure, or through disclosure to persons that are not eligible
investors, is remote.
seasoned issuers are companies that are already known to the U.S.
capital markets, and aboui which a substantial volume of publicly
available information is available.
The market for privately placed ABS is not a broad market, but rather
is essentially an institutional investor market. Participants in this
market are highly sophisticated, and are not likely to be conditioned
or in any way misled through the release of information about a
transaction outside of the normal channels for distributing private
placement offering materials.
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For the same reasons, the risk that unrestricted disclosure in the U.S. about
Regulation S offerings of ABS or investment grade fixed income securities
of seasoned issuers would result in resales to U.S. persons in violation of
Regulation S appears extremely remote.
3.

Suppression of information is harmful to the capital markets

As stated above, existing restrictions on the publication or release of
information on privately placed offerings creates a lack of knowledge in the
markets about the assets, structure and performance of certain ABS. This
may affect all or a portion of a specific issuer's securities, or entire segments
of the ABS markets.
The effect of our proposals would also be to allow the liberal publication of
research reports in the context of privately placed offerings. We believe that
this result would also be of great benefit in spreadingknowledge and making
more transparent the markets for privately placed ABS or investment grade
fixed income securities of seasoned issuers.

IV.

CONCLUSION

As we have discussed in this letter, the existing securities law framework imposes restraints
on communications that are incompatible with today's ABS and seasoned issuer investment
grade fixed income markets. We believe that substantial regulatory relief is needed in order
to permit the free flow of information in a manner that market participants need and demand,
without giving rise to the substantial legal uncertainty and potential for disproportionate
liability that exists under the current regulatory framework. As we have stated, an essential
underpining of our proposals is the premise that the expansion of materials that may be used
as "fiee writing" without being treated as a prospectus under Section 5, will not be workable
or in any way helpful unless the materials perr&tted to be used are also exempted from filing
requirements and from liability under Section 12(a)(2).

The Association appreciates this opportunity to provide its views to the Commission on the
matters discussed herein. We look forward to meeting with you and continuing our dialogue
on the matters discussed in this letter. Please address any questions or requests for additional
information to Michel de Konkoly Thege or Laura Gonzalez of the Association at 212-440-
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9400, or to Stephen S. Kudenholdt of Thacher Proffitt & Wood, special outside counsel to
the Association in this matter, at 212-789-1250.
Sincerely,
/s/ Elliot R. Levine

/s/ Bianca A. Russo

Elliot R. Levine
CIBC World Markets
2001 Chair, Corporate Bond
Legal Advisory Committee
of the Bond Market Association

Bianca A. Russo
J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.
200 1 Chair, MBSIABS
Legal Advisory Committee
of the Bond Market Association

cc:

The Honorable Harvey Pitt, Chairman
Mark Radke, Securities and Exchange Commission

APPENDIX 1
SPECIFIC REGULATORY PROPOSALS
Public offerings. Our specific proposals relative to public offerings are as follows:

1.

add new Rule 134x under the Securities Act as follows:
Rule 134x.

Communications not Deemed a Prospectus for Eligible
Form S-3 Securities.

With respect to any eligible Form S-3 security, the term
(a)
"prospectus" as defined in Section 2(10) of the Act shall not include any
communication of any type, by any person, at any time and in any format,
other than a written prospectus meeting substantially all of the requirements
of Section 10 (a) of the Act.
The publication, delivery or use of any communication of any
(b)
type, by any person, at any time and in any format, other than a written
prospectus meeting substantially all of the requirements of Section 10 (a) of
the Act, shall not constitute an "offer to sell" or an "offer to buy" any eligible
Form S-3 security for any purpose under the Act.
The term eligible Form S-3 security means any security that
(c)
meets all of the following requirements:
1

The security is either (A) an asset-backed security as defined
in General Instruction I.B.5. to Form S-3, or (B) an
investment grade fixed income security of an issuer that
meets the registrant requirements for registration on Form S-3
or Form F-3.

(2)

The security has been or will be offered in an offering
to a registration statement filed or to be filed on
Form S-3.

security has the meaning,defmedin
For purposes of this ~ u l efucedincome
,
section (b)(230f Rule 3a-7 under the ~nvestmentCompany Act of 1940.

2.

add new Rule 153x under the Securities Act as follows:
Rule.153~. Definition of "Preceded b y a Prospectus'' as Used in
Section 5(b)(l) and 5@)(2), for Eligible Form S-3
Securities.

Appendix I
Page 2
With respect to any eligible Form S-3 security as defined in Rule
134x (c), the term "preceded by a prospectus" as used in Section 5(b)(l) and
5(b)(2) of the Act with respect to any requirement for the delivery of a
prospectus shall be satisfied if a written prospectus meeting the requirements
of Section 10 (a) of the Act has been provided by or on behaif of the issuer
to the underwriter for use in connection with the offering after effectiveness
of the related registration statement; provided that (a) reasonable steps are
taken to make such prospectus available to prospective investors, and (b)
such prospectus has been or will be filed with the Commission in compliance
with Rule 424 (b)(2) or @)(5).
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T o ~ i c1 - financials for business trusts
Statement of Issue

In recent years, the SEC staff has taken the position, in comment letters to asset backed securities
shelf registrants, that where the issuing entity is a Delaware business trust, audited financial
statements of the issuer should be included in the prospectus supplement.
Following is a typical comment from an SEC comment letter:

.

"If the issuer of a series is a [Delaware]business trust,you must include audited financial
statements,as well as additional S-1 level disclosure pertaining to the business trust, in the
prospectus supplement."

.

Our position

'

We believe that requiring audited financialsor additional S-1 level disclosure in this context would
not improve the quality of disclosure and would not provide any helpll additional information to
investors. The SEC's position is in direct opposition to over twenty years of custom and practice
in the'ABS markets to the effect that special purpose'entities (SPEs) that issue ABS are not .
requiredto prepare audited financials,either at initial isSuance or on an ongoing basis: Varying &om .
this practice would impose unnecessary expense on the issuer and could call into question the
validity of industry practice.
.

Reauested Relief

.

.
.

..

.
.

.
. . ..

.

.

The Bond Market Association requests that the SEC:
1.

Discontinue issuing the above comment requesting audited financial statements as well as
additional S- 1 level disclosure pertaining to ABS issuers that are business trusts, in
comment letters for ABS registration statements.

2.

Include in its publication "Current Issues and Rulemaking Projects" of the Division of
Corporate Finance a section stating that ABS issuers, including business trusts, are not
reqmedto include in theirprospectuses audited financialstatements or additional S-1 level
disclosure.

.

.

.

Discussion
Use of Delaware business trusts
Most securitization structures utilize a trust as the issuing vehicle, which is established either 1) as
a common law trust, or 2) a Delaware business trust. Common law trusts are typically used in
structures where the beneficial interests in the trust are treated by the investor as debt for tax
purposes, even though not debt in form. These include grantor trusts (trusts where, because of the
passive nature of the activities and the lack of non-pro rata allocations,the investor is treated as
if it owned a share of the trust assets directly) and REMICs (real estate mortgage investment
conduits) where the beneficial interests are treated by statute as debt instruments for tax purposes.
For these structures, Delaware business trusts are not used because of their marginally higher
administrative expense, as compared with common law trusts.
Delaware business trusts are generally used in ABS transactions where the securities are to be
issued in legal form as debt securities. Except for the structures described in the preceding
paragraph, investment grade asset backed securities are generally issued in legal form as debt, in
order to support the conclusion that the securities should be treated by the investor as debt
obligations for tax purposes rather than equity interests in the issuing vehicle.
In many respects, SPEs structured as Delaware business trusts are similar to those structured as
common law trusts.In both cases, they will be structured with highly limited powers and activities,
in order to preserve their bankruptcy-remote status. However, Delaware business trusts have a
number of distinct advantages as issuing vehicles, as compared to common law trusts. First, they
are authorized by statute to issue debt securities,unlike common law trusts which are not clearly
authorized to issue debt. Second, they a~ subject to a clearly establishedstatutory scheme. Thud,
they are also acknowledged as entities under the U.S. Bankruptcy Code, which facilitates the
provision of legal opinions addressing their status. Delaware business tmsts can also be .usedto
create master trusts,and can therefore issue multiple series backed by separate asset pools.

Delaware business trusts also have a number of advantages as issuing SPEs, in comparison to
corporations. First, Delaware business trusts may be treated as partnerships for federal &me
tax purposes, which facilitates the abllrtyto have the equity in the SPE held by more than one entity.
Second, banks and other regulated entities do not need to obtain regulatory approval to form
Delaware business trusts, but such approval may be needed h forming a special purpose
corporation. Finally, for securities issuedby Delaware business trusts, the registrant is deemed to
be the depositor1,which is the special purpose corporation that transfers the assets to be
securitized to each separate issuing trust. Thus,only the depositor, and not each separately formed
issuing trust, is required to sign the registration statement.

I

Section 2(a)(4) of the Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

2

Business practice regardingfinancial disclosure
At the time AEIS2 structures were first developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s, it was
established early on by market convention, and with the acquiescence of the SEC for registered
transactions, that f-inancialstatements for the issuing SPEs were not necessary for any purpose.
In fact, it was argued tbat financial statements for an ABS issuer might he misleading, by making
it appear that the transaction is slrnilar to corporate debt. The rationale for this approach is outlined
below.
SPEs used to issue ABS are created with highly limited powers. Generally, their activities are
limited to 1) acquiring the underlying assets, 2) issuing ABS and 3) through servicers,trustees and
other entities, arranging for the administration of the assets and the ABS. Each of these subjects
is described in great detail in the prospectus for the ABS offering. The prospectus provides both
quantitative and qualitative disclosure about the underlying assets in far greater detail than would
be provided by audited financial statements. Similarly, the terms and conditions, as well as the
investment characteristics, of the ABS (the "liabilities") of the SPE are described in the prospectus
in far greater detail than would be provided by audited financial statements.
One essential purpose of financial statements is to disclose and evaluate various assets and liabilities
of a traditional business enterprise, in a manner'that allows for standardized comparison over
differenttime periods as well as to other entities. This methodology of disclosure is not necessary
or helpll for SPEs, inasmuch as all material assets and liabilitiesof the entity are already described
in the prospectus in all material detail. For an SPE, its only material assets are those that back the
ABS, and its only material liabilities are the ABS.
For similar reasons, fmancial statements would not be necessary or helphl to evaluate the
performance of an ABS issuer over time. For an ABS issuer, the corndosition of the asset pool
cannot change overtime, except duetonormal collectionsand liquidationsof the underlying assets,
information about which is provided to investors in periodic reports. Nor can the terms and
conditions ofthe liabilities ofthe entitybe changed, or new liabilitiescreated, except as is consistent
with the governing documents of the SPE which are described in the prospectus. For these
reasons, the periodic reports that are required to be provided to investors under the operative
documents should contain all relevant financial information about the assets and liabilities of the
SPE.
Another essentialpurpose of financialstatements is to provide a standardizedformat for evaluating
the net worth or equity of a business enterprise under generally accepted accounting principles, or
GAAP. With SPEsthat issue ABS, the net worth ofthe entity under GAAP is completely irrelevant
for any purpose. A key differencebetween ABS issuers and other issuers is that the ratings of AJ3S
are supported not by the net worth or creditworthiness of the issuing SPE, but rather by the
anticipated cash flows on the underlying assets together with any credit enhancements. Investors

2

As used herein, asset-backed securities, or ABS, includes mortgage-backed securities.

3

in ABS and rating agencies allke look solely to the cash flow characteristics of the underlying
assets, and to the adequacy and creditworthiness of any credit enhancement.
Attached as Exhibit 1 is a sample financial statement for a Delaware business trust ABS issuer.
The Exhibit was taken from a registration statement filed with the SEC in 1999. We believe that
it is apparent that the financial statements add no useful information.
For the above reasons, The Bond Market Association believes that financial statements for ABS
issuers including business trusts are not material, and therefore are not re@
under existing SEC
regulations. Requiring such financial statements in comment letters imposes unnecessary expense
on the issuer and does not provide any meaningful additional disclosure to investors.

In issuing comments requiring financial statements for ABS issuers that are business trusts, it may
be that the SEC is concerned that the issuer might not otherwise disclose all of its material assets
and liabilities, including any assets other than those backing the securities and any liabilities other
than the ABS being offered. If that were the case, this concern could be remedied by creating an
express regulatoryrequirement that an ABS issuer disclose all of its material assets and liabilities
in the prospectus, and The Bond Market Association would support the adoption of such a
regulatory requirement.
The Bond Market Association is concernedthat the SEC's comments requiring financial statements
for ABS issuers that are business trusts could set a very undesirable precedent, and could open the
door to W e r requirements for financial statements for ABS issuers. For the reasons discussed
above, financial statements for ABS issuers shouldbeviewed as unnecessary and immaterial in all
contexts.

EXHIBIT 1
Report of Independant Auditors
Wilmington Trust Company
As Owner Trustee of Ace Securities Cosp.
Home Loan Trust 1999-A

We have audited the accompanying balance sheet of Ace Securities Corp. Home Loan Trust
1999-A, a Delaware business trust (the "Trust") as of August 6, 1999. This balance sheet is the
responsibilityof the Trust. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on this balance sheet based on our
audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing standards. Those
standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
balance sheet is fiee of material misstatements. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the balance sheet. An audit also includes assessing the
acco~tirqj
pkciples used and siyificant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the
overall balance sheet presentation. We believe that bur &dit of the balance sheet provides a riasonable
'basis for our opinion.

.

In,ouropinion, the balance sheet referred to above presents fairly, in all material respects, the
financial position of the Trust, at A U ~ U 6;
& 1999, in conformity with genkally accepted accounting
principles. .
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Ace Securities Corp.
Home Loan Trust 1999-A
Balance Sheet
August 6, 1999

Assets
Total Assets . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0
Liabilities and Equity Interest
Liabilities . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0
Equity interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $10
Capital contribution due
from Ace Securities Corp. . . . . . . . . . . . (10) . . . . . . . . 0
Total liabilities and equity interest . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $0
.

.

See accompanying notes..
Ace Securities Corp.
~ o m Loan
e
Trust 1999-A
Notes to Balance Sheet
August 6,1999

Ace Securities

COGHome Loan Trust 1999-A, . a Delaware .statutory'businesstrust .(the

"Trust"),was organized in the state of Delaware on August 6,1999 with Wilmington Trust Company, as
its owner trustee.
The Trust was organizedto engage exclusivelyin the followingbusiness and financial activities:
To purchase or acquire h m certain direct and indirect subsidiaries of ACE Securities Corp. certain
home loans secured by, for the most part, junior liens on residential properties in which the related
borrowers have little or no equity, and to pledge such loans or interests therein to First Union National
Bank, as indenture trustee in connection with the planned issuance of up to $372 million of its
Asset-Backed Notes, Series 1999-A. Ace Securities Corp. is a subsidiary of German American Capital
Corp.
2.

Capital Contribution

[TPW.NY05.10001177.4] 1929600001 11/28/0112.29PM

2

ACE Securities Corp. plans to make an initial capital contribution of $10 to the Trust on August
10, 1999.

[TPW:NY05:10001 177.41 19296-00001 11/28/0112:29PM
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T o ~ i 2c - disclosure for swam counterparties
Statement of Issue
In recent years, SEC staff has taken the pos~tion,in comment letters to asset backed securities shelf
registrants, that where swaps or derivatives are used for structuring purposes in an ABS
transaction, financial disclosure about the counterparty should be included in the prospectus
supplement.

Following is a typical comment from an SEC comment letter:
"We note that the collateral also may include interest rate exchange agreements, interest
rate cap or floor agreements, currency exchange agreements or similar agreements:...To
the extent the credit expo&re under a swap or s
i or exceeds 10%
(but [is] less than 20%) of the casMow to a series [or, "of the Trust's assets"], provide .
summarized financial statements of the counterparty. To the extent the credit exposure
pursuant to a swap or similar agreement equals or exceeds 20% of the casMow to a series
'[or, "df the Trust's assets"], provide audited financial statements of the counterparty.".
'

In another example of a camment letter, :the SEC continues:
.

.

..

.

- -

.

.

..
.

.

'Turthermore, the Trust's credit exposure of [45%] or more pursuant to a swap or other
agreement would raise co-registrant issues with respect to a counterparty."

The Bond Market Association believes that: (1) the method of evaluatingthe exposure to a swap
for purposes of the foregoing triggers should be clarified, and should be based on the net market
value of the swap at the time of issuance of the ABS as fiuther described below; (2) where full
financial disclosure is required, the PLBS issuer should be able to refer the reader to where the
financial statements can be found, and should not be requrredto incorporate the financial statements
by reference or otherwise be liable for their content; and (3) in no event should the counterparty
to a swap be required to be a co-registrant, if the swap is treated as not a security under the
Securities Act of 1933, as amended.'
Requested Relief
The Bond Market Association requests that the SEC:

1.

Discontinue issuing the above comments in comment letters for ABS registration
statements.

2.

Include in its publication "Current Issues and Rulemaking Projects" of the Division of
Corporate Finance a section based on the following:
To the extent the net market value of a swap or similar agreement at the date of issuance
of the ABS equals or exceeds 10% (but does not equal or exceed 20%) of the issuer's
assets, provide summary financial information about the counterparty. To the extent the net
market value of a swap or similar agreement at the date of issuance of the ABS equals or
exceeds 20% of the issuer's assets, indicate where financial statements of the counterparty
can be obtained.
For unilateral swap contracts (that is, contracts where a single upbnt payment is made by
or on behalf of the SPE, and no ongoing payments are to be made to the counterparty by
or on behalf of the SPE), the net market value of the swap contract at the date of issuance
of the ABS is deemed to be the amount of that upfront payment.
For bilateral swap contracts (that is, contracts where payments may be made over the term
of the contract by both the SPE and the counterparty), the net market value of the swap
contract is deemed to be its termination value on the date of issuance of the ABS.

Discussion

Issue I - The methodfor evaluating exposure to a swap contract should be based on the net
market value of the swap at the time of issuance of the A3S
While the SEC's 10% and 20% thresholds serve as very appropriate benchmarks for measuring
the materiality of a swap contract in the context of an ABS transaction, there has beenbeensigriificant
difficulty in measuring the issuer's "credit exposure" to a swap against those thresholds as a
percentage of the total value of the underlying assets. In order to make this calculation, it is
necessary to make assumptions about market conditions and other factors that would affect future
payments to the issuing SPE under the swap conand to make further assumptions in order
to reach a valuation of the assumed firture payments. Because the payments under a swap conare difficult to project, and because the valuation assumptions are subjective, there is significant
uncertainty in making these valuations for the purpose of complying with the SEC's guideline.
On the other hand, swap contracts are in fact routinely priced and traded by market participants.

These activities involve an analysis similar to that described above, where payments made by both
parties to the swap contract are projected and evaluatedunder various assumptions including fimne
market conditions. Although valuations by market participants are of course subjective, they
nevertheless result in a concrete and reliable valuation of the payments under a swap contract
because these valuations are designed to be used by opposing parties in actual arms-length
transactions.

The Bond Market Association believes that the best way to value swap contracts for purposes of
complying with the SEC's 10% and 20% thresholds is to use valuations by market participants to
determine the net market value of the swap to the SPE at the date of issuance of the ABS, relative
to the size of the transaction. Specifically, we recommend that:
For unilateral swap contracts (that is, contracts where a single uphnt payment 1s made by
or on behalf of the SPE, and no ongoing payments are to be made to the counterparty by
or on behalf ofthe SPE), the net market value of the swap contract should be deemed to
be the amount of that upfront payment.
For bilateral swap contracts (that is, contracts where payments may be made over the term
of the contract by both the SPE and the counterparty), the net market value of the swap
contract should be deemed to be its termination value on the date of issuance of the ABS.
The terminationvalue would be determined in accordancewith the termination provisions
of the swap contract, which are designed to use market quotations and dealer quotes to
determine the net present value of the contract on any given day. The termination value on
any given day would represent the cost to the SPE to obtain a new swap contract on the
same terms from a different counterparty, and thus represents the value to the SPE ofthe
swap contract.
The net market value of the swap contract should be tested as a percentage of the
aggregate principal amount of all securitiesissued by the SPE at the date of initial issuance.
This would include securitiesnot publicly offered, including any classes retained by the
depositor's affiliates.
The Bond Market Association believes focusing on the net market value of the swap cantract to
to apples" measurement of the materiality of the swap relative to an
the SPE results in an bbapples
investment in the ABS. The net market value of the swap to the SPE appro&tes the cost that
the investor would incur, if the swap were not induded in the transaction and the investor were to
obtain comparable risk coverage by purchasing a swap contract directly.
Further, the net market value of the swap contract as described above effectively measures the
value of the credit exposure of the SPE to the swap counterparty. If, at any time, the swap
counterpartywere to give rise to a termination event (for example, if it defaults on its obligations,
if it becomes insolvent or if its ratings decline below a level specified in the swap contract), the
swap would be terminated and the counterparty's obligations to the SPE at that time would be
limited to a lump sum payment equal to the termination value, determined as provided in the
contract. Thus, upon default by the counterparty, the maximum amount that the SPE could
collect from the counterparty would be the tennination value, and therefore the termination
value represents the most appropriate measure of the credit exposure to the counterparty.
For unilateral swaps, the upfront payment effectively approximates the termination value of the
contract at the date of issuance.

Issue 2 - Wherefull financial disclosure is required [use same language as on pg.1, "Our
Position '7
For ABS transactions that include a swap contract, where the net market value of the swap
contract (as described above) is 20% or more of the principal amount of the securities issued, the
issuer should not be required to include audited financial statements of the counterparty, if such
financial statements are otherwise publicly available. Rather, the issuer should be able to simply
refer the reader to a publicly available location where such financial info~mationcm be found,
which could include either (i) SEC filings, or (ii) an unrestricted website together with contact
information for obtaining a paper version.

As long as audited financial statements of the swap counterparty are publicly available, and are
reasonably accessible by an investor, there is no reason to compel the ABS issuer to include the
financial statements in the prospectus or to incorporatethem by reference. That requirement would
only serve to penalize the ABS issuer by making it liable under the 1933 Act for the accuracy and
completeness of the financial statements of the counterparty,without improving the quality or
quantity of the information available to the investors.
.

.

Moreover, as discussed below, because most swap contracts are not "securities" for purposes of
the 1933 A Cthe
~ regishation statement of wh&h the ABS prospectus is a part is not required to
register the sale of the swap contract. For the same reason, the financial disclosure requirements
for registered securities do not apply.

.

. .

. .

.

..

Issue 3 - co-ilgistiant issue [use same language as on pg. 1, "Our Position '7
The SEC's previously articulatedpo1icy;to the effect that co-registrant issues may arise ifa swap
contract used in an U S transaction represeats a credit exposure of 45% or more of the
-transaction size, would appear to no longer be supported by applicable law.

'.

:

In December 2000, the Commodity Futures Modernization Act of 2000 became law. One effect
of this legislation was to add new Section 2A to the 1933Act, which provides that both securitybased swap agreements and non-security-based swap agreementsare excluded fiom the definition
of '.'security"for purposes of the 1933 Act. This effectivelyexcludes all "swap agreements" as
definedunder new section 2O6A of the Gramrn-Leach-Bliley Act, which in &covers vitually all
types of swap agreements between eligible contract participants, with limited exceptions (for
example, any swap that constitutes a put or call on a security). Generally, swap contracts used in
connection with Al3S transactions could be readily structuredto qualifL as "swap agreements"
under section 206A.
As a result of these changes, with respect to swaps that constitute "swap agreements" as defined
under new section 206A of the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act, no co-registrant issue could arise
because such a swap agreement would not be a "security" and thus could not be subject to the
registration requirements under the 1933 Act.
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Submission by
The Bond Market Association
to the Securities and Exchange Commission
regarding specific Securities Act reform proposals
November 29,200 1
T o ~ i 3c - ~ a d i c i ~ a t i o as
n s securities
Statement of Issue

In recent years, SEC staff has taken the position, in comment letters to asset backed
securities registrants, that where the assets underlying the securities include participation
interests in financial assets, the participations themselves must in all cases be treated as
separate securities that must be separately registered in connection with the offering.
Following are typical comments from an SEC letter:
"We also note the disclosure about the participation interests. We believe that
participations are securities."
"We are of the view that a 'Participation', as defrned in the prospectus, is a security. The
staff believes that any Participations issued by the Depositor or its affiliates which are
included in the Trust in respect of any series of Certificates must in all circumstancesbe
registered concurrently with an offering of the Certificates.Moreover, if the Participations
were issued by an entity other than the Depositor or its affiliates, such Participations must
(i) either (a) have been previously registered under the Securities Act of 1933, or (b) be
eligible for sale under Rule 144(k); and (ii) be acquired in bona fide secondary market
transactions not from the issuer or an affhte..''

Our.Position
We respectfully submit that the case law relating to the definition of "security" under the Securities
Act of 1933, as amended, does not support the view that participations are in all cases securities.
Nor does case law support a more narrow position that prticipations that are acquired by A B S
issuers for the purpose of inclusion in an ABS.transaction are in all cases securities.

Rather,this question should bedetermined on a case-bycase basis in light of the relevant facts and
circumstances. Participations that are created with a view to inclusion in a securitization, as
discussed below, typically have attributes, and are transferred in transactions,in a manner that does
not support the view that they should be treated as separate securities under applicable case law.
The SEC's position that participations constitute securities does not serve to improve the quality
of disclosure, but rather has the practical effect of limiting the ability to use participations as
structuring tools.

Requested Relief
The Bond Market Association requests that the SEC:
1.

Discontinue issuing comments in comment letters for ABS regisfration statements that all
participations used as assets underlying ABS are themselves separate securities.

2.

Include in its publication "Current Issues and Rulemaking Projects" of the Division of
Corporate Finance a section stating that participations underlying ABS are not in all cases
to be treated as separate securities, but rather are to be evaluated for this purpose under
a facts and circumstances approach based on case law principles.

Discussion
'

1.

Uses of participations in ABS transactions

Participations may be used for a variety of reasons in structuring ABS transactions. For example,
in commercialmortgage-backed securities ("CMBS") transactions,participationsmay be used in
order to transfer less'than the entire mortgage.loan to the structuring
vehicle.
. .
This may done for a variety of reasons: (i) to deposit less than the entire balance of the loan, in
order to prevent the securitizedpool from being concentrated in a particular property or credit to
an extent greater than would be acceptable to the applicable rating agencies, credit enhancers or
investors, (ii) to deposit less than the fdlamount of interest on the loan, if the 111coupon is greater
than necessary to cover the remittance rate to investors plus servicing fees, credit enhancement
costs and other transaction expenses, (iii) to reserve from the transaction ancillary rights under the
mortgage loan thatare not needed for the securitization, such as "equity kicker" rights (additional .
interest or return on the loan that is contingent on income or gain fiom the property), or (iv) to
avoid the applicationof transfer taxes or contractualtransfer restrictionsthat might otherwise apply
to a direct transfer of the loan and the supporting mortgage.
.
..

0

. .

Example of a participation in a CMBS transaction
.
.

.
.

.

In one example of a participation used in a C M B S transaction that was
placed in 1997,
a 5Ph.pdcipation interest in a paxticular loan was deposited into the securitizationtrust The 50%
participation interest represented approximately 19%of the total assets of the trust. In this case,
the lo& was participated solely in order to avoid undue concentration of the trust's assets in the
related loan. The participation interest was created under a short form participation agreement,
executed contemporaneouslywith the issuance of the CMBS, between the originator and the
depositor for the securitization.

.

In this transaction, the entire loan was first transferred to the depositor, and then
under the participation agreement the depositor conveyed a 50% participation
interest in the loan back to the originator.
The participation agreement contemplates that the depositor's remaining 50%
participating interest is to be immediately conveyed to the securitization vehicle.
The participation interests are evidenced only by the participation agreement, and
not by a certificate.
The participationagreement provides that all payments and recoveries on the loan,
excluding servicing compensation and reimbursements for servicing advances,are
simply divided on a pro rata basis (50% each) between the two participation
interests.
The servicing of the entire loan is governed by the provisions of the pooling
agreement for the CMBS. For example, the servicing standards and procedures
for the loan are as set forth in the pooling agreement, and any successor servicer
appointed under the pooling agreement will automaticallybecome the servicer of
the loan.
2.

Case Law.

(a)

Pre-Reves case law

The first federal appellate court to address the issue of whether a loan participation constitutes a
"security" for purposes of the federal securities laws was Lehigh Valley Trust Company v.
central ~ational
~ank'of
~acksonville,409 F.2d 989 (5 Cir. 1969). The court in that case took
a litkal reading of thedefinition of"sectdy" and held thatthe participation in thatcase, which was
a typical interbank commercial loan participation made to comply with lending limits, was a
security.
However, within five years of the Lehigh Valley decision, courts began to take a more liberal
approach in reviewing cases involving the interpretation of federal and state security laws. In
United Housing Foundation v. Fonnan, 421 U.S. 837 (1975), the Supreme Court was faced
with deciding whether or not a transaction involving shares of "stock" fell under the auspices of
federal securitylaws. In Fomzan, plaintiffs allegedthat since federal securitieslaws include "stock"
in the classification of securitieswhich they aim to regulate, the transaction,per se, came under the
auspices of the 1933Act and the 1934 Act. The Court stated the principle that when "searching
for the meaning and scope of the word 'security' in the Act[s], form should be disregarded for
substance and the emphasis should be on economic reality."

In United American Bank of Nashville v. Gunter, 620 F.2d 1108 (5 Cir. 1%O), a case
involving a loan participation, the same court that decided Lehigh Valley rejected the literal

interpretationonce utilized to inte'pret federal securitieslaws and iiistzad focused "on the economic
realities underlying a transaction." The court went fiuther in saying that it had "also rejected the
ritualistic application of the federal securities laws and ha[d] focused, in recent cases, on whether
the transaction at issue is commercial or investment in nature."
Applying the Forman test, the Fifth Circuit found that the loan participation was not a security
because the acquisition had been conducted in a manner consistent with a loan, the loan was hlly
collateralized,the participant was to receive fixed payments that wodd amount to piincipa! plus
interest at a fixed rate, and that the participant was not relying on any entrepreneurial efforts of the
lending bank.

Additional pre-Reves cases that held that loan participations are not securities include American
Fletcher Mortgage Company, Inc. v. U.S. Steel Credit Corporation, 635 F.2d 1247 (7 Cir.
1980), Union Planters National Bank of Memphis v. Commercial Credit Business Loans,
Inc., 65 1 F.2d 1174 (6 Cir. 1981) and Union National Bank of Little Rock v. Farmers Bank,
786 F.2d 88 1 (8 Cir. 1986).
(3)

Reves

The Supreme Court's decision in Reves v. Young, 494 U.S. 56 (1990) changed the way the
judiciary decides whether a note is a security under the federal securities laws. In decidingReves,
the Court adopted a "family resemblance" test. In essence, a note is presumptively a security unless
it bears a strong family resemblance to certain types of notes that clearly are not securities.Reves
lists certain types of securities that clearly are not securities, including consumer loans, residential
mortgage loans, and short term commercial loans.
The family resemblance test considers four factors: (1) the motivationsof a reasonable buyer and
seller to enter into the transaction; (2) the plan of distribution of the instrument; (3) the reasonable
expectations of the investing public; and (4) whether some factor, such as the existence of an
alternative regulatory scheme, si&cantly reduces the risk ofthe instrument,thereby circumventing
the need of the protection offered by the federal securities laws.
(c)
. .
,

.

Banco Espanol

Since Reves, the Supreme Court has not directly. addressed the issue of whether a 1o.m .
participation is a security under fede,ralsecurities l e s . The most sigqificant case since Reves to
consider this issue is second Circuit's decision in ~ a n c o ' ~ s ~ ade
n oC&dito
1
v. security
National Bank, 973 F.2d 51 (2 Cir. 1992) ('Bunco Espanol I?').

In Banco Espanol 11, Security Pacific National Bank and Security Pacific Merchant Bank
(collectively "Security Pacific") had extended a line of credit to Integrated Resources, Inc.
("Integrated") allowing Integrated to obtain short-term unsecured loans from Security Pacific.
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Security Pacific in turn sold these loans to various investors - a traditional short-term loan
participation.
Security Pacific offered no assurances as to Integrated's ability to repay the loans and assumed no
unable to
responsibility for defzult. Integrated subsequently found itself in financial trouble,
obtain fiuther lines of credit, declared bankruptcy. A group of investors brought an action against
Security Pacific stating that since the loan participations were "securities," Security Pacific's
withholding of material facts as to Integrated's financial condition amounted to a violation of
applicable federal securities laws. Unswayed, the district court granted SecurityPacific summary
judgment and dismissed the claim. See Banco Espanol de Credito v. Security Pacific National
Bank, 763 F . S ~ p p36
. (S.D.N.Y. 1991) ("Banco Espanol I").

On appeal, the plaintiffs conceded that traditional loan participations did not qualify as securities
under the Acts. Rather, plaintiffs argued that the specificloan participations at issue in this case
were securities because Security Pacific sought to sell "100% of its loans through high speed
telephonic sales and often pre-paid transactions." Banco Espanol 11 at 5 5 .

In deciding the issue, the district court applied the family resemblance test espoused in Reves.
Under that test, the first factor to be considered is the parties' motivation. The district court found
that the motivation of Security Pacific was to have access to enough short-term f k d s "to finance
current operations or to cover a temporary cash shortage." Banco Espanol I. at 42. Likewise, the
motivations of the participants were to use its excess cash to purchase a short-term vehicle that
would give the participants a higher rate of return than other money market investments. Id. The
court then concluded that the ultimate motivation of the parties was not to invest in a business
enterprise but rather to promote commercial purposes. Id.
Addressing the second Reves factor - the plan of distribution of the instniment - the court noted
that Security Pacific only sought to solicit the participationof institutional and corporate entities.
SecurityPacific specrfically excluded individual investors. In fact, the minimumpurchase amount
was $1 million. Furthermore,the participationswere evidencedby a signed Master Participation
Agreement ("MPA"). Id.

The third factor of the test is the reasonable perception of the instrument by the investing public.
The district court had trouble defining "investing public" and reasoned that the Supreme Court
meant to define that term as those "institutions that would be targeted by security Pacific sales
personnel for inclusion in this program." Id. at 43. Since Security Pacific requmda signed MPA
for inclusion in the program, and since all the investors were "sophisticated financial or commercial
institutions," they were put on notice that the instruments were loan participations and not an
investment in a business enterprise. Id.
In regard to the fourth criterion - whether there are alternative safeguards or regulatory schemes
in place that would duplicate the protective feature of the Acts - the court found that the Office of
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the Comptroller of the Currency had issued guidelines to all national banks regulating loan
participations. Being a national bank, Pacific Security was subject to such regulations. Id.

In affmning the district court's opinion, the Second Circuit believed that the loan padcipations most
closely resembled a commercial loan and not a "note,"per se, which is a security under the Acts.
However, the Second Circuit also limited its holding to those loan participations at issue in the case
at bar - other loan participations could be construed as securities.
Banco EspanolII clearly indicates that under existing case law loan participations are not per se
securitiesunder the federal securities laws. Rather, this case clearly indicates that this issue should
be determined on a case-by-case basis, taking into account the facts and circumstances not only
of the instrument in question but also the transaction in which it is involved.

3.

Application of Reves analysis to participations in an ABS transaction

The assets underlying an ABS transaction are financial assets,principally consisting of various types
of loans, which may be residential mortgage loans, commercial mortgage loans, auto loans, credit
card accounts and other types of consumer receivables.
The following discussion will consider the hypothetical case of a parhcipationused as an underlying
asset in a publicly offered ABS transaction, where (i) the participation concurrently is created by
an entity unaffiliatedwith the depositor with the transfer thereof to the depositor for inclusion in the
securitization,(ii) the participation is created for a purpose similar to that described in Section 1
above, (iii) the participation represents an interest in one or more underlying assets as described
above, which do not independently constitute "securities" under the federal securitieslaws, and (iv)
the participation does not include any rights against the seller other than those that would be
customary in the direct sale of the underlying asset. These assumptions would be typical of a
situation where a participation is actually used in an ABS transaction.

In applying the Reves test, it is necessary to consider the instrument in question in the context of
a specific transaction.
a.

. .

,

,

Acquisition of the p a k p a t i o n by the depositor.

.

.

.

First factor (umes motivation): In this transaction, the motivations of the buyer (the depositor)
are to acquire a partial or indirect interest in the underlying asset for the purpose of immediately
reconveying the same to the special purpose entity (SPE) that will issue the ABS. The buyer is not
purchasing the participation on its own behalf as an investment vehicle, but rather is acquiring it as
part of its o d m q business activity of ading as a conduit in the poolmg of assets for transfer to an
SPE. This is a commercial purpose, not an investment purpose. The motivation of the seller (the
entity that formed the participation and t r a n s f d it to the depositor) is to facilitate the disposition
of an economic interest in the underlying asset in a manner that is essentially similar to the direct sale
of the underlying asset. The seller is not raising debt or equity capital to finance its business
.

9
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operations, but rather it simply is selling a financial asset for the purpose of recognizing gain and
repaying indebtedness used to carry the asset.
Second factor ( ~ for 1distribution
~
ofthe instrument):In this transaction, the plan of distribution
is simply to sell the participation to the depositor for immediate resale by it to the SPE. This
transaction in and of itself does not involve any elements of a securities offering. The participation
is offered and sold only to the depositor (and subsequently to the SPE), and is not offered or made
available to any other person as an independent investment vehicle.

I

f

a

c

t

o

r

: In this transaction,

there is no investing public.

'

'

Fourth factor (the existence of any alternative reslatory schemes or other safewards): In this
transaction, as in the subsequent sale of the participation by the depositor to the SPE, there is a
regulato~y
scheme in place which adequatelyprotects the interests of the investors. By virtue of the
registration of the offering of the ABS to be issued in the subsequent securitization, investors can
be assured that all material information about the participation (as well as the underlying asset) is
required to be described in the prospectus, and that such disclosure is covered by the protections
o f Sections 11 and 12(2) of the Securities Act of 1933. In this context, treating the participation
as a separate security would add absolut~lyno additional protection to the hveitors as against the
depositor, the underwriter and their controlling persons.
For the reasons discussed above, we believe that in this transaction the participation would not be
viewed as a security under the Reves analysis.
The only possible theoretical benefit h m treating the participation in this transaction as a separate
securitywould be if the entity that formed the participation was not an affiliate of the depositorand
consentedto become a co-regkhmt withrespect to the participation, thereby givingthe investors
an additionalpotential defendant but not otherwise increasing the protection to the investors under
the Act. However, in reality, this approach would simply result in issuers refraining fiom using
participations in ABS transactions, as has been the experience in the ABS market since the SEC
started taking thisposition. We m
y submit that there is no policy reason or legalpstdication
for this position, and that the SEC's position needlessly hampers the ABS market.
b.

.

~ransferof the participation by the depositor to t'heSPE

. ,

. .

First f m r (uarhes mobva-:
In this transaction, the motivations of the'buyer(the SPE) are to
acquire a partial or indirect interest in the underlying asset for the purpose of immediately using that
interest as part of the asset pool backing the ABS to be issued. The SPE is not purchasing the
participation on its own behalf as an investment vehicle, but rather is acquiring it as part of its
business of acting as the issuer of the ABS. This is an essentially commercial purpose, not an
investment purpose. The motivations of the seller (the depositor) are discussed above.
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Second factor ( ~ l a for
n distribution of the instrument): In h s transaction, the plan of distribution
is simply to sell the participationto the SPE. Although the subsequentlyissued ABS are offered and
sold to the public, the transfer of the participation by the depositorto the SPE in and of itself does
not involve any elements of a securities offering. The participation itself is offered and sold only to
the SPE, and is not offered or made avaiiable to any other person as an independent investment
vehicle.
Third factor (reasonableperception of the instrument by the investing public): In this transaction,
there is no investing public. In the immediately following issuance of the ABS, the expectations of
the investing public are that the participation is merely one asset underlying the ABS that is
described in the prospectus, that cannot be separately acquired or traded. In the context of the
securitization, the participation is added to the other assets in the pool creating risk diversification,
and is provided with credit enhancement sufficient to obtain the credit rating desired by investors.
The investors do not perceive the participation as a separate security, nor would they be interested
in acquiring the participation as a separate security as it would not be within the same investment
parameters as the ABS. The investor's only expectation relative to the participation would be to
understand the terms and conditions of the participation agreement as an indirect interest in the
underlying loan.
Fourth factor (the existence of any alternative regulatory schemes or other safeguards): As
discussed above, because the ABS will be sold in a registered offering, investors can be assured
that all material information about the participation (as well as the underlying asset) is required to
be described in the prospectus, and that such disclosure is covered by the protections of the Act.
Again, treating the participation as a separate security would add absolutely no additional
protection to the investors as against the depositor, the underwriter and their controlling persons.
For the reasons discussed above, we believehat in this transaction, the participation would not be
viewed as a security under the Reves analysis.

In the context of the transfer of the participation by the depositor to the SPE, treating the
participation as a separate security would have no practical significance, since the depositor has
liability for the adequacy and accuracy of the disclosure about the participation regardless of
whether it is registered as a separate security. However, by lumping participationsthat are acquued
by a depositor &omunaffiliated sellers together with other securities for purposes of the SEC's
position on resecuritizationsunder a Form S-3 ABS shelf, as described in Section 1 above, the
SEC effectively regulates the manner of acquisitionof participationsby depositors in a way that as
a practical matter prohibits the use of such participations. Again, we ery
submit that there
is no policy reason or legal justification for this position, and that the SEC's position needlessly
hampers the ABS market.
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Submission by
The Bond Market Association
to the Securities and Exchange Commission
regarding specific Securities Act refom proposals
November 29,2001

Statement of Issue
In recent years, SEC staff has taken the position, in comment letters to asset backed securities
(ABS)' shelfregistrants,that where the underwriter is or may be affiliated with both the issuer (that
is, the depositor or registrant) and the servicer, then the underwriter must use a "market making"
prospectus in executing secondary transactions in the ABS. A market making prospectus is one
that contains or incorporatesby reference current information about the ABS and the underlying
assets.

A typical comment from an SEC letter is as follows:
"We note that you will use this prospectus for market-making transactions. We also note
that you are only incorporating information by reference prior to the termination of the
offering. How do you intend to keep the prospectus "evergreen" afier this time for marketmaking transactions?"
Generally, ABS issuers comply with this requirement by (i) incorporatingby reference all periodic
reports related to a specific series filed under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 into the
. prospectus f ~that
r series, at least until the termination of the offering (which may be deemed to
include any market making transactions), and (ii) filing Exchange Act reports for so long as any
market making transactions may continue, includingthe periodic remittancerepo& to investors as
well as any special reports covering material developments.
Our Position
The Bond Market Association believes that the SEC's position is inappropriate because it
effectively imposes on certain issuersthe obligationto continue to file ExcChangeAct reports beyond
the time when they are otherwiserequired to do so, based solely on the affiliationof the underwriter
with the issuer and the servicer, regardless of whether the underwriter actually has access to
material nonpublic informationas a result ofthat affilia'tion.The Bond Market Association believes
that this is inappropriateand uni~ecessarybecause there are other safeguards in place to assure that
underwriters will not have access to material nonpublic information in executing market making
transactions.
Requested Relief
I

As used in this submission, "asset backed securities" or "ABS" includes mortgage backed securities.

The Bond Market Association requests that the SEC:
1.

Discontinue issuing comments requiring the use of market ~nakingprospectuses in comment
letters for ABS registration statements.

2.

Include in its publication "Current Issues and Rulemaking Projects" of the Division of
Corporate Finance a section stating that underwriters of ABS issuances are not required
to use a market making prospectus in secondary transactions,regardless of any affiliation
of the underwriter with the issuer or servicer.
L..

Discussion
For the reasons outlined below, the afliliation of the underwriter in an ABS transaction with either
the issuer or the servicerwould not in and of itself result in any facton which would j w requiring
the underwriter to maintain a market making prospectus. Accordingly, the affiliation of the
underwriter with both the issuer and the servicer would not justifL that requirement.
Underwriter afiliations with issuers would not justlj) requiring a market making
prospectus.

Generally, in ABS transactions, because the underlying assets are deposited into a trust, the
"issuer" as defined under Section 2(a)(4) of the SecuritiesAct of 1933,and therefore the registrant,
is the entity that acts as "depositor or manager" of the trust.In practice, this is the entity that acts
as depositor of the assets into the trust, which is usually a special purpose corporation (SPC)
created by the company that caused the shelf registration statement to be filed. Such SPC7smay
be subsidiariesof (i) broker dealers, (ii) companiesaffiliated with broker dealers that primarily
engage in the trading of mortgage loans or other receivables, or (iii) financial institutionsor other
entities that originateor purchase mortgage loans or other receivables, which in turnmay have an
affiliated broker dealer. In any of these cin;umstances, the affiliated broker dealer may act as an
underwriter for an ABS issuance, or may engage in secondary trading for such ABS.
However, such SPCs generally are formed and used solely for the purpose of acting as registrant,
and for receiving and depositing the assets and depositing them into the trust on the date of
issuance. They generally do not hold any unsold securities or residual interests issued in the
transaction, and they generally have no other income or assets, no other operations, and no
independent facilities or employees.
As a result, the issuer in an ABS transaction would in most cases not have any access on an
ongoing basis to material nonpublic information about the transaction or the underlying assets.
Moreover, the issuer's ongoing relationship with the transaction is usually limited to its obligations
under any representations and warranties that it made when the securities were issued, and its
ability to control amendments to any operative documents to which it is a party. For all practical
purposes, control over the transaction on an ongoing basis is shared by the servicer, the trustee and

the investors. Thus,once the ABS have been issued, the issuerno longer has any material issuerlike
functions that are comparable to the role of an issuer in a non-ABS transaction.
Underwriter affiliations with servicer would not justzfi requiring a market making
prospectus.

In an ABS ttansaction, the servicer (sometimes referred to as the master servicer) is the entity that
is primarily responsible to the trust for collecting payments on and otherwise administering the
underlying assets, and remitting cash flows to the trustee or directly to the investors. Such entities
may be affiliatedwith (i) broker dealers, or (ii) financial institutions aother entities that originate
or purchase mortgage loans or other receivables,which in turn may have an affiliated broker dealer.
The servicer may itself be the originator or purchaser of the assets, or may acquire the servicing
rights at the tirne'of the securitization.
Any servicer affiliated with a broker dealer would nevertheless be a separately capitalized entity
with independent personnel and operations. The servicer and the broker dealer would most likely
have separate facilities, which may be in different buildings or even in different cities. While the
servicer may or may not be a regulated financial institution, it would in all cases be subject to
independent licensing requkments under applicable state law for conducting its servicing activities.

In any case, the servicer will likely have access to material nonpublic information about the
performance of the underlying assets. For example, for loans that have defaulted, the servicer may
have access to information that isrelevant to the amount ofthe loss that wdl ultimately be borne by
the trust,such as workout negotiationswith the borrower, or bids on or valuations of the collateral
forthe loan. such information would be particularly significant if it involved loans representing a
..
large concentration of theassets in the.trust.
'

A broker dealer engaging in secondary trading of ABS, while in the possession of material
nonpublic information that it obtained fiom an affiliated servicer, would be subject to potential
liabilityunder existing federal securitieslaw. Liability could result under the "traditional" theory of
insider trading, which arises when a corporate insider trades in the securities of his corporation on
the basis of material nonpublic information. Liability could also result under the separate
"misappropriation" theory of insider trading, which arises when any person trades in the securities
of a corporation on the basis of material nonpublic information that was received in confidence,
either under a confidentiality agreement or otherwise under circumstances involving "a duty of
layalty and confidentiality" to the source ofthe information. See US.v. O'Hagan, 521 U.S. 642
(1997). Potential liability would include damages to the parties with which the broker dealer
transacted. Damage to reputation and regulatory action could also result.
For these reasons, broker dealers that are affiliated with servicers in ABS transactions maintain
internal controls and procedures that are designed to make sure that broker dealer employees do
not have access to material nonpublic information. Such "firewalls" would typically include
restricti~nson access to information at the servicer level, the avoidance of employee cross-over

between the servicer and the broker dealer, the avoidanceof management interlocks, training and
supervision at the broker dealer level, physical separation of brokerdeals and servicing personnel
and monitoring by the compliance department of the broker dealer.
The reliance on firewalls to avoid insider badkg liability is of course not unique to ABS, but is an
established concept under federal securities law that is essential to the operation of many aspects
of a broker dealer's business, such as advising a merger candidate while at the same time trading
in its securities.
It is our view that the threat of liability under well understood case law concepts, together with the
maintaining of firewalls as part of the standard operating procedures of any broker dealer, make
it extremely unlikely that an underwriter in an ABS transaction will have access to material
nonpublic informationin executingmarketmaking transactions, solelyas a result of its affiliationwith
the servicer.
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Form F-3 Eli~ibilitvfor Non-U.S. ABS Issuers

Statement of Issue
The short form Securities Act registration form, Form S-3, is generally available to seasoned
issuers which are timely in their SEC filings and which have large market capitalizations(a "free
float" above $75 million). Form S-3 provides as one of its alternative criteria for eligibility for an
issuer which does not have a sufficient capitalizationto be eligible to register a transaction on such
form, "Offerings of Investment Grade Asset-backed Securities". See Form S-3, General
Instruction B.5.
The benefits that Form S-3 provides for a registrant in comparison to registration on more
cumbersome and less permissive Securities Act registration forms such as Form S-1 or Form F-1
include its streamlined disclosure requirements, the ability to carry out delayed and continuous
offerings (or "shelf offerings") and the abiity to incorporate disclosure by reference fhm other SEC
filings, including future SEC filings. These features provide considerable advantage to a registrant
in terms of savings of time and expense and equally importantly provide flexibility to react quickly
to market conditions by allowing a registrant using the form to schedule and structure offerings
rapidly.
For domestic issuers of asset backed securities ("ABS'), the benefits of using Form S-3 are so
substantialthat the form is used in virtually all public ABS offerings. This practice is due in part to
the dynamics of the ABS market, in which a pool of assets may be identified and securitizedover
a very brief period of time. In programs of regular, established ABS issuers, as little as three
weeks may elapse fiom the selection of the underwriter to the closing. The ABS issuance market
simply could not &ction in its cwent format were it necessary to file a new registration statement
on Form S- 1 and ,mthe increased risk of the possibility of a full SEC review, for every such
transaction.
Form F-3 is the counterpart form to Form S-3 which is used to register offers and sales of
securities of issuers which meet the SEC's definition of a "foreign private issuer". (Securities Act
Rule 405 contains the definition of this term, but "foreign private issuer" essentially encompasses
an issuer organized in a jurisdiction outside the United States which also has the majority of its
shareholders and its management located outside the United States.) For the most part, Form F-3
provides the same accommodations as Form S-3 but for foreign private issuers instead of for
domestic issuers. Apart from the preliminary requirement that the registrant qualify as a "foreign
private issuer" under Rule 405, virtually all of the eligibility requirements of Form F-3 mirror those
of Form S- 3. One of the only sipficant differences in the eligibility requirements is that Form F-3,
unlike Form S-3, does not provide for the eligibility of ABS issuers.

Our Position
Non-U.S. issuers of investment grade asset backed securities should benefit from the same
accommodations as U.S. issuers in t e r n ofthei.eligibility to use the short form regkmtion form,
Form F-3. Thus, foreign private issuers which seek to register ABS offerings, but are not
otherwise eligible to use Form F-3, should be able to register such offerings on Form F-3 in the
same way that a similarly situated U.S. issuer could register the offering on Form S-3.
Peauested Relief
Incorporate General Instruction B.5. to Form S-3 into Form F-3, thereby permitting non-U.S.
ABS issuers not otherwise eligible to use Form F-3 to use the form for ABS offerings.
Discussion

.

..

The SEC stagon occasion has permitted foreign private issuers to use short-$orm
or shelf registration for investment grade asset-backed securities. As a policy
matter, this treatment should be available on a general basis to foreign private
issuers meeting specljied criteria, rather than on a selective basis.
.

.

.

.

The SEC takes the view that the asset backed securities provisions of the Form S-3 instructions
are not availableunless both the depositor (that is, the registrant) and the special purpose entity
("SPE") used to issue the ABS are formed in the United States. Although a U.S.-based depositor
could in some cases issue ABS outside of the United States, in many cases it would be
impracticable for the SPE to be formed in the United States as opposed to the country of origin
of the underlying assets, due to foreign tax issues or transfer impediments. For example, the home
country may impose a withholding tax on the intemt payments on the underlying assets if they are
held by a foreign entity (such as a U.S.-based depositor), that would not apply if the assets were
held by a domestic entity that issued debt obligations used to back an ABS issuance.
Althoughthere.isno comparable provision in Form F-3, the SEC has at times informally permitted
foreign private issuers to use short-form or shelf registration for offers and sales of ABS on Form
S-3. T& SEC has granted only a few such waivers and on a case-by-case basis to selected
issuers, based on the SEC's familiarity with the depositor and the asset class and based on the
similarity of the law of the country where the assets are located to U.S. law. As an example, the
staff permitted Westpac SecuritisationManagement Pty Limited, a foreign private issuer, to file a
registration statement for an offering of investment grade asset backed securities on Form S-3 on
March 2 1,2000, file no. 333-32944. That filing states that it was filed with the "staffs permission
based in part on the staff's experience with prior, similar WSM filings and WSM's various

undertakings and representations." There has been no apparent harm or detriment to investors or
market participants as a result of the waiver granted to WSM or other similar registrants.
The Bond Market Association believes that this practice should be formalized by incorporating a
specific instruction into Form F-3 allowing registration of ABS as an eligibility criteria for issuers
that are not otherwise eligible to use Form F-3. In particular, we believe that Form F-3 should not
be made available on a selective basis, but rather should be available to all non-U.S. ABS issuers,
or to all such issuers that meet specified criteria. In addition, any undertakings or other conditions
to the availability of Form F-3 for such issuers should be made public.
Ifthis change were made, the SEC still could impose any additional safeguards it deems necessary
such as requiring through the registration statement review process that all non-U.S. asset types
be identified in the prospectus, and that all material aspects of local law in the relevantjurisdiction
be described in the prospectus.
There does not appear to be a reason that ABS issuer eligibility should be explicitly
provided for Form S-3 registrants but not for Form F-3 registrants.

The SEC has made Form S-3 available to domestic issuers which are seasoned issuers with a large
capitalization or "free float". The SEC also has made that fonn available to issuers which do not
satisfythe basic market capitalizationrequirements for specified purposes. These purposes include
secondaryofferings, dividend and interest reinvestment plans, and investmentgrade ABS offerings.

'

The SEC has made the eligibility requirements for Form F-3 for registrants that meet the Rule 405
definition of "foreign private issuer" the same as for domestic registrants on Form S-3. The only
distinction of any substance is that Form F-3 does not provide for eligibility for ABS issuances in
the same way as does Form S-3. There appears to be no sound reason why there should be this
particular difference in the eligibility requirements between the two forms.
As long as the applicable~disclosure
requirements are met, and these requirements can be met
through adequate disclosure in the base prospectus prior to the effectiveness of the shelf registration
'statement, there is no reason to discriminate against non-U.S. ABS issuers.
.

.

.

.

There is no eiidence that ABS offerings by 'fforeignprivate issuers " are inherently
more suspect or si& than domestic ofl^eingi'

There is no evident& that investment grade ABS offerings by "foreign private issuers" are inherently
more suspectorrisky than domestic offerings such that the eligibility requirements for the short form
registration form for foreign private issuers should be made more strict than its domestic
counterpart. Outside the ABS area, the Form F-3 eligibilityrequirements are substantially identical
to those in Form S-3.

Since 1982,when the SEC first adopted Form F-3, the number of non-U.S. companies registered
with the SEC has increased exponentially. Today, there are over 1,300 foreign private issuers fmm
approximately 60 countries registered with and reporting to the SEC. Public securities offerings
by non-U.S. issuers in fact have become somewhat commonplace in the US. capital markets, and
there is no evidence available to indicate that the Securities Act registration fonns generally
availableto foreignregistrants warrant strictereligibility requirementsthan the forms available to
domestic registrants.
ABS issuance outside the United States also has grown markedly in recent years. Total ABS
issuance in Europe totaled US$l49 billion in 2000 (up 62% fiom the prior year). ABS issuance
in 2000 totaled US$3.9 billion in Latin h e r i c a , and US$1.64 hillion in Asia (Source: Moody's
Investor's Service reports dated January 19 and 25, and February 16,2001) While most of these
transactions do not include classes sold in the United States, many do, and it is reasonable to
assume that more non-U.S. ABS issuers would seek to access the U.S. capital markets if the
registration statement process were streamlined.
Due to the evolution of the foreign ABS market and the potential volume ofthese transactions that
could be sold in the United States, investment grade ABS issuance should be provided as a criteria
for eligibility to use Form F-3, as it already is for Form S-3.
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